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Founding Fathers:
"We lay it down as a fundamental, that laws, to be just, must give a reciprocation of right; that, without this, they are mere
arbitrary rules of conduct, founded in force, and not in conscience."-Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the state of Virginia, 1782

West Mifflin tries to pass Lost or
Stolen firearms ordinance again

On December 15th the West Mifflin Borough Council
will once again take up the unlawful and unconstitutional
"Lost or Stolen" firearms ordinance that was tabled earlier
this year. Apparently with several lame-duck members of
Council and the continued pressure from anti-gun state
Rep. Dave Levdansky and his cohorts in Cease-Fire
Pennsylvania this ordinance has once again come to the
forefront for those who would advance the gun control
mindset.

Several councilmen are furious about this since they
were never consulted on ahead of time regarding this
reconsideration and it had been previously established that
this measure would await the decision of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court. This further demonstrates that the desire
to protect society is subservient to the desires to advance
an agenda that has failed at every turn.

This type of legislation was rejected at the state level
because it is not only unconstitutional but it also has never
been proven to work or reduce crime anywhere it has been
introduced and passed into law. The sole purpose for this
legislation is to push the agenda of the gun-control
movement further forward and to provide them with a
platform to attach additional gun-control measures to.

The meeting at the West Mifflin Borough Council
building begins at 6:30 PM and several gun owners are
already on the agenda to speak. I encourage every
gunowner to consider attending this important meeting and
if you live in this community it is especially critical that
you let everyone know how you feel.

The council meeting will be held on the 2nd floor of the
West Mifflin Municipal Building located at 3000 Lebanon
Church Road in West Mifflin. If you’re interested in

testifying, please contact the Borough Office at 412-466-
8170.

Please contact the members of the Borough Council
of West Mifflin TODAY and respectfully urge them to
oppose this unwarranted, unjust and illegal ordinance.
Contact information can be found below. If it is at all
possible please attend this meeting to show your
support for our constitution, the 2nd Amendment and, if
possible, speak against this ill-conceived proposal.

****West Mifflin Council Members and their phone
numbers are listed below:

Aliquippa becomes 17th community to
enact lost or stolen firearms ordinance

As is becoming a standard pattern and practice of the
anti-gun groups (i.e. Cease Fire PA, Mothers Against
Guns, etc.) to extort from the Pennsylvania State
Legislature more gun control, Aliquippa becomes the 17th
community to enact this legislation into law. The anti-gun
groups continue to demand the passage of this legislation
even though the concept has never been proven to work
although the effectiveness of any particular measure, or
lack thereof, has never been an impediment to their
agenda.
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According to Aliquippa Mayor Battalini, “the
ordinance is designed to give police a leg up on stolen
firearms in the city, Mayor Anthony Battalini said. “Most
crimes committed with guns are committed by people who
are already prohibited from having them,” Battalini said
“This aims to make it harder for criminals to get guns.”
Battalini is a member of the Bloomberg’s Mayors Against
Illegal Guns coalition but he says his support of the new
gun ordinance has nothing to do with gun rights. Further
Battalini says “I’m a gun owner, but I don’t work for the
gun lobby — I work for Aliquippa,” and he then says that
“I am not against guns — I am against illegal guns.” All of
this smoke and mirrors coming from Battalini who himself
has a criminal record that would prohibit him from
lawfully owning firearms.

The consideration of this measure came at the expense
of openness because no one from this community
responded to repeated phone calls and e-mails prior to its
passage. I did receive a call on 7 December from the
solicitor, Richard Start, in regard to my previous phone
calls and when questioned about the legality of this
measure he seemed almost gleeful in proclaiming that it
was lawful until I mentioned the Atty. Gen. letter
regarding the illegality of local gun laws that had been sent
to each district attorney in the Commonwealth. I forwarded
a copy of this Atty. Gen. letter to the solicitor for
Aliquippa and have not heard back from him since.

Coupling Aliquippa with West Mifflin and the other 15
communities it is apparent that they're thumbing their nose
at the likelihood of anyone within the justice system
prosecuting them for violating Pennsylvania law and is an
outrageous example of civil disobedience for the
constituents they represent.

Pennsylvania House Judiciary
committee holds hearing on Castle

doctrine
On November 19 the Pennsylvania House Judiciary

committee held a hearing on House Bill 40, the current
version of Castle doctrine. This hearing was a circus that
would've made the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
Circus proud. Every element was present accept the truth
from those opposed this commonsense measure from
prearranged and orchestrated testimony to the canned
responses and the proselytizing of cease-fire PA about the
concept of lost or stolen firearm reporting.

What Chairman Caltagirone was probably not counting
on was the depth and breadth of supporters for this
legislation and the wide ranging testimony that
contradicted virtually every aspect of what cease-fire PA,

the District attorneys Association, and even the
Pennsylvania State police led legislators to believe.

In a remarkable development House Bill 40 was
receiving additional cosponsors even during the course of
the Judiciary Committee hearing which clearly indicates
that the weight of testimony was on the side of gun owners
and law abiding citizens.

At this time the number of cosponsors on this
legislation stands at 120 House members from both sides
of the aisle and all indications are that we will receive a
vote on this legislation in the very near future.

As part of this effort for this hearing we once again
conducted a grassroots lobbying day that was attended by
nearly 30 gunowners. This effort was meant to introduce
gunowners to the methods by which we use to provide
information to and to educate legislators on the issue of
gun control, gun ownership, violent crime and our
Constitution. This effort complemented our attendance and
testimony before the House Judiciary committee.

Please stay tuned to rapid developments on this
legislation and for a list of cosponsors please see the
Allegheny County Sportsmen's League website.

FBI crime data for 2005-2008 shows
rifles least used weapon
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

Refuting the argument that so-called assault rifles make
the nation less safe, FBI uniform crime data for the years
2005-2008 shows that rifles are actually the weapon used
in the least number of murders.

A little calculating by Joe Waldron, legislative director
for the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear
Arms, revealed that during those four years, rifles were
identified as the murder weapon in, at most, 3% of the
homicides on an annual basis.

Gun prohibitionists have been clamoring for a renewal
of the ban on semiautomatic rifles for several months,
blaming the availability of such guns for violence in
neighboring northern Mexico, where a bloody drug war
has been raging.

Last month, the FBI released its uniform crime statistics
that show a breakdown by weapon of the homicides
committed during 2008. Data for the other years is also
available

California led the nation with the number of murders at
2,142, of which 1,487 were committed with firearms.

Texas posted the second highest murder score, with
1,372 killings, of which 895 involved firearms. New York
came in third, with 835 total slayings, and 476 of those
were committed with guns.

Waldron did some math, adding up all of the murders,
and then came up with percentages. The results may be
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startling. Far more people have been killed with knives
than with rifles, and there have been roughly three times as
many murders committed with "other weapons" than with
rifles in any of the four years.

Last year, there were 14,180 homicides in the United
States, of which only 375 were committed with rifles,
amounting to 2.6 percent of the those killings By contrast,
last year there were 1,897 knife murders, amounting to
13.4 percent of all slayings. Another 1,938 people were
killed with "other weapons" that were not defined.

Handguns account for the bulk of homicides during a
given year, and in 2008 there were 1,910 murders by
"unknown firearm" types.

In 2007, people using rifles accounted for 450 of the
14,831 homicides posted that year, according to FBI data.
During the same year, there were 455 murders committed
with shotguns and 7,361 that involved handguns. Knives
accounted for another 1,796 victims and 2,095 people were
killed with other weapons.

Back in 2006, the nation posted 14,990 murders
according to the FBI, but only 2.9% of those slayings, 436
cases, were identifiably committed with rifles. Meanwhile,
1,822 people were killed with knives, and 833 people were
murdered by people who used no weapon. That year, 481
people were killed with shotguns and another 2,158 people
were killed with "other" weapons.

Going back to 2005, the first year after the semi-auto
ban expired, the data does not show a sudden spike in the
number of killings with rifles, as gun control proponents
had predicted when they lobbied hard to renew the ban and
make it permanent. Indeed, that year, rifles accounted for
only 3% of the reported 14,860 slayings. While 442 people
were killed with rifles that year, there were 517 homicides
committed with shotguns, another 1,914 were killed with
knives and 1,954 were murdered with other weapons. That
year, there were 892 murders committed without the use of
a weapon. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Canadian Parliament's first vote is to
scrap the long gun registry

In Canada, gun-control advocates are reported horrified
and fearful that Canada's long-gun firearms registry is on
the verge of being scrapped because the Conservatives
seem to have enough support from the opposition to kill it.
Canada's controversial 14-year-old long-gun registry is on
the road to dismantlement after Parliament voted it down
in Ottawa on Nov. 4.

United Press International and Canwest News Service
reported that after a 164-137 vote, parliamentarians from
three of the four national parties opted to send the registry
law to an all-party committee for public hearings before
returning to the House of Commons for a final vote, the

reported.
The vote wasn't a death warrant for the registry. It still

has to be examined by the Commons committee, pass
again in the Commons and then in the Senate.

The rescinding bill was sponsored by Manitoba
Conservative MP Candice Hoeppner (Portage-Lisgar).
Leaders of the opposition Liberals and socialist New
Democratic Party (NDP) allowed their members a free
vote although the separatist Bloc Quebecois members all
voted against it, the reports said.

The Toronto Globe and Mail said the vote exposed a split
along rural and urban lines, as the 12 NDP, eight Liberal
and one independent who sided with the Conservatives on
abolishing the law were mostly from rural ridings.

The bill was enacted by a former Liberal government
after a 1989 Montreal university massacre where a gunman
used a semi-automatic rifle to kill 14 people.

A federal auditor's report in 2002 cautioned fully
implementing the registry would cost more than $1 billion,
50 times higher than the $2 million original estimated. •

The Toronto Star reported that Wendy Cukier, president
of the Coalition for Gun Control, says her organization has
been monitoring the progress of a Conservative private
member's bill to abolish the registry and is now bracing for
it pass.

"It not only eliminates the need to register rifles and
shotguns but requires that the information contained on
seven million registered guns be destroyed." The New GUN

WEEK, December 1, 2009

How gun customs changed in UK
Greater Manchester is Great Britain's third largest

metropolitan area with a population of over 2.5 million,
almost as big as and comparable to Chicago, IL. During the
19th century, it was one of the leading industrial,
commercial and banking centers of the world.

So it is with some surprise that an article in The
Manchester Evening News regarding a scheduled exhibit
in that city on banking customs of more than 100 years ago
unearthed an unusual nugget of gun lore.

Robbers who raided Manchester's banks in the 19th
century didn't have to worry about CCTV, the newspaper
said, but they had to keep an eye out for gun-toting
cashiers.

Rarely-seen archives from the English city's financial
history show how each bank staffer was routinely issued
with a handgun to protect their branches from thieves.

A series of leather-bound volumes and sepia
photographs scheduled for public display reveal that the
Union Bank of Manchester, established in 1836, issued
revolvers to tellers in all its branches.

The practice was maintained until 1925 when the guns
were gathered in at the head office, although one continued
to be issued to each branch's chauffeur when he drove the
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cash van. The firearms were surrendered to the police early
in the Second World War. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Newspaper says ‘Terrorist watch list'
now 400,000+

More than 400,000 names are on the FBI's so-called
"Terrorist watch list," according to The Washington Post,
and fewer than 5% of those persons are American citizens.

However, these are people being targeted by legislation
sponsored by anti-gun New Jersey Senator Frank
Lautenberg, a Democrat. Under his bill, dubbed the
Denying Firearms and Explosives to Dangerous Terrorists
Act of 2009, the Attorney General would have authority to
deny the transfer or issuance of a firearm or explosives
license to a known or suspected terrorist.

According to the newspaper, the US intelligence
community suggested adding some 1,600 names to the list
on a daily basis during a one-year period that ended this
past March. During that same period, government officials
also asked to delete 600 names on a daily average, and
sought to modify 4,800 files.

Lautenberg's bill contains what he called "due process
safeguards" that would allow someone to challenge a
denial by the Attorney General. However, there still
appears to be no explanation of how someone's name gets
on the list in the first place, or how one gets that name off
the list.

The newspaper said nine percent of the people whose
names appear on the terrorist watch list also show up on
the federal government's "no fly" list. The Post also noted
that not every new recommendation to the watch list
represents a different individual. In some cases, it may be
an alias used by an individual already on the list.

According to the report, prior to the 9/11 attacks in
2001, the FBI required more information about possible
terrorists in order to initiate an investigation. Nowadays,
however, that level of information is not needed, the
newspaper said. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Washington state antis accused of
exploiting Seattle cop killing
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

Barely two days after a veteran Seattle, WA, police
officer was murdered and his rookie partner slightly
wounded in an ambush as they sat in their parked ear on a
residential street, the state's leading anti-gun lobbyist
revealed plans to use the killing as a political launch pad
for a measure banning so-called "assault weapons" in the
state.

Ralph Fascitelli, president of the 6,000-member
Washington CeaseFire, told the Seattle Weekly that the
slaying of Officer Timothy Brenton would be a talking

point in his lobbying effort. He also indicated that it made
no difference whether the murder weapon—which had not
been recovered—was such a rifle.

"Maybe this particular (victim) wasn't killed with an
assault weapon," Fascitelli told the newspaper, "but the
next one maybe will be."

Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the 650,000-member
Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms,
issued a blistering rebuttal, in which he accused Fascitelli
of "dancing in the blood" of the dead officer. Brenton
leaves a widow and two young children.

His rookie partner, Britt Sweeney, was able to call for
help and then roll out of the car and fire several shots at
the fleeing killer's vehicle.

"Over the years," said a disgusted Gottlieb, "I have
watched as anti-gun extremists rushed to exploit violent
crimes to push their agenda, but this case, as reported by
Nina Shapiro in the Seattle Weekly, signals a despicable
new low in behavior. Fascitelli is essentially dancing in
Officer Brenton's blood, and he ought to be ashamed."

More than three years ago, CeaseFire also rushed to
exploit the so-called "Capitol Hill Massacre" by suggesting
it was time to crack down on gun shows and also adopt
legislation limiting the amount of ammunition and number
of firearms someone could own. However, the killer in that
case, Kyle Huff, bought his guns legally at Montana gun
shops, not at gun shows, and he used a shotgun and pistol,
not a semi-automatic rifle.

Fascitelli spoke to the newspaper before police were
able to determine the type of firearm used in the killing. At
one point, the Seattle Times reported that an unidentified
source had asserted the murder weapon was a rifle, but that
could not be confirmed by SPD public information
officers.

Gottlieb criticized Fascitelli for trying to use the killing
to further his political agenda, especially even before a
memorial service was held.

"This is hardly the time to be exploiting Saturday's
cowardly crime to advance a political agenda," Gottlieb
observed.

The Seattle Weekly noted that Fascitelli's ban idea
"already has some traction" with help from the family and
friends of a slain Seattle teenager earlier this year. Aaron
Sullivan was gunned down by another teen who was armed
with a semi-auto in the city's Leschi area. Fascitelli said
the ban is gaining support in the city's minority
community.

However, gun control has been a nonstarter in the
Washington legislature for the past few years. Ever since
voters demolished anti-gun Initiative 676 in 1997 by a 71-
29% statewide margin, most lawmakers have shied away
from the subject. Bills have been introduced and even
debated in committee, but went nowhere.
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This has not stopped Washington CeaseFire and
outgoing Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels from pushing a gun
control agenda. A few weeks ago, Nickels implemented a
long-threatened ban on firearms on city-owned parks
property, a scaled-back version of his original proposal, to
ban firearms from all city property. Washington Attorney
General Rob McKenna said the ban is illegal under the
state's 25-year-old preemption statute.

Nickels came in third in the August mayoral primary
and leaves office at the end of this month. In his wake, the
city is being sued by the Second Amendment Foundation,
National Rifle Association, Citizens Committee for the
Right to Keep and Bear Arms, Washington Arms
Collectors and five private citizens (See related story in
this issue). The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

US switches position on arms trade
treaty
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

Seven countries in early October launched a new
campaign for the United Nations (UN) to start negotiations
on a binding new treaty regulating the global trade in small
arms, and the US responded with a shift in its policy of
opposition on Oct. 14.

John Duncan, Britain's ambassador for multilateral
arms control and disarmament, said the on-going four-
week meeting of the General Assembly's disarmament
committee will be "pivotal" in deciding whether to launch
formal negotiations on a new Arms Trade Treaty (ATT).

Duncan said, according to Associated Press, that after
three years of discussions, Britain, Argentina, Australia,
Costa Rica, Finland, Japan and Kenya have proposed a
resolution establishing negotiations to draft and agree on a
treaty.

Many other countries in Europe, Africa and Latin
America are backing the campaign to launch negotiations
on an Arms Trade Treaty.

The idea of a treaty "is still contentious," Duncan said.
But supporters are hoping the disarmament committee will
support the resolution and the 192- member General
Assembly will approve the measure later this year. That
would pave the way for negotiations leading up to an
international conference in 2012 that would hopefully
adopt the new treaty.

Last year, the assembly overwhelmingly endorsed a
working group to move toward negotiations by a vote of
147-2, with the US and Zimbabwe casting the "no" votes.
Others were either absent or abstained, including major
arms exporters like China, Russia and Israel.

Supporters of a new treaty claim that it will not
interfere with legal arms sales but will target illegal
weapons transfers. However the treaty is being pushed by

non-government organizations that have sponsored
restrictions on the private sale and ownership of firearms
in other countries.

The US reversed policy on Oct. 14 and said it would
back launching talks on a treaty to regulate arms sales as
long as the talks operated by consensus, a stance critics
said gave every nation a veto.

Some see the decision, announced in a statement
released by the US State Department, as overturning the
position of former President George W. Bush's
Administration, which had opposed such a treaty on the
grounds that national controls were better.

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said the US would
support the talks as long as the negotiating forum, the so-
called Conference on the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT),
"operates under the rules of consensus decision-making."

"Consensus is needed to ensure the widest possible
support for the Treaty and to avoid loopholes in the Treaty
that can be exploited by those wishing to export arms
irresponsibly," Clinton said in a written statement.

But that didn't satisfy many of those pressing for
passage of an arms trade treaty in the UN.

While praising the Obama Administration's decision to
overturn the Bush-era policy and to proceed with
negotiations to regulate conventional arms sales, some
groups criticized the US insistence that decisions on the
treaty be unanimous.

"The shift in position by the world's biggest arms
exporter is a major breakthrough in launching formal
negotiations at the United Nations in order to prevent
irresponsible arms transfers," Amnesty International and
Oxfam International said in a joint statement.

However, they said insisting that decisions on the treaty
be made by consensus "could fatally weaken a final deal"

The proposed legally binding treaty would tighten
regulation of, and set international standards for, the
import, export and transfer of conventional weapons.

Under several administrations, both Democrat and
Republican, the US has maintained a much more
government controlled approach to small arms exports,
which is one reason why many American officials have
been less than enthusiastic about a new treaty. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

CA ammo bill signed; NRA seeks
repeal

The National Rifle Association (NRA) reports that it is
backing new legislation sponsored by Assemblyman Curt
Hagman that would repeal AB-962, the ammunition and
gun registration bill signed by Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger in mid-October.

Hagman's repeal attempt will come as an amendment to
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his previously filed pro-gun measure, AB-373. The newly
amended AB-373 will be heard in the, state legislature in
January 2010.

AB-962, sponsored by Assemblyman Kevin de Leon
(D-Los Angeles), is being hailed by anti-gunners as a
major victory. It takes effect Feb. 1, 2011 and mandates
that individuals purchasing ammunition be fingerprinted
and registered by the retailer at the time of sale and
outlaws mail order ammunition purchases. It also requires
dealers to maintain these records indefinitely and make
them available for inspection by the California Department
of Justice. In addition, ammunition retailers will also be
required to store ammunition away from purchasers.

While Schwarzenegger signed AB-962, he vetoed SB-
585, a bill that would have prohibited the sale of firearms
and ammunition at gun shows in the Cow Palace in Daly
City, just outside of San Francisco. He also signed Senate
Bill 175, which will exempt gunsmiths from a vague
California law. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Congress nixes CBP knife ban
Knife rights advocate Doug Ritter and his

KnifeRights.org are among those celebrating the late
October approval of the 2010 Homeland Security
Appropriations Bill Conference Report by the United
States Senate. That conference report includes an
amendment that protects the use of pocketknives, reversing
a controversial reclassification proposed earlier this year
by the Customs and Border Patrol (CBP).

CBP officials had quietly proposed a new interpretation
of the 1958 Switchblade Knife Act which would have
classified all assisted opening pocket knives as
switchblades—and made them illegal to import. That
ruling would have made such knives illegal to own or
manufacture in most of the United States. Nearly 80% of
all knives sold these days would fall in the assisted
opening category.

A week earlier, the House had approved the conference
report. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

OH, PA lawmakers file new 'Firearms
Freedom' measures

Two Ohio state representatives have introduced
legislation that mirrors measures already adopted in
Montana and Tennessee that essentially declares firearms,
ammunition and accessories manufactured in the state that
never leave the state exempt from federal regulations.

Likewise in Pennsylvania, a "Firearms Freedom Act"
has been introduced by state Rep. Sam Rohrer, with 48 co-
sponsors.

Ohio's HB-315 is sponsored by Reps. Seth Morgan of

Huber Heights and Jarrod Martin of Beavercreek, both
Republicans, and has several Republican co-sponsors.

The bill would require that the words "Made in Ohio"
be stamped on any firearm manufactured and sold in the
state. If the legislation is adopted, it will almost certainly
be challenged in court, indicated Cleveland Gun Rights
Examiner Daniel White.

"With two states already having passed similar bills,
and many more being considered," White wrote in a recent
column, "this will not be an issue that can be ignored much
longer and will likely head for the courts as the issue of
states rights vs. federal authority are ironed out."

Under provisions of the measure, "a personal firearm,
firearm accessory, or ammunition that is manufactured
commercially or privately in this state and that remains
within this state is not subject to federal laws, rules, or
regulations governing interstate commerce, including, but
not limited to, federal laws, rules, and regulations
governing the registration of firearms, firearm accessories,
or ammunition."

The Pennsylvania legislation, HB-1988, has similar
language to prohibit firearms, ammunition and accessories
from being subject to federal law or regulation.

Recently, the Montana Shooting Sports Association and
Second Amendment Foundation filed suit in US District
Court in Missoula that challenges the authority of the
federal government to regulate in-state firearms under
interstate commerce laws. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

‘Task force’ report targets semi-autos
On Oct. 13, the Associated Press reported that the so-

called Bi-National Task Force on Rethinking the United
States-Mexico Border has produced a report, which,
among other things, calls for re-imposition of the federal
"assault weapon" ban of 1994-2004, saying it would
improve security in both countries.

The "border-rethinking" group has been put together by
the Pacific Council on International Policy and the
Mexican Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). The group
consists mostly of former US and Mexican officials and
journalists, none of them currently elected by the people of
the US or Mexico to make policy on these issues.

According to the Pacific Council, the report is being
released under the auspices of the Mexican CFR on Nov.
13 and is absolutely unavailable until that time. The Brady
Campaign, naturally, has a copy of the report anyway, and
is using it to promote a renewal and expansion of the ban
on semi-automatics. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Anti-gun Milwaukee officials using
concealed carry as bait
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by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel recently surprised
readers with a story headlined "Surprisingly, concealed
carry has a shot."

Yes, but don't get excited. This is Wisconsin we're
talking about and Democratic Gov. Jim Doyle has already
vetoed two concealed carry bills already and managed to
wheedle his way to sneak by two veto override attempts.
The people of the Badger State seem ready for a concealed
carry law. The legislature seems to agree. But Doyle and
Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett are going to hold firm until
they leave office,

and in governor's case that could be after the 2010
elections.

What prompted The Journal Sentinel to suggest that
Wisconsin could become the 49th state to legalize some
form of concealed carry before 2010 is some political
fishing the unpopular Democrats are doing in the usually
hostile waters of the state's gunowners.

The lure seems to be that famous fish-catcher: let's
make a deal.

When Milwaukee's top cop and the county's top
prosecutor want to open the door for a concealed carry gun
law in Wisconsin, it seems the writing may be on the wall,
The Journal Sentinel suggested.

Milwaukee Police Chief Edward Flynn and Milwaukee
County District Attorney John Chisholm told a City Hall
committee in early October that allowing concealed carry
permits in Wisconsin could ultimately make things safer
for everyone. That was the come-on for gunowners.

But the hook was: Specifically, they said, if the state
issued such permits under a tough eligibility process and
coupled that with more stringent background checks for all
gun purchases.

Note that "background checks on all gun purchases."
Barrett is a member of New York City Mayor Michael

Bloomberg's Mayors Against Illegal Guns, which wants
to prohibit all sales and transfers of guns between private
individuals unless NICS background checks are performed.
They don't just mean transactions at gun shows between
private individuals, but all transfers including gifts and
bequests among family and friends.

The Milwaukee newspaper suggested that Flynn and
Chisholm—usually in concert with Barrett on the gun
issue—might be able to persuade the mayor to change his
mind. They didn't say anything about Gov. Doyle.

When Gun Week checked with pro-gun leaders in
Wisconsin, we learned that this trial balloon is unlikely to
rise very far unless the governor first tells members of the
legislature, including those pro-gun fellow Democrats who
voted twice for concealed carry, that he would allow new
concealed carry legislation to become law without his
signature or veto.

Our sources confirmed that several lawmakers have
draft legislation ready on concealed carry but that they are
not going to file it just for another exercise in futility.
These experienced legislators don't want to chase the dog
again unless they think there is a real chance of catching it.
And Doyle has sent no such signals.

In addition, pro-gunners in the state are reportedly
unwilling to swap a ban on private gun transfers for
concealed carry, especially when they believe they will get
the carry system before long. Restrictions on private sales
have long been a goal of anti-gun Wisconsin politicians,
long before the Bloomberg gang made the scene, and gun
people of the state have always opposed it.

However, Gun Week was told that the politics of
Wisconsin are in flux, that people's ambitions could cause
people to change positions. Our sources indicate that the
concealed carry issue is still very much alive in the state
and could take center stage at any time. The New GUN WEEK,

November 15, 2009

Massachusetts gun clubs oppose
governor's proposed new rules

New regulations proposed by Massachusetts Gov.
Deval Patrick (D) restricting non-member and public
events at gun clubs in the state are threatening a wide
variety of activities and even the continued existence of
private gun clubs.

If adopted, the regulations will require clubs to obtain
special licenses, provide for a police detail on site, and
have one certified firearms safety instructor for every 20
attendees (or one for every five attendees if children are
present) at all events that are open to non-members.

The regulations would also require clubs to submit a
safety plan to the local police department 30 days before
each public event, and would ban machineguns from all
public events.

A spokesman for the state Executive Office of Public
Safety and Security quoted by The Boston Globe said these
regulations are aimed at improving gun safety. Having a
trained instructor and police detail present, the spokesman
says, will add a few layers of protection for participants
and observers at gun events. Currently, there are no state
regulations governing how gun clubs operate.

But many club members are outraged. They say the
regulations will make it financially impossible to continue
with events that are open to non-members, such as
shooting competitions, gun safety classes, and special
programs for women like those conducted at some clubs by
Second Amendment Sisters and other groups.

The Globe said that at the Sportsmen's Club in
Holbrook, "Lady's Night," a monthly class that offers one-
on-one instruction to women for $5, may be discontinued,
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too, because the club will not be able afford a police detail,
said club president Jerome Rivers.

Also, it would not be as easy to hold competitions
among gun clubs.

"We wouldn't be able to have nonmembers shooting at
the club," said Eric Goldman, president of the Braintree
Rifle & Pistol Club, whose ranges are used not just by gun
club members and the Second Amendment Sisters but also
security officers from Harvard and Boston universities;
police officers from Braintree, Quincy, and Randolph; Air
Force Reserve officers; and students from North Quincy
High School.

Approximately 150 people attended a public hearing
this Summer to voice their opposition, and more than 50
state legislators have signed a letter to the Patrick
administration stating that the proposed rules will put a
burden on organizations that provide firearm safety
education.

The Patrick administration is still taking and reviewing
testimony from the public on the proposed regulations,
said Terrel Harris, spokesman for the Executive Office of
Public Safety and Security. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Toronto police seize 400 guns
including expired registrations

Since March 1, Project Safe City in Toronto, Ontario, has
swept 400 unregistered firearms-150 of them handguns—
from homes throughout the city. No charges were filed,
according to Sun media in Canada.

It's part of a plan to ensure that neglected firearms—ones
on which registration has not been renewed and some
which are now banned outright—don't fall into criminal
hands, Toronto Police. Chief Bill Blair said on Sept. 22.

Toronto police are reviewing thousands of gun
ownership files to determine which guns have lapsed
registrations and which are now banned, he said.

Owners can surrender their firearms for destruction or, if
they can be registered, police will hold them until the
owners comply with gun laws, Supt. Greg Getty said.

"We cannot leave those firearms in that person's
possession," he said.

Those who "are less vigilant in maintaining proper
licensing ... may be equally lax in maintaining the safety
and security of their weapons," Blair said.

Of the 510 crime-related firearms seized so far this year,
about 30% are stolen locally, with the rest smuggled into
the country, he said.

"What we believe is that legal handgun owners are not
dangerous individuals, but we know from experience that
their firearms can become extremely dangerous when they
get into the hands of criminals," Blair said.

"One of the issues that we have become aware of is the
confusion among legal gunowners regarding their

responsibility" that the guns they own are properly
licensed and maintain registration, he said.

"This is not an enforcement initiative, this is a crime-
prevention initiative," he said. "We have a responsibility to
ensure that these firearms are not diverted to the streets of
Toronto."

In the first six months of this year, 27 firearms were
stolen in 11 Toronto thefts, 10 from homes and one from a
business. Of those firearms stolen, 16 were handguns, two
rifles, three shotguns, three air rifles, two flare or paintball
pistols, and one replica. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Aide to NJ Assemblywoman busted
for weapons, money laundering

A simple "oops" is not going to do it for Ekow K.
Yankey, a 33-year-old aid to New Jersey Assemblywoman
Cleopatra Tucker, who has been arrested for money
laundering and weapons violations, according to the Jersey
Journal.

Authorities found $706,000 in cash and a couple of
handguns in a storage locker rented by Yankey under an
assumed name, the Journal reported. In addition, the cops
found a supply of hollowpoint ammunition, which is
prohibited in the Garden State.

Turns out Yankey should not have had the guns, since
he was convicted in 1998 for drug distribution, and that's a
felony. Tucker quickly suspended Ynkey, who has been
working for her for about two years. He was making
$13,000 a year, and apparently fell behind in his rent
payments for the storage locker.

"I have no idea how he would have $700,000," Tucker
told a reporter. "I am truly shocked because the young man
that I know, that was helping me, didn't seem like a young
man that would be involved in any illegal things."

The plunder was found in a fish tank. The New GUN WEEK,
December 1, 2009

Leaf dispute turns dangerous
Can't exactly call this a story about "turning over a new

leaf," but it reinforces the notion that we could not make
up a tale like this even if we wanted to.

Enter Christopher Leonard of Randolph, MA, who is
now charged with armed assault with intent to murder after
he shot a neighbor in an argument over the dumping of
autumn leaves. According to WHDH in Boston, the
Randolph Herald and the Associated Press, Leonard was in
a tiff with John Rota on Oct.2, ultimately drawing a 9mm
pistol and shooting Rota in the stomach.

At some point, the two began arguing over the disposal
of leaves that were falling off of trees. At least that's one
version. A website for Massachusetts criminal defense
attorneys said the dispute was actually about the position
of a fence dividing the Leonard and Rota properties, and
that Rota walked into Leonard's yard and the conversation
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went downhill fast. Leonard allegedly hit Rota who
responded by allegedly throwing a beer can at Leonard,
which the defense attorneys' website called "a dangerous
weapon."

Either way, Leonard has been charged and he has
pleaded not guilty. Leonard has a permit to carry his pistol,
which he reportedly does all the time, even when cutting
the grass.

When the cops arrived, they found a handgun believed
to have been used in the shooting, stashed in a basket on
top of a refrigerator in Leonard's house. They also found
several other guns and ammunition for them.

Leonard was released on condition that he not stay at his
home, not take alcohol or drugs and submit to regular drug
and alcohol testing. He's got to check with the cops twice a
week and have no contact with Rota.

His next court appearance is scheduled Nov.11,
according to the Randolph Herald. The New GUN WEEK,

December 1, 2009

Suspect found at hospital
Hospitals are good places to start looking when you're

after a home invasion robbery suspect who took a bullet in
the process of breaking and entering.

That's apparently what happened in the case of Dion
Lewis, 30, who was found at the Willis-Knighton
Pierremont in Shreveport, LA, about 30 minutes after a
homeowner in town opened fire on somebody who had
entered his bedroom at about 3 a.m. on Oct. 15. According
to KSLA News, Lewis apparently left something behind, a
loaded semi-auto AK-type rifle.

When Caddo Parish Sheriff's deputies found Lewis, he
was being treated for bullet wounds to both legs. He was
subsequently transported to LSU Hospital, where he would
heal up before facing charges of aggravated burglary.

The unidentified homeowner and two other people in the
home, including his 17-year-old son, were not harmed.
According to the television station, the caper began when
the homeowner was awaked by the sound of somebody
kicking in his front door. He grabbed a handgun and when
the suspect entered his bedroom, he cut loose. The New GUN

WEEK, December 1, 2009

Cop tasers brother in fracas
From the "Don't tase me, bro" file comes an unusual

entry out of Conway, AR, where Vilonia Police Officer
Jeremy Smith is now facing charges of public intoxication
and disorderly conduct after being tasered by his own
brother, Conway Officer Lloyd Smith.

Hardly what one would call a case of sibling rivalry,
according to the Associated Press, Jeremy was at a private
club on Oct. 14, apparently getting a bit out of hand, when
the cops were called. Who should show up but his brother,

who arrived just in time to see Jeremy resisting arrest by
another officer.

Lloyd pulled out his Taser and pointed it at Jeremy,
pleading with him, "Don't make me Tase you." Well, that
didn't work, so Jeremy got zapped, handcuffed and taken
away to the Faulkner County Jail for 12 hours of detox, the
report revealed. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Brady boss mixes beating with guns
Brady Campaign President Paul Helmke apparently got

mixed up or was deliberately exploiting the beating death
of Chicago high school student Derrion Albert when he
released a statement that "The youth violence problem in
Chicago is a gun violence problem."

Albert was the young man beaten to death by a group of
thugs in an infamous video that shows one of his attackers
wielding what has been identified as a railroad tie. Albert
was not shot.

Yet when Education Secretary Arne Duncan and anti-
gun Attorney General Eric Holder visited Chicago in
October to talk with Mayor Richard Daley about youth
violence, Helmke issued his statement.

"Illegal guns are being trafficked into Chicago and then
used to kill school-aged children," Helmke lamented. "I
look forward to Secretary Duncan and Attorney General
Holder offering specific solutions about how the Obama
Administration will help keep guns away from children,
illegal gun traffickers and dangerous people."

Helmke offered no such encouragement about keeping
railroad ties away from "dangerous people." The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

IN Court tosses suit over false firearms
claim

The Indiana Supreme Court says two men who sued
Papa John's USA Inc. when they were detained by police
after an employee falsely accused one of them of pulling a
gun have no case because the statement to officers was
privileged information under state law, according to the
Associated Press.

But a justice who dissented from the 32 ruling noted
that employee Kelly Tharp later pleaded guilty to false
reporting.

Thomas Williams and Sanford Kelsey were handcuffed
and detained by Westfield police for more than an hour.
No gun was found.

Three of the justices held that there was insufficient
evidence that the employee had knowingly lied. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Texas concealed carry license
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applications up
A growing number of Lone Star State citizens are

packing heat, according to the Montgomery County
Courier newspaper, and they provided some data from
the Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) to back
that up.

The surge in carry permit applications began in
December 2008, and during the first six months of this
year, DPS reportedly received an average of 12,700
permit applications per month, and that is up 46% from
the same period in 2008, the newspaper said Last year
during the first six months, the monthly average for
carry permit applications was 8,700.

In an unusual development, the Oak Ridge City
Council has given permission to its police department to
conduct concealed handgun license classes at the
nominal cost of $10, the newspaper reported.

Carter's Country in Spring, a Houston suburb, had
been offering two classes each week instead of just one
for several months, but demand fell in May, so there is
now only one course each week. Classes have been
offered at the store for the past 14 years, the newspaper
noted. The store's instructor, Bruce Gilchrist, suggested
that economics have played a role in the slowdown
rather than lack of interest. He said more women and
elderly residents are taking CHL classes. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Police slayings down sharply during
'08

The number of police officers killed in the line of
duty last year dropped to the lowest point since 1999,
according to data released by the FBI in October.

In 2008, according to the agency, 41 police officers
were slain on the job, which was a sharp drop from the
58 killed in the line of duty in 2007. In 1999, 42 officers
were killed on duty.

There were 68 officer deaths from other causes last
year, with 68 officers killed in accidents, primarily car

crashes. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

US Airways pilot reinstated; fought
cockpit discharge firing
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

US Airways has rehired Capt. Jim Langenhahn after
having fired him in the Spring of 2008 over the
accidental discharge of his pistol in the cockpit as he
was preparing to land at Charlotte, NC, on a flight from
Denver, CO.

The reinstatement took the work of an arbitrator, and
according to the Associated Press, Langenhahn will no

longer be allowed to carry a firearm as a federal flight
deck officer.

Pilots began flying armed after the Sept. 11, 2001
terrorist attack, following a demand by the Citizens
Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms and
other organizations that included a pilots' organization.

Langenhahn has reportedly resumed pilot training,
but there is still a dispute over details of the incident.
The Inspector General for the Department of Homeland
Security reportedly contended that the design of the
holster the pilot was using was at fault because it
boosted the odds of an accidental discharge, according
to one published report.

However, regulations apparently restrict pilots from
even drawing their pistols unless of a genuine threat to the
cockpit. Essentially, the gun stays holstered throughout the
flight, so it should not shift position from takeoff to
landing.

The holster is designed to allow a padlock to be
passed through a slot in the leather and then through the
trigger guard behind the trigger of a double-action
pistol—pilots carry .40-caliber Heckler & Koch semi-
automatics—and guns must be secured before a pilot
leaves the cockpit, when they are essentially not in use.
A federal flight deck officer does not have general law
enforcement duties.

In practice, according to one source, the pistol is
never supposed to be taken out of the holster except in
an emergency. The source said pilots get specific
instructions on how the holster is to be used and how the
lockup is done.

The Transportation Security Administration
defended the holster design, noting that it has been in
use by law enforcement professionals for a long time,
and by thousands of other pilots. This was the only
incident of a discharge in the cockpit.

Federal Air Marshal spokesman Nelson Minerly
confirmed to Gun Week that the holster/gun combination
had been used "millions of times" before the Langenhahn
incident "and millions of times since then." He confirmed
that when pilots who complete the training are issued
sidearms, they get a holster and a lock as a single package.

But was it Langenhahn's fault for incorrectly trying
to secure his pistol before landing, or is the requirement
to lock it up before leaving the cockpit at fault?
Theoretically, if the pistol does not leave the holster,
that should not be an issue. Why would Langenhahn
have it out of the holster at all? Minerly said the incident
is apparently still being evaluated.

It is not clear whether Langenhahn had the pistol out
of its holster and inserted the lock through the slot in
front of the trigger upon reholstering, creating a
situation where the pistol discharged when it was
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pushed further into the holster.
One source who asked not to be identified told Gun

Week that some pilots are quietly lobbying for the ability
to carry their pistols all the time, and not just in the
cockpit. That idea, the source said, is being met with
resistance from federal law enforcement, apparently
over liability concerns. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Michael Moore's audacious lies
flogged on entertainment blog
by Dan Gifford, Film producer and writer

If the evil men do lives after them, the legacy of
dishonesty, demagoguery and hypocrisy that Michael
Moore has been enabled to legitimize in film and the body
politic will endure for a long time after he quits making
documentaries as he says he may. That hopefully means
his disingenuous indictment of capitalism now making him
millions in theaters will be the last time he'll project his
puerile class warfare demons onto a movie screen and
insult our intelligence by calling it a documentary.

Don't get me wrong. Moore came up with a clever
shtick that can be amusing and well executed, but he
doesn't make real documentaries. He makes sophomoric
agitprop that violates the Oscar's rule against fiction in that
form which other documentary makers must apparently
follow—a double standard point I've made to the Academy
(of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences) awarders twice.
Only the first of those letters (not included by Gun Week)
is listed below because of space limitations, but a key point
made in that second note is that there should be a separate
category for Moore's type of fabricated political schlock if
such stuff is going to be receiving awards. Sans that,
"anything goes with documentary film ... there are no
standards ... it's all a game," as University of Texas film
professor and indie producer John Pierson put it.

The Academy's silence was and remains deafening.
Disquieting as that is, the worst silence is that of the news
media that has known about Moore's lies and kept mum.
Such has been the case ever since this baseball-capped
faux populist schlub allegedly chased General Motors
Chairman Roger Smith around for an interview to no avail
in "Roger & Me."

The entire premise of that Warner .Brothers distributed
film was that Smith would not meet with Moore to explain
why the cruel GM capitalists annihilated Moore's Flint,
Michigan, home town with plant closings and loyal
employee firings. But according to the makers of two
separate real documentary films who researched Moore's
methods and fidelity to his socialist political message, it's
all baloney.

Roger Smith never did an interview with Moore?
Kevin Leffler, a Flint CPA who grew up with Moore

and made "Shooting Michael Moore" confirmed to me that
a member of the "Roger & Me" crew told him he was
present when Moore did .interviews with Smith. Debbie
Melnyk and Rick Caine, makers of "Manufacturing
Dissent," corroborated that and more in their film research.
"Anyone who says that is a f...ing liar," responded Moore.

Michael doth protest too much.
How about those fired General Motors workers Moore

shows?
According to Leffler, two of the film's main characters,

Flint locals Rhonda Britton and James Bond, are presented
as fired GM employees when, in fact, neither worked for
GM. They told Leffler that Moore coached them on what
to say, how to say it with the most drama, edited their
comments out of context and even promised money to the
illiterate Britton if she'd sign a paper Moore gave her. The
paper was a trick forfeiting any right to money from the
film.

How about Fred Ross, the Flint hard heart presented as
evicting fired GM employees from their homes?

Ross told Leffler those he was evicting were not GM
employees either.

The bottom line is that there are no limits to the
outright lies Moore has embraced in all his films to create
false realities that can be exploited for leftist political
causes, including the fabrication of quotes. That's what he
did to the late Charlton Heston by editing two speeches he
made a year apart in order to make him say something on
screen he never said in person. He hid the cut with a cut-
away shot. Notice that Heston is wearing different suits,
but the viewer doesn't catch the deception in real time and
Moore wants to keep it that way.

Kevin Leffler's well-researched film has so upset
Moore that he is trying to block it from being shown.
Leffler told me Moore intimidated Carmike Cinema, the
fourth largest movie house chain, into pulling it from its
Traverse City, Michigan theater, a bully he may try
elsewhere. One reason among many Moore probably does
not want "Shooting Michael Moore" seen is that Leffler
snuck into Fidel's Cuban hospitals with a hidden camera to
show what socialized Castro care is really like and it ain't
pretty.

That's a sharp contrast to the Cuban hospital Moore
showed in "Sicko" which was exclusively for rich
foreigners and top communist party officials in Fidel's
regime. But Moore never mentioned that and neither have
government health care advocates here who have
shamelessly used that Cuban hospital as an example of the
utopian system Americans are being denied.

Leffler says he does have distribution deals in Europe
and America and that he's confident "Shooting Michael
Moore" will soon be on its way to a screen near you. This
article was first published by Breitbart.com's Big Hollywood blog.
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The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

‘Felons learning hard lesssons,'says
Missouri capital editorial

The following unsigned editorial appeared in The
News Tribune of Jefferson City, MO, on Oct. 20, 2009.
The newspaper is one of very few that have admitted
that they were wrong in opposing passage of a "shall-
issue" concealed carry licensing law in its home state.
The complete editorial follows:

Felonious behavior is becoming more dangerous, if
two recent incidents are any indication.

During a home invasion on Oct. 5, one of the
intruders was shot and killed by one of the occupants of
the mobile home.

And an armed assailant is recovering from wounds
after he was shot Oct. 13 by one of the people he was
attempting to herd into a building housing law offices on
East Capitol Avenue.

In the first case, the weapon was kept in the home,
which always has been allowed to defend people and
property.

In the second incident, the assailant was shot by
someone who qualifies under the conceal and carry law.

Sheriff Greg White is a proponent of the conceal and
carry law, passed by lawmakers in 2003 after Missouri
voters rejected a similar law in 1999.

The law requires people to attain a standard of
proficiency with weapons before they are permitted to
carry a concealed gun. Proponents of the law believe it
offers a greater sense of security and decreases crime by
prompting felons to consider the consequences of armed
confrontation.

We confess to harboring some reservations about the
concealed carry law. Our fear was an increase in guns in
public would result in more guns being displayed
prematurely and/or more accidents.

White said recently: "All the fears over conceal and
carry have never manifested."

We concede the point.
Anecdotal evidence does not suggest an increase in

accidents or unprovoked gunplay.
The evidence, however, does show people defending

themselves from harm.
The message being sent to felons is don't bring a

weapon to a crime unless you're prepared to accept the
risk.

Missouri's neighbor Illinois is still one of only two
states that do not have any provision for licensed
concealed carry for self-defense. The other is
Wisconsin. Pro-self-defense activists in both states still
hope to adopt concealed carry in both states. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Machinegun toting London cops
reported patrolling ‘peaceful’ UK

For years, American anti-gunners have touted the
argument that the United States should follow the lead of
the United Kingdom and place severe restrictions on the
right to keep and bear arms, contending that the
comparatively gun-free British society is safer.

That facade has suffered a nasty crack recently with
published reports that machinegun-toting British coppers
are now on foot patrol in various metropolitan London
neighborhoods because of a reported 17% spike in gun-
related crimes (see related story elsewhere in this issue).
According to The New Statesman, the move was
announced by Scotland Yard.

Officers from the Metropolitan Police Department's
0019 unit are on patrol in Tottenham, Brixton and
Haringey with Heckler & Koch submachineguns. A photo
of one such officer appeared in The Guardian on Oct. 23,
illustrating a blistering column written by Jenny Jones,
who thinks the idea of armed policemen on patrol "has all
the necessary ingredients of a tragedy waiting to happen."
Jones is a Green Party member of the Metropolitan Police
Authority, where she has served for nine years.

Jones acknowledges that gun crime is on the rise, a
scenario predicted by American gun rights groups several
years ago after Great Britain—in reaction to the Dunblane
massacre in March 1996 in which a lone gunman killed 16
school children before taking his own life—banned
handguns. Gun prohibitionists have long pointed to
English gun laws as a model they would like the US to
follow, arguing that fewer guns in private hands would
result in lower crime rates.

That sentiment was echoed by Jones in her Oct. 23
column.

"The majority of us want fewer guns on our streets, not
more," she wrote.

However, Jones revealed another facet of her argument
when she noted, "At worst, it could change our attitude to
guns. So that the more we see guns around, the more they
become normal to us, which could drive up gun use rather
than reduce it."

There appears to be a major problem with the
deployment of armed police, however. Apparently police
didn't bother to advise London Mayor Boris Johnson and a
political row has erupted.

According to The New Statesman, former Deputy
Assistant Commissioner Brian Paddick thinks the move is
potentially dangerous to the community.

Joanne McCartney, described as "Labour's policing
spokesperson on the London Assembly," told the newspa-
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per, "We want fewer guns on the streets, not mare, and
people to feel safe in their community—not scared of those
who are supposed to protect them. There has been no
debate, no consultation and apparently no consideration to
the strong opposition that exists to arming the police." The

New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

London gun crimes up 17%, rapes
20%, other crime dips 1.2%

Even though guns have been banned for almost 10
years in England, there were 1,736 gun crimes in London
between April and September this year, according to the
BBC.

Gun crime in London has risen by 17% over the past
year and there was a 20% rise in rapes, police figures
revealed, according to the national broadcast.

But the total number of offenses fell slightly to their
lowest level for a decade, with a fall in murders, youth
violence and knife crime.

There were 1,736 gun crimes in London between April
and September, Metropolitan Police said-252 more than in
the same period last year.

A police spokesman told the BBC the rise in gun crime
was "a matter of great concern."

The overall number of crimes in London fell by 1.2% to
423,458.

Reported rape has risen by 233 offenses to 1,387 and
residential burglaries have risen by 9.8% to 29,448.

The Metropolitan Police said they would be "working
to improve victim confidence in police" and encourage
more reporting of rape offenses.

The police spokesman said: "We have improved the
way we use intelligence, and the new dedicated command
will increase accountability and consistency in the
investigation of these crimes."

There was a 4.7% drop in knife crime, 4.5% fewer
young people were victims of crime and there were 30
fewer homicides compared to the same period last year.

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Lynne Owens told the
BBC: "Overall, crime in London continues to fall, which is
good news for Londoners.

"Reductions in knife crime, youth violence and
homicide in particular represent continuing success in
these areas on top of significant reductions last year."

She added: "However, we are not complacent. There
are areas that remain a challenge, and we continue to
tackle those challenges head on." The New GUN WEEK, November

15, 2009

Public smashes Seattle mayor's gun
ban during comment period
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

Only four percent of the people who commented on
Seattle, WA, Mayor Greg Nickels' ban on firearms from
city parks property supported the notion, while a
whopping 96% opposed the idea before it was
implemented.

The data was supplied to Gun Week by Bob Scales,
senior policy analyst for the mayor's Office for Policy and
Management.

The ban, itself, has no legal teeth, but persons who
refuse to leave a posted park facility now face a trespass
violation. That's when the police are called to actually
remove individuals from the facility.

Immediately after the ban was announced, the
president of the Seattle Police Guild told Gun Week that
the ban is "totally worthless."

Seattle Police Sgt. Rich O'Neill said that it would not
be appropriate for the union to advise any officer against
enforcing a city law. But he did recognize the
questionable legality of the ban, and acknowledged that
police officers "will be very reluctant to answer such
calls."

O'Neill said anyone who violates the regulation and
is subsequently contacted by police would be taken into
custody, transported to a police station, interviewed
there and released. Seattle police officers do not issue
citations for trespass violations, he noted.

But O'Neill took a dim view of the ban.
"Do you really think a criminal element is going to

be deterred because someone put up a sign," he
questioned. "Rank and file officers just shake their
heads at this. Law-abiding people are the only ones
affected. The criminal element is going to totally ignore
it."

A 30-year-veteran of the Seattle Police Department,
O'Neill summed up the ban: "It's not going to protect
anyone."

That was also the position of Alan Gottlieb, founder
and executive vice president of the Second Amendment
Foundation. He said the poll results show just how out
of touch Nickels has been on this issue.

According to Scales, only 35% of those who
commented are Seattle residents, while opposition was
heavy from outside the city. Some comments apparently
even came from residents of other states, presumably
from people who visit the city. He said that public
comments came in two distinct surges, during the first
few days of the comment period and then during the
fmal four days after the National Rifle Association
posted the comment link on NRA's website. That
generated comments from all over the country, Scales
noted.

The Nickels ban prohibits all firearms, even those
carried legally, from city properties administered by the
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Parks vand Recreation Department. The ban was
announced as a Parks Department regulation, not as an
executive order signed by Nickels. Either way, Gottlieb
maintains the city is in violation of Washington State's
26-year-old preemption statute, which is also the
position of State Attorney General Rob McKenna.

Nickels announced the plan in September, and set aside
a two-week public comment period that ended Oct. 4. In an
earlier e-mail exchange with Nickels aide Alex Fryer, he
did not indicate that public opposition would cause the
mayor to back off. Instead, Fryer simply noted that signs
announcing the gun ban "would go up after the comment
period."

Scales suggested much the same thing, telling Gun
Week days before the ban was announced that, "The
public comment is not a vote to decide whether we are
or aren't going to do it."

"Obviously," Scales said, "a lot of legal arguments
were made during the comments. We may or may not
necessarily agree on those issues."

The mayor issued an executive order last year, he
explained, directing all city department heads of explore
ways to regulate firearms and report back with
suggestions.

Only 8% of Seattle residents who offered comments
support the mayor's plan, while 92% opposed it. Just 2%
of those who commented from outside the city support
the idea, and 98% turned thumbs down.

In addition to the online comments, Scales told Gun
Week that 10 telephone comments were received by the
city's Customer Service Bureau, and the breakdown was
faithful to the pattern. Only one caller supported the idea
and nine opposed.

Out of 1,088 comments on line, only 44 supported
the no-guns policy.

Nickels' reign as Seattle mayor ends Dec. 31 at the
conclusion of his second term. In 2008, after a shooting
incident during the city's annual Folklife Festival that
involved a man who was legally licensed to carry,
Nickels—a founding member of Mayors Against Illegal
Guns—announced that he would ban even licensed
concealed handguns from all city property by executive
order. Almost immediately, SAF and its sister
organization, the Citizens Committee for the Right to
Keep and Bear Arms, announced that they would sue.
The NRA quickly joined that effort, and for more than a
year, the groups simply waited for the right moment.

In August, Nickels placed third in a mayoral primary,
effectively shutting him out of the general election on
Nov. 3. Many Seattle residents rejected Nickels because
of a perceived lack of leadership during last Winter's
transportation crises that left Seattle streets in a mess for
several days. However, Gottlieb is convinced that many

critical votes were lost by the mayor because he had
effectively alienated every Seattle gunowner.

Over the past year, talk of the Nickels gun ban
subsided, but in September, he revived the idea but
scaled it back to only impact areas where, he said,
children would be present. Those areas include public
swimming pools, parks, playgrounds and baseball fields;
some 500 facilities in all.

Some in the gun rights community viewed this as the
mayor's parting shot at gunowners, and perhaps at
Seattle voters, who turned him out of office. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Gun rights groups sue Seattle mayor
by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

When Seattle, WA, Mayor Greg Nickels announced last
year that he would ban guns from public property, he was
warned that gun rights organizations would respond.

And now they have.
The Second Amendment Foundation (SAF), National

Rifle Association (NRA), Citizens Committee for the
Right to Keep and Bear Arms (CCRKBA), Washington
Arms Collectors (WAC) and five Seattle-area residents
have hit the city with a lawsuit. At press time, Seattle
attorney Steve Fogg, representing the plaintiffs, was
preparing to ask the court for a summary judgment.

"The ban makes it impossible, under threat of criminal
trespass penalty, to lawfully carry firearms for the
protection of spouses, partners and children on public
property where these citizens have a right to be," noted
SAF Executive Vice President Alan Gottlieb.

Under the ban, gunowners would not be cited for
violating a no-guns policy, but they would be arrested for
criminal trespass if they refuse to leave a park after being
asked to do so by parks employees or police.

Washington state has one of the nation's oldest, and
frequently copied, preemption statutes. It places sole
authority for all firearms regulation in the hands of the
state legislature and forbids local jurisdictions from
adopting their own gun control regulations unless they are
consistent with state law. First adopted in 1983 and
strengthened by amendment in 1985, the statute has served
as a model for similar laws around the country. Nickels
was repeatedly cautioned that a ban on firearms on public
property would be illegal.

Nickels ignored the warning, and an opinion from the
state Attorney General that said a ban would violate the
law, and announced a ban on firearms from some 500
facilities managed by the city's Parks and Recreation
Department.

When Nickels, who will be leaving office at the end of
this month, having come in third in the August mayoral
primary, declared last year that he would lobby the
legislature in January to amend the state law so Seattle
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could set its own gun policies, state lawmakers developed
a case of communal deafness.

Public sentiment went strongly against the ban idea
almost from the start. Nickels initially announced the ban
idea in reaction to a shooting incident at Seattle's annual
Folklife Festival in 2008, the first and only time such an
incident had occurred in the festival's history. Even the two
shooting victims told reporters they would oppose such a
ban. When the city asked for public comment on the latest
ban proposal, 1,088 people responded by e-mail and
another 10 left comments on a city telephone answering
machine. Only 44 of those comments supported the ban.

Gottlieb says the issue has broad statewide interest.
"This ban affects the rights of all Washington citizens

who may visit Seattle parks property and recreation
facilities," he said, "and especially thousands of Seattle
gunowners, many of whom are members of SAF, NRA,
CCRKBA and the Arms Collectors."

After a year of verbal jousting with gun activists,
Nickels in September announced a much scaled back plan,
banning guns only from parks facilities, and not all city
property as originally intended. The ban came in the form
of a regulation change signed by Parks Supt. Timothy
Gallagher, who, along with Nickels an the city, is named as
a defendant in the lawsuit.

Fogg is with the law firm of Corr Cronin Michelson
Baumgardner & Preece LLP. Within hours of filing the
lawsuit, another law firm with offices in Seattle, Orrick
Herrington & Sutcliffe announced that it would represent
the city pro bono. According to CBS News.com
correspondent Declan McCullagh, Orrick Herrington &
Sutcliffe have represented plaintiffs in lawsuits against gun
manufacturers and was "one of the firms honored at a
Legal Community Against Violence dinner" earlier this
year.

The individual plaintiffs provide a cross section that
has surprised many in the traditionally liberal Seattle
region.

Winnie Chan is a Department of Corrections (DOC)
employee who lives and works in West Seattle. When she
is not on-duty, she often carries her personal handgun on a
state concealed pistol license (CPL), particularly when she
is going to be in unfamiliar locations, out late at night, or
in large/crowded places. The DOC prohibits her from
carrying her state-issued firearm when she is off-duty, so
she carries her own gun. She is concerned that people she
has encountered on the job may be disgruntled and pose a
threat to her safety.

Robert Kennar also works for DOC and occasionally
visits Seattle parks and recreation facilities. He frequently
works in Seattle and he has been a crime victim. He is
licensed to carry and always carries his personal firearm
when not on duty.

Ray Carter, a West Seattle resident employed as a car

salesman in Seattle, is active in the gay community. He co-
chaired Seattle's annual Pride Parade in the mid-1990s and
founded the Seattle Chapter of Pink Pistols/ Cease Fear.
Licensed to carry, he frequently visits parks.

Gray Peterson of Lynnwood, a community several
miles north of the city, also often visits Seattle parks
facilities with his domestic partner. Active in the Seattle-
area gay community, Peterson is licensed to carry and does
so where it is legal because of concerns that he is
vulnerable to hate-related crimes.

Gary Goedecke is owner and proprietor of Pikeplace
Marketwear, a 35-year old business at Seattle's historic
Pike Place Market. Peter Steinbrook Park is directly
adjacent to the Market and is a very dangerous place.
Goegecke fears for the safety of his wife (who also works
at the Market) and his employees. A resident of Bothell in
north King County a few miles from Seattle, he has been
actively involved with the Pike Place Market for years. He
is an avid gunowner and carries a concealed pistol
wherever he can.

While the lawsuit does not specifically allude to
Washington's very strong right to keep and bear arms state
constitutional provision, Gottlieb suggested that the Seattle
ban violates it.

"It essentially impairs the right of law-abiding citizens
to bear arms for personal protection, which is explicitly
protected by Article 1, Section 24 of the state
constitution," he said. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

NRA-PVF rejoices over pro-gun wins
in VA, and NY

by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

The National Rifle Association Political Victory Fund
(NRA-PVF) is celebrating landslide victories in the Nov.
3, 2009 elections.

NR.A-PVF-endorsed candidates in Virginia, including
Republican Bob McDonnell for governor, Ken

Cuccinelli for attorney general and Bill Bolling for
lieutenant governor, won elections. Additionally, 98% (58
out of 59) of NRA-PVF endorsed candidates in the
Virginia House of Delegates won their respective races.

NRA-PVF actively campaigned across Virginia and
other key states on behalf of law-abiding gunowners. In
Virginia, Steve Shannon, candidate for attorney general,
was the only statewide candidate to actively campaign on a
gun control platform. He lost by double-digits.

Either candidate, Democrat R. Creigh Deeds (NRA "B"
rating) or McDonnell ( rated "A") were sure to be a big
improvement over outgoing Gov. Tim Kaine. Deeds lost
the NRA endorsement by supporting closing of the so-
called and non-existent "gun show loophole." In the
Attorney General race, Republican Ken Cuccinelli (rated
"A+") handily defeated a D-rated Democrat who
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advertised very aggressively on the gun show issue.
Incumbent Lt. Gov. Bill Bolling (also rated "A+") trounced
an F-rated challenger.

In New York's hotly contested 23rd Congressional
District race an NRA "A" rated Democrat, Bill Owens,
won in three-way race against Republican Dierdre
Scozzafava and Conservative Party candidate Doug
Hoffman, who was also "A"-rated by NRA. Owens won
with almost 49% of the vote to Huffman's 46%.
Scozzafava drew only 6% of the vote. She had dropped out
of the race a week before the election and endorsed the
Democrat. The New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

NJ gunowners claim role in
Corzine's defeat

by Dave Workman, Senior Editor

In June, New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine declared that his
re-election would hinge on passage of his one-gun-a-month
legislation, and Garden State gunowners say the election
results proved how right he was.

Corzine's defeat by Republican Chris Christie was
hailed as a signal that the millionaire liberal Democrat's
anti-gun philosophy had finally run its course with New
Jersey gunowners. It brought them to the polls in record
numbers, delivering Christie a victory that had been
doubtful because of the presence of an independent
candidate on the ballot.

Scott Bach, president of the Association of New Jersey
Rifle & Pistol Clubs (ANJRPC) was elated that Corzine, a
far left Democrat who had supported all forms of gun
control during his time in the US Senate prior to becoming
governor, would be out at the end of a single term. The
Christie victory is seen in a larger context as a rebuff of
President Barack Obama, since he campaigned hard for
Corzine, and New Jersey is traditionally a very Democratic
state.

But it is also the state with the highest property taxes in
the nation. Add restrictive anti-gun legislation to that mix,
and it produces a voter revolt.

"There can be little doubt that gunowners played a
major role in delivering the 100,000 votes by which
Corzine was defeated," Bach told Gun Week via e-mail.
"Good riddance to one of the worst anti-gun governors in
history"

Bach acknowledged that Governor-elect Christie "may
not be perfect on our issue," but he added that the
incoming governor "understands the need to enforce
existing laws before passing new ones."

"He has stated that the rights of responsible, law-
abiding citizens should be protected with the same vigor
with which we go after violent criminals'," Bach noted.
"We will be able to have rational dialogue with Christie,
and it will be a refreshing change."

Booting Corzine from office became a priority issue

with New Jersey gunowners as they faced legislative
threats and hurdles. Corzine had established himself as an
anti-gun and anti-hunting liberal, backing such proposals
as gun registration and gun courts in Newark. He opposed
federal legislation that would have mandated national
concealed carry reciprocity; he stopped a black bear hunt
in the state despite a growing problem with the bruins; he
signed legislation that made it a criminal act to transfer
handgun ammunition to people who do not have valid state
firearms identification cards or carry or purchase permits,
and another bill that holds law-abiding gunowners
fmancially responsible for crimes committed with guns
stolen from them.

"As if stuck in a time-warp from the 1990s Clinton
era," Bach said, "Corzine repeatedly carried the water for
gun ban extremists on every imbecilic scheme limiting the
rights of law-abiding citizens instead of punishing criminal
behavior."

Christie told his supporters after Corzine conceded the
election that the citizens will take New Jersey back "for
our families" and "for our friends." He promised to "pick
Trenton up and turn it upside down." The New GUN WEEK,

December 1, 2009

Convicted felon charged in four NC
murders

North Carolina authorities have put a convicted
kidnapper back behind bars after he allegedly gunned
down four men and then fled to neighboring Virginia,
where he was arrested by authorities in Henry County.

Facing four murder charges is Marcos Chavez
Gonzalez, who served more than two years behind bars for
a 2002 kidnapping conviction and what the Associated
Press called a "minor probation violation." The kidnapping
charge required Gonzalez to register as a sex offender. The
New GUN WEEK, December 1, 2009

Out of Nebraska jail 2 days, robber
shot dead in Alabama

Bid a belated farewell to Jeremy Paul McCall, whose
last known address was a jail in Nebraska.

He was shot fatally by a man in Brewton, AL, just 48
hours after he left lockup, and from all indications, a
stretch behind bars didn't convince him that crime
doesn't pay. According to several news agencies,
including the Birmingham News and Brewton Standard,
the 33/ear-old McCall made the mistake of trying a
home invasion robbery where the 81-year-old intended
victim had no intention of being robbed.

The unidentified man and his wife were in bed at
about 3 a.m. when a masked intruder broke through a
door, entered the house and then came into the bedroom,
demanding cash. News accounts said the older man
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grabbed a pistol from a "bedside table" and aimed it at
the robber.

At that point, McCall allegedly told his intended victim
to drop the gun. Instead—and this is one reason why 81-
year-old guys manage to live that long—the homeowner
immediately plugged his assailant in the forehead. McCall
hit the floor stone dead.

It was not clear why McCall had been in the
Nebraska jail, or how he turned up in southern Alabama
two, days later pulling a robbery, but he will not be
doing that again.

The shooting was turned over to the grand jury, but
according to the

Escambia County Sheriff's Department, it is not
likely the older man will be charged with a crime.

As a footnote to this story, Sheriff Grover Smith was
quoted by news agencies as observing that by the time
he got to the scene of the shooting, the homeowner's
wife had armed herself with a shotgun. The New GUN WEEK,

November 15, 2009

College faculty advisor sidelined for
marksmanship comment

A minor flap has erupted at the University of North
Carolina because the faculty advisor to a campus group
suggested in response to an apparent threat that he had a
Colt .45 and knew how to use it.

According to The Raleigh News and Observer, the
Youth for Western Civilization (YWC) advisor Elliot
Cramer was advised by Chapter President Nikhil Patel
that a flier from campus activists opposed to the group
had been circulated. The flier contained Cramer's home
address, telephone number and a photograph.

Considering this might be a veiled threat, Patel
reportedly told Cramer via e-mail that "I thought I'd let
you know so that you can plan for some sort of
protection."

When Cramer responded, he copied his message to
UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp.

"Thanks for your concern," Cramer's email said. "I
have a Colt .45, and I know how to use it. I used to be
able to hit a quarter at 50 feet seven times out of ten."

Thorp apparently had no sense of humor, and quickly
advised Cramer that his e-mail was "highly
inappropriate."

"It is certainly not consistent with the civil discourse we
are trying to promote," Thorp said.

Last spring, that civil discourse included a protest
against the YWC group that resulted in a broken class-
room window and seven arrests. The group mounting
that protest was the Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS).

Until a replacement can be found for Cramer as an
advisor, the student group had to shut down, the
newspaper said.

Cramer insisted that his remark was off-hand and
was to be taken lightly, but Thorp apparently didn't buy
it. Cramer retired from the school's psychology
department 15 years ago, but has been acting as an
advisor. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Toronto police seize 400 guns
including expired registrations

Since March 1, Project Safe City in Toronto,
Ontario, has swept 400 unregistered firearms-150 of
them handguns—from homes throughout the city. No
charges were filed, according to Sun media in Canada.

It's part of a plan to ensure that neglected firearms—
ones on which registration has not been renewed and
some which are now banned outright—don't fall into
criminal hands, Toronto Police Chief Bill Blair said on
Sept. 22.

Toronto police are reviewing thousands of gun
ownership files to determine which guns have lapsed
registrations and which are now banned, he said.

Owners can surrender their firearms for destruction
or, if they can be registered, police will hold them until
the owners comply with gun laws, Supt. Greg Getty
said.

"We cannot leave those firearms in that person's
possession," he said.

Those who "are less vigilant in maintaining proper
licensing ... may be equally lax in maintaining the safety
and security of their weapons," Blair said.

Of the 510 crime-related firearms seized so far this
year, about 30% are stolen locally, with the rest smuggled
into the country, he said.

"What we believe is that legal handgun owners are
not dangerous individuals, but we know from experience
that their firearms can become extremely dangerous
when they get into the hands of criminals," Blair said.

"One of the issues that we have become aware of is
the confusion among legal gunowners regarding their
responsibility" that the guns they own are properly
licensed and maintain registration, he said.

"This is not an enforcement initiative, this is a crime-
prevention initiative," he said. "We have a responsibility to
ensure that these firearms are not diverted to the streets of
Toronto."

In the first six months of this year, 27 firearms were
stolen in 11 Toronto thefts, 10 from homes and one from
a business. Of those firearms stolen, 16 were handguns,
two rifles, three shotguns, three air rifles, two flare or
paintball pistols, and one replica. The New GUN WEEK,
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November 15, 2009

Clerics team up in response to rising
violence in churches
by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

There is a movement afoot among clergy in the US
which is drawing media attention as well as quirky, even
mocking, headlines and commentary. Examples: The
New York Post's September report: "Rambo rabbis gun
for terrorists;" The Washington Times' October story:
"Kentucky pastor drops flock for his Glock."

The general media may be making light of the
growing concern about church and synagogue security.
But the clergy and their congregations are paying
serious attention to their concerns and developing
defensive strategies.

There's good reason for it. Attacks in or on churches
had been relatively rare and widely separated just a few
years ago. By Gun

Week's count, there was one such high profile
random attack in a church in 1999 and another in 2003.

However, in 2005, there were two, with four more in
the next year. In 2007, there were another four,
including the Dec. 8, 2007, attack in Colorado Springs,
CO, in which a legally armed woman parishioner,
Jeanne Assam, fired her own handgun at the armed
invader and stopped his attack.

Then there were eleven high profile attacks in
churches in 2008. So far this year, there have been at
least three such church related attacks that we have been
able to research.

Church-related shootings have occurred in several
states during the past few years, including Colorado,
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas
and Wisconsin,

These have caused growing concern among the clergy
of many faiths as well as their flocks. And their fears were
not assuaged in May, when the FBI arrested a group of
alleged homegrown terrorists who were accused of plotting
to blow up temples in the Bronx.

Now, the Kentucky pastor who drew notice earlier
this year for hosting a God-and-guns event at his church
is "giving up his flock for his Glock," The Washington
Times and other media reported.

Pastor Ken Pagano resigned his post at the New
Bethel Church in Louisville, KY, in September after
nearly 30 years in the ministry, saying he wants to focus
on Second Amendment and church-security issues.

"Thirty years was a good, long run, but it's time for a
change," Pagano said in an interview with The Washington
Times. "If I can write my own ticket, I want to get

involved more in Second Amendment issues as they affect
the church, and I can do more from outside the pulpit than
from behind it."

Pagano gained national attention when his
congregation hosted an Open Carry Celebration a week
before Independence Day to commemorate the roles of
religion and gun ownership in the nation's founding.
About 200 people attended the event, which featured a
handgun raffle and firearm-safety information.

Some of his congregation wore their own guns in
holsters. Kentucky law allows residents to carry guns
openly in public with some restrictions, although
gunowners who carry concealed weapons must have
state licenses. The event wasn't supposed to be a big
deal, Pagano said, but "it really struck a nerve."

"I would say 90 to 95% of all the correspondence we
received was positive, saying, 'We're glad somebody's
standing up for this,' " Pagano said. "There were some
who said, 'Oh, it's a bunch of rednecks.' "

Pagano said he was considering a career change even
before the event, but the ripple effect led him to Rabbi
Gary Moscowitz of New York City, who has long
worked with synagogues on protection from terrorist
threats.

Pagano and Moscowitz have since teamed up in the
International Security Coalition of Clergy, an
organization dedicated to "making the vulnerable less
vulnerable," according to their mission statement.

"Churches are very soft targets and very vulnerable
to attack from terrorists and other homegrown,
disgruntled individuals," Pagano said. "Unfortunately,
most religious leaders are living in denial."

According to The New York Post, Moscowitz, who has
a black belt in karate, was an NYPD cop for nearly a
decade and is a martial arts instructor, founded the
coalition. The Post reported that he is teaching other Jews
both basic and advanced fighting techniques—how to take
down a terrorist by the neck, how to duck and cover under
a table during a shootout and "how to do a really cool
somersault move on the ground while pulling out a
weapon" so they'll be prepared to shoot back if terrorists
swarm their synagogues during services.

But self-protection by the clergy and volunteer
members of their congregations is not the only response
to the threat churches face. A handful of companies
specializing in church security have sprung up as a new
industry in response. Glen Evans, who runs the Church
Security Alliance in Dayton, OH, said many churches
are eager to improve on basic security, such as locking
doors and checking perimeters regularly, but wrestle
with the idea of having an armed guard or armed
parishioner within the church during services.

"When you have a church, you have people with the
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belief that you shouldn't have a gun in church," said
Evans, a police officer with a SWAT background. "But
sometimes a firearm is the only thing that's going to stop
someone from shooting people."

Pagano advocates a security team of five church
members who have at least 40 hours of training in
firearms and other tactics. The advantage of using
church members instead of a hired guard, he said, is that
church members are better able to separate the regular
attendees from the first-time visitors.

The idea is self-defense, not aggression, Moscowitz
said.

"I'm not taking the position that everyone should
have a gun. I'm taking the position that every house of
worship or any other high-visibility target should have a
person or persons trained in the use of firearms," the
rabbi said.

Needless to say, what Pagano and Moscowitz have to
say exasperates gun-control advocates.

"I've got no problems with any institution, whether
it's a business or a church, hiring professional, trained
security people who know the risks," said Paul Helmke,
president of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun
Violence. "What I do have serious concerns about is the
idea that a private individual, just because they're a
gunowner, can be a security guard just by carrying a gun
to church."

As for Pagano, Helmke said, "Maybe he should be
more concerned about the Fifth Commandment than the
Second Amendment."

What some people don't realize is that a pastor isn't a
"sanctified sheep," Pagano said, but a shepherd, the
protector of the flock. That includes the physical safety
of the parishioners within the church building, which
they say volunteers can handle better that police
agencies, including the NYPD. For example, Moscowitz
says cops don't know the members of the congregation,
so a terrorist could just pose as a congregant and walk
in.

"People have this idea that Christians have to turn the
other cheek," Pagano said. "That's true, but I don't think
there's anything in the Old or New Testament that
requires them to roll over and die if someone attacks
them or their family."

Pagano and Moscowitz have come under considerable
criticism in the general media as well as the publications of
various religious communities. The harshest critics seem to
have been those devout anti-self-defense commentators
who have even taken to calling Pagano and Moscowitz
marginalizing names along with the fellow ministers and
rabbis who have joined in the respective training regimens.
The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

US government has quietly resumed
study of gun safety

More than a decade after Congress cut funding for
firearms research by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), another federal health agency has been
spending millions of dollars to study such topics as
whether teenagers who carry firearms run a different risk
of getting shot compared with suffering other sorts of
injuries.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) also has been
financing research to investigate whether having many
liquor stores in a neighborhood puts people at greater risk
of getting shot, The Washington Post reported.

Such studies are coming under sharp scrutiny by
Republican lawmakers who question whether the money
could be better spent on biomedical research at a time of
increasing competition for NIH funding. They're also leery
of NIH research relating to firearms in general, recalling
how 13 years ago the House voted to cut CDC funding
when critics complained that the agency was trying to win
public support for gun control.

"It's almost as if someone's been looking for a way to
get this study done ever since the Centers for Disease
Control was banned from doing it 10 years ago," Rep. Joe
L. Barton, Texas Republican, said of one of the NIH
studies, according to The Times. "But it doesn't make any
more sense now than it did then."

The newspaper said that NIH, which administers more
than $30 billion in taxpayer funds for medical research,
defended the grants.

"Gun related violence is a public health problem—it
diverts considerable health care resources away from other
problems and, therefore, is of interest to NIH," Don
Ralbovsky, NIH spokesman, wrote in an e-mail responding
to questions about the grants.

"These particular grants do not address gun control;
rather they deal with the surrounding web of circumstances
involved in many violent crimes, especially how alcohol
policy may reduce the public health burden from gun-
related injury and death," he said.

Barton and Rep. Greg Walden of Oregon, the ranking
Republican on the House Energy and Commerce Commit-
tee and the ranking member on the Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee, respectively, first questioned
the NIH about the gun-related grants in an Oct. 16 letter to
NIH Director Dr. Francis Collins.

The letter sought information about grants for current
projects and for others starting as far back as 2002, totaling
nearly $5 million. The lawmakers called the study of
criminal behavior "a laudable endeavor which consistently
benefits the

American people, often in ways that people do not see."
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"And yet we have trouble understanding the
administration's desire to spend, for example, $642,561 in
taxpayer funds to learn how inner-city teenagers whose
friends, acquaintances and peers carry firearms and drink
alcohol on street corners could show up in emergency
rooms with gunshot wounds.

"The day-follows-night quality of this question and its
potential answer simply do not seem to justify the expense
that would be borne by people who work and pay their
taxes," the lawmakers wrote.

Special interests on both sides of the gun-control issue
differ on the question of whether the NIH ought to be con-
ducting firearms-related research.

"This kind of research does concern us, and we're going
to be watching it closely," the newspaper quoted Erich
Pratt, a spokesman for the Gun Owners Association of
America. "You'd think that after the CDC had their money
revoked, we wouldn't be dealing with this."

But Peter Hamni, spokesman for the Brady Campaign
to Prevent Gun Violence, said Republican lawmakers were
"blaming the messenger" by criticizing the research, the
newspaper reported.

"Burying the evidence is what the gun lobby is best at,"
he said. "Whether the members of Congress like it or not,
gun violence is a public health problem in America today."

NIH records show that one study being questioned by
lawmakers aimed to "investigate whether adolescents who
consume alcohol and/or carry firearms, and/or whose daily
activities occur in surroundings rich in alcohol and/or
firearms, face a differential risk of being shot with a
firearm or injured in anon-gun assault."

A separate study on child safety looked at the decision
making process by couples on whether to own firearms in
part trying to identify whether women are less supportive
of firearms compared with their partners.

The questions about whether the NIH should fund such
research are being raised more than a decade after the
House voted against restoring $2.1- million to the CDC's
budget, money that the agency was spending on gun
studies. The move, backed by the National Rifle
Association (NRA), made after Republicans and some
Democrats complained that the CDC was pushing for gun
control.

The money was eventually restored to the CDC budget
but with a spending restriction that has remained in place
ever since, mandating that funds cannot be used "in whole
or in part to advocate or promote gun control." The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Hindsight
Did political correctness, Army gun

rule trigger Fort Hood?

by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

A key US senator said on Nov. 8 that he would begin an
investigation into whether the Army missed signs that the
man accused of opening fire at Fort Hood had embraced an
increasingly extremist view of Islamic ideology, the
Associated Press reported.

Sen. Joe Lieberman's call for the investigation came as
word surfaced that Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan apparently
attended the same Virginia mosque as two (some reports
said three) Sept. 11 hijackers in 2001, at a time when a
radical imam preached there. Whether Hasan, an Army
psychiatrist, associated with the hijackers is something the
FBI will probably look into, according to a law
enforcement official who spoke on condition of anonymity
because the investigation is ongoing.

Wire services also reported that classmates of Hasan
participating with him in a 2007-2008 master's program at
a military college complained repeatedly to superiors about
what they considered Hasan's anti-American views. Dr.
Val Finnell said Hasan gave a presentation at the
Uniformed Services University that justified suicide
bombing and told classmates that Islamic law trumped the
US Constitution.

Another classmate said he complained to five officers
and two civilian faculty members at the university. He
wrote in a command climate survey sent to Pentagon
officials that fear in the military of being seen as politically
incorrect prevented an "intellectually honest discussion of
Islamic ideology" in the ranks The classmate also
requested anonymity because the investigation is ongoing.

Lieberman, chairman of the Senate Homeland Security
and Governmental Affairs Committee, wants Congress to
determine whether the shootings constitute a terrorist
attack.

"If Hasan was showing signs, saying to people that he
had become an Islamist extremist, the US Army has to
have zero tolerance," Lieberman, an independent from
Connecticut, said on "Fox News Sunday."

"He should have been gone," Lieberman said.
But there are many more questions that need to be

answered as civilian government officials, the White
House and the military dance around the issue of whether
or not they were afraid of pursuing complaints against a
Muslim military officer because it might have offended
other Muslims in the military as well as some Muslims in
the public at large. If they did not follow up on the
complaints against Hasan because they were dodging other
controversial aspects of the question, someone needs to
retrain the Pentagon's top brass about what their real
mission is. Being politically correct is not part of their
mission or their responsibility to the soldiers, sailors,
marines and airmen under their command.

If Lieberman's investigation ever gets off the ground, it
might also want to publicly review the wisdom of the
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military policy first imposed in the early 1990s by the
Clinton Administration that disarms the American military
in the Zone of the Interior.

At a much earlier time, when I was in the Army infantry
stateside, we enlisted men always had rifles (Mls) and
bayonets stacked in racks in the aisle running between the
bunks running in the center of our barracks. We pretty
much carried those rifles everywhere to almost every class
or other event. We didn't have live ammunition issued
unless we were on guarding prisoner details or were on the
range or in an exercise that required live fire. Heavier
weapons like the BARs and light .30 MGs were stored
nearby at company level. Officers and noncoms who were
authorized to carry issue or licensed sidearms on post were
trusted to do so.

The only time we enlisted men did not have a rifle or
other arm was while in transit from one base to another.
When we arrived at a "repel depot" overseas we were
immediately issued a new rifle, carbine and bayonet as
well any clothing required for the theater of operations.

In those days, the base was guarded by special
assignments or MPs, but nowadays, it is civilian police, as
are the cooks and transport people. I guess such duty
assignments were eliminated as military occupations when
the size of our volunteer military was cut down.

However, the Clinton policy treated the members of the
armed forces like so many children in school, with the
same view of their access to anything that might be
construed to be a "dangerous weapon." Maybe they are not
even allowed to carry their own cutlery or pocket knives
any more.

Whatever the true circumstances at Fort Hood,
authorities continue to refer to Hasan, 39, as the only
suspect in the shootings that killed 13 and wounded 29, but
they won't say when charges would be filed and have said
they have not determined a motive. Actually, earlier
reports said that there may have been one, or even two,
additional shooters, but those statements have never been
explained. Hasan, who was shot by civilian police to end
the rampage, was still reported in critical but stable
condition at an Army hospital in San Antonio as this issue
of Gun. Week went to press on Nov. 9.

Over the weekend, Army authorities finally listed the
identities of the casualties of the Fort Hood massacre.
There are now 13 dead and 29 wounded, of which 16
remained hospitalized with gunshot wounds, and seven
were in intensive care.

Hasan was reported still breathing on his own after
being taken off a ventilator the day after the shooting at the
Army's largest military base, but officials wouldn't say
whether Hasan can communicate.

And Army Chief of Staff George Casey warned against
reaching conclusions about the suspected shooter's motives

until investigators have fully explored the attack. "I think
the speculation (on Hasan's Islamic roots) could potentially
heighten backlash against some of our Muslim soldiers,"
he said on ABC's "This Week."

Imam Johari Abdul-Malik, outreach director at the Dar
al Hijrah Islamic Center, said he did not know whether
Hasan ever attended the Falls Church, VA, mosque but
confirmed that the Hasan family participated in services
there. Abdul-Malik said the Hasans were not leaders at the
mosque and their attendance was utterly normal.

In 2001, Anwar Aulaqi was an imam, or spiritual leader,
at the mosque. Aulaqi told the FBI in 2001 that, before he
moved to Virginia in early 2001, he met with 9/11 hijacker
Nawaf al-Hazmi several times in San Diego. Al-Hazmi
was at the time living with Khalid alMihdhar, another
hijacker. Al-Hazmi and another hijacker, Hani Hanjour,
attended the Dar al Hijrah mosque in early April 2001.

Aulaqi currently has a website which, according to wire
service reports, was praising Hasan for the mayhem and
death he delivered at Fort Hood on Nov. 6. Aulaqi was
also urging other soldiers of the Muslim faith, to emulate
Hasan's deadly attack.

The anti-gunners, of course, stand around rending their
garments like the heroine in a B-Western and wondering
"must always be gun violence?"

Bill Mann, a TV-radio critic who blogged on The
Huffington Post Nov. 8, was perhaps typical of his breed.

"I don't really care that much about what drove Hasan to
apparently murder all those soldiers, which has been the
prime focus of nonstop cable news. The fact is, he did.
What I DO care about is how easy it was for him to get the
means—a lethal gun—to do it."

Mann and other anti-gunners like him are in denial
about the fact that their policies contributed to so many
deaths and injuries in the military that has been disarmed
by the military. Hasan is reported to have fired over 100
shots from two "legal" handguns. Amazingly, during all his
reloads, no one successfully blunted his attack.

When all is said and done, I wonder if Mann, Bill
Clinton, the folks at the Brady Campaign and the Violence
Policy Center will have, the chutzpah to say thanks to any
veterans on. Nov. 11. The New GUN WEEK, December 1,
2009

More junk science confected to
question firearms carry

by Joseph P. Tartaro, Executive Editor

There will always be a public debate over the
wisdom of carrying, or even possessing, a firearm for
defensive pm-poses. Those who are confirmed in their
opposition to keeping and bearing arms will never
abandon that position. And one of the favorite devices
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they use to win support for their opposition to guns is to
promote a steady stream of reports and studies designed
to convince others that owning or carrying a gun for
protection is more dangerous than being totally
unarmed.

Every one of those studies we have seen and
reviewed has been flawed. In fact, a couple of years ago
the National Academy of Science was asked to conduct
a review of all the reported literature on the subject and
gave every one a failing grade.

It turned out that there was very little real science
involved.

The public, which seems to have ignored those
studies, continues to buy, keep and carry guns for one
main purpose: personal protection. Perhaps that is the
main reason a whopping majority of the American
public continues to support the right to keep and bear
arms.

But that does not stop the study mills. And every new
study seems to get a lot of attention from the general
media.

The most recent one, from the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, is no exception. It
proves to be more junk science, but the media grabbed
the anti-gun bait again. Probably before long you will
hear people from the Brady Campaign or Violence
Policy Center, if not members of the Senate,
regurgitating its claims with conviction—at least the
core "finding"—that anyone possessing a gun during an
assault situation is 4.5 more likely to be killed or injured
than anyone who does not have a gun.

It was billed as a "first-of-its-kind study." The
general media reported that epidemiologists at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine found
that, on average, guns did not protect those who
possessed them from being shot in an assault.

The study was released online in October in the
American Journal of Public Health, in advance of print
publication in November.

"This study helps resolve the longstanding debate
about whether guns are protective or perilous," notes
study author Charles C. Branas, PhD, associate
professor of epidemiology, in a publicity release.

"Will possessing a firearm always safeguard against
harm or will it promote a false sense of security?" was
the question this junk science was supposed to answer.

The media reported that almost five Philadelphians
were shot every day over the course of the study and
about 1 of these 5 people died. The research team
concluded that, although successful defensive gun uses
are possible and do occur each year, the chances of
success are low. The study's authors claim it was
designed to get people to rethink their possession on

guns or, at least, understand that regular possession
necessitates careful safety countermeasures, the study's
authors claimed.

The Penn researchers investigated the link between
being shot in an assault and a person's possession of a
gun at the time of the shooting. As identified by police
and medical examiners, they randomly selected 677
cases of Philadelphia residents who were shot in an
assault from 2003 to 2006. Six percent of these cases
were in possession of a gun (such as in a holster, pocket,
waistband, or vehicle) when they were shot.

These shooting cases were matched to Philadelphia
residents who acted as the study's controls. To identify the
controls, trained phone canvassers called random
Philadelphians soon after a reported shooting and asked
about their possession of a gun at the time of the shooting.
These random Philadelphians had not been shot and had
nothing to do with the shooting.

"The US has at least one gun for every adult," noted
Branas. "Learning how to live healthy lives alongside
guns will require more studies such as this one. This
study should be the beginning of a better investment in
gun injury research through various government and
private agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control,
which in the past have not been legally permitted to fund
research `designed to affect the passage of specific
federal, state, or local legislation intended to restrict or
control the purchase or use of firearms.' "

The Penn study was funded by the National Institutes
of Health.

The Philadelphia Inquirer on Oct. 16 linked this
study to a recent news event involving a woman who
had gained public attention previously by carrying a gun
to a soccer match.

The newspaper reminded readers that Meleanie Hain of
Lebanon, PA, used to tell the news media that she carried a
Glock 26 pistol everywhere she went to protect herself and
her children. Then last week she was shot to death by her
husband in what police called a murder-suicide.

But that anecdote did not validate the study. Nor was
it part of the study.

Gun research is fraught with difficulty, the experts
say. Not only is it politically and emotionally charged,
but privacy issues make it hard to get large-scale data on
who owns a gun and who carries one.

For this study, Branas and his colleagues relied on
police to get information on shootings in Philadelphia
between 2003 and 2006—a total of 3,485.

The researchers got the locations, victims'
description and whether they had guns with them at the
time. They randomly chose 677 of the victims for the
study, from various occupations—taxi drivers,
bartenders, nurses and drug dealers. Fifty-three percent
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had criminal records. Six percent had guns with them
when they were shot.

Branas then compared this "case" group with a group
of "control" subjects—similar residents of Philadelphia
who had not been shot. Controls were matched to each
victim according to race, age and sex. The controls were
called soon after each shooting and asked whether they
had a gun close by during the same 15- to 30-minute
interval. The goal was to see if those who got shot were
likelier to have guns.

The controls were equally likely to have a gun with
them, but more than 80% of them were at home at the time
of the incident. Only 9 percent of the victims were home
when they were shot.

Then Branas said he made statistical corrections for
this and other factors that might influence a person's
chance of being a victim, such as neighborhood type, a
person's use of alcohol, and involvement in the drug
trade.

After all the corrections were put in, he and his
colleagues concluded that the people in the study who
were carrying a gun at any given time interval were
more than four times as likely to be shot.

Branas offered several possible explanations. Having
guns could induce people to behave differently, he said,
perhaps emboldening them. Another possibility, he said,
is that people are having their firearms turned on them.

But several statisticians not involved in the gun
research said you can't reach such sweeping conclusions
with this kind of study.

The Inquirer reported that criminologist Gary Kleck
of Florida State University said the Penn results can be
explained by the fact that people who are at risk of being
shot are also more likely to buy or carry guns. Such
people might have dangerous jobs or belong to a street
gang or be involved in the illicit drug trade, for example.

In an e-mail to the newspaper, Kleck explained his
view with an analogy. "It is precisely as if medical
researchers found that insulin use is more common
among persons who suffer from diabetes than among
those who are not diabetic (something that is most
assuredly true), and concluded that insulin use raises
one's risk of diabetes." The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

NEWS BRIEFS

GA jury acquits man who shot to
defend brother

Two years after being charged for shooting his
brother's attacker in the head, a Georgia man has been
acquitted by a Gainesville jury in Hall County Superior
Court.

According to The Gainesville Times, Carlos Moz
never denied having shot 21-year-old Nathan Tony
Monson, who survived the wound but suffered some
hearing loss. Monson was one of a group that attacked
the Moz brothers outside of a record store in October
2006. The older brother, Juan, was severely beaten and
hit by large pieces of asphalt, the newspaper said.

Carlos, who is a legal permanent resident, retrieved
his legally-owned 9mm pistol from his apartment across
the street and fired at Monson, who had allegedly made
a threatening comment toward him. The bullet hit
Monson just in front of his left ear.

Prosecutors tried to convince the jury that Juan was
beaten because he had allegedly "made advances" on a
young girl, an assertion the older brother denied.

The incident unfolded as the Moz brothers were
reportedly walking home from a baby shower. The New

GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Pistol-packin' mammas
From the "Almost a Soprano" file comes the story out

of Knoxville, TN, where it has now been amply
demonstrated that one does not pick fights with elderly
ladies.

Enter 28-year-old Jesse Williams, identified as the
suspect in a burglary caper gone so bad that it almost left
him with altered plumbing, and we're not talking about
new sink fixtures.

According to WBIR in Knoxville, Williams is alleged
to have broken into a Petros home belonging to 43-year-
old David Brandenburg. This wasn't terribly bright from
the start, since Brandenburg was at home at the time,
shortly after 9 p.m. on Sept. 17. Brandenburg confronted
Williams and—surprise of surprises—a fight broke out.

Well, it turns out that Brandenburg is so fond of his
mother that he lives next door to her, and as the fight
ensued, 75-yearold Ruth Robbins, wondering what all the
fuss was about in her son's house, came to investigate. By
this time, the two combatants had made it out to the yard.

Like any mother would, Ruth tried to intervene,
according to the report, and that's when Williams elevated
stupidity to a new level, by turning his attack on Robbins.
He evidently didn't look closely at Ruth's hands, because
there was a gun in one of them, and she knew how to use
it.

Robbins put one right where it almost hurt the most,
hitting Williams in the leg near his groin, according to the
news report.

Williams was first taken to the University of Tennessee
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Medical Center for treatment, and then was carted off to
the Morgan County Jail, facing charges of burglary,
aggravated assault and simple assault.

Robbins, on the other hand, was facing no charges at all
and her son declined treatment for his injuries. The New GUN

WEEK, November 15, 2009

Guns and explosives
From the "Only Cops Should Have Guns" file comes

the story out of Waterbury, CT, involving Police Sgt.
David Setzer who did the right thing and turned himself in
on charges that he was stockpiling explosives in his home.

Add to that, allegations that several of his guns have
been found in the possession of street thugs in New Haven,
and you have details that make for an interesting news
story. By no small coincidence, that's just what the folks at
the New Haven Independent thought when they printed a
report about this case.

Setzer, 41, surrendered to New Haven police, and he's
facing a litany of charges that include bomb
manufacturing, illegal possession of an "assault weapon,"
illegal transfer or sale of a firearm, illegal possession of
explosives, risk of injury to a minor and illegal possession
of fireworks. He posted a $50,000 bond.

The newspaper said police found one of Setzer's guns
in the possession of a convicted felon back in late May.
Then this past summer, a .40-caliber Sig Sauer pistol
registered to the sergeant was recovered from a crime
scene and linked to five shootings in the New Haven area
over the past several months including a gunfight with
New Haven police.

The newspaper said Setzer had not offered an
explanation about how his handgun wound up in criminal
circulation. The New GUN WEEK, November 15, 2009

Jailed for assault over toilet
From the "You're not gonna believe this" file comes

one of the strangest reports of a criminal assault we've ever
encountered, not merely for the weapon of choice but for
the reason this happened at all.

According to WPTZ News, a Vermont man identified
as Nazeih Hammouri, 53, was arrested for first-degree
assault Oct. 19 for stabbing his 19-year-old son in the
stomach in an argument over a clogged toilet. There was
no word about his son's condition.

Hammouri was arrested at his home in Vershire, the
news agency said. He was being held on $15,000 bail and
had reportedly been drinking. The New GUN WEEK, November 15,

2009

***************************************************

SAF --NEWS RELEASES

SAF APPLAUDS TODAY'S APPEALS
COURT RULING IN ORD CASE

12/04/2009--BELLEVUE, WA - The Second Amendment
Foundation is encouraged by this morning's federal
Appeals Court ruling in the case of Ord v. District of
Columbia that finds the plaintiff has standing to pursue
legal action against the city, opening legal doors for the
pursuit of other gun rights cases including one filed by
SAF challenging the restrictive wording of the 1968 Gun
Control Act.

Robert Ord is pursuing a legal action against the
District for having issued an arrest warrant for him without
probable cause because he had been hired to provide
armed security at a District of Columbia school facility and
he had status as a "qualified law enforcement officer" and
"Special Conservator of the Peace," which exempted him
from the District's ban on carrying firearms without a
license.

"There are several significant aspects of this ruling,"
said SAF founder Alan Gottlieb. "One judge even argued
that litigants should not be required to jump through hoops
to get past the courthouse door.' That judge also suggested
that the Navegar case, which established that plaintiffs
seeking to challenge criminal statutes must first
demonstrate imminent or actual harm, ought to be re-
examined and overruled.

"This ruling," he continued, "will help our lawsuit
against Attorney General Eric Holder on behalf of citizens
living abroad who cannot exercise their constitutional right
to keep and bear arms when they visit on American soil,
because they cannot legally purchase firearms as non-
residents, under conditions of the 1968 Gun Control Act.
The government has been arguing that we do not have
standing to bring this lawsuit. They just lost that
argument."

SAF and the American Civil Liberties Union filed the
only amicus curiae brief in this case, supporting Ord, and
the court relied on that brief to help form its opinion. That
brief was written by attorney Alan Gura, who successfully
argued the Heller case, which struck down the
Washington, D.C. gun ban, before the U.S. Supreme Court
in 2008 and is now representing SAF in the Chicago
handgun ban challenge, which will be argued before the
high court next March.

***************************************************
Gun Owners of America NEWS RELEASES:

Gun Owners of America E-Mail Alerts
8001 Forbes Place, Suite 102, Springfield, VA 22151
Phone: 703-321-8585 / FAX: 703-321-8408
http://www.gunowners.org/ordergoamem.htm
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Senate Set to Vote on Another Anti-gun
Judge

Tuesday, December 8, 2009

**Here we go again.

First, there was Sonia Sotomayor. Then there
was David Hamilton.

Now, we have another radical, anti-gun judge that
has been nominated for the federal judiciary. His
name is Louis Butler, and he is so radical, he was
twice rejected by the people of Wisconsin (which is,
by the way, one of the most liberal states in our
union).

When Louis Butler first ran for the Wisconsin
Supreme Court -- the voters rejected him by a 2-1
margin. When he was appointed to that court by
Democrat Governor Jim Doyle and then stood for
retention by the voters, they again rejected him. This
was the first time a member of the Wisconsin
Supreme Court was rejected by the voters in more
than 40 years.

More importantly, Louis Butler opposes the rights
of gun owners. The right to bear arms in the
Wisconsin Constitution expressly notes that this right
is for personal security and "any other lawful
purpose." But in State v. Fischer, Judge Butler was
the deciding vote in 2006 to hold that a Wisconsin
statute barring carrying a concealed weapon for any
purpose, at any time, including in a vehicle, does not
violate this right to personal security that the voters of
Wisconsin chose to expressly protect in their state
constitution.

So he ignored the state constitution in order to
impose his anti-gun views on the people of Wisconsin.

After the landmark U.S. Supreme Court Heller case
upholding Second Amendment gun rights in 2008,
Louis Butler spoke at an Obama for President
fundraiser and specifically mentioned "gun control" as
an issue that potential Obama appointees would
impact.

"Gun control," Butler said, "may ultimately be
decided, and the new appointees can tip the very
balance of the court. [The] background, personal
beliefs and policy decisions of the justices selected
will influence how they will vote on the difficult cases
before them."

There you have it. He is a radical activist who
wants to move the courts -- and our country -- in a
new direction. We've already had enough "hope and
change" for a lifetime. We don't need another federal
judge who will use his radical "personal beliefs" to
reshape our society.

ACTION: Please contact your U.S. Senators and
urge them to OPPOSE the nomination of Judge Louis
Butler as U.S. District Judge for the Western District
of Wisconsin. Butler was approved by the Senate
Judiciary Committee last week, and could now be
voted on by the full Senate at any time.

You can use the Gun Owners Legislative Action
Center at http://www.gunowners.org/activism.htm to
send your senators the pre-written e-mail message
below.

----- Pre-written letter -----
Dear Senator:

Please OPPOSE the nomination of Louis Butler as
U.S. District Judge for the Western District of
Wisconsin.

When Louis Butler first ran for the Wisconsin
Supreme Court -- the voters rejected him by a 2-1
margin. When he was appointed to that court by
Democrat Governor Jim Doyle and then stood for
retention by the voters, they again rejected him. This
was the first time a member of the Wisconsin
Supreme Court was rejected by the voters in more
than 40 years.

More importantly, Louis Butler opposes the rights
of gun owners. In State v. Fischer, Judge Butler
expressly ignored the right to bear arms provision in
the Wisconsin Constitution. And after the landmark
U.S. Supreme Court Heller case upholding Second
Amendment gun rights in 2008, Louis Butler spoke at
an Obama for President fundraiser and specifically
mentioned "gun control" as an issue that potential
Obama appointees would impact.

"Gun control," Butler said, "may ultimately be
decided, and the new appointees can tip the very
balance of the court. [The] background, personal
beliefs and policy decisions of the justices selected
will influence how they will vote on the difficult cases
before them."

Again, I urge you to OPPOSE this nomination.
Gun Owners of America will be scoring this
nomination and will let me know how you vote on this
radical judge.
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Sincerely,

Anti-gun ObamaCare at a Crossroads:
Passage or defeat will depend on whether

Senate Republicans pursue a smart or
stupid strategy

Friday, December 4, 2009

The spectacle on the Senate floor -- in connection with
the anti-gun ObamaCare bill -- is disgusting. The Senate is
debating socialized health care right now, and some Republicans
may be ready to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.

This alert is long, but it is necessarily so. Here's the situation
as it stands right now on the Senate floor:

* Harry Reid is pushing a $3 trillion bill with over $500
billion in new deficits. But he is trying to conceal the deficits
with accounting fraud on a scale which would put anyone else in
prison for the rest of his life.

* Reid's bill would restructure the American economy in a
way that has not been seen at any time during our lifetimes -- but
is being shoved down the throats of the American people before
they can even comprehend the magnitude of the problem.

* Harry Reid took six weeks to write his legislation behind
closed doors, but is trying to force the Senate to pass the bill in
no time at all. FYI, the Constitution envisions an important role
for the U.S. Senate in crafting legislation, but nowhere mentions
Reid's "secret" meetings to coerce and bribe senators.

"Okay, okay" you say. The fact that Harry Reid comes across
as a lying politician is not news. But there is another problem:
Republican Leader Mitch McConnell has adopted a losing
strategy that will, unfortunately, help speed up the passage of
Harry Reid's anti-gun health care bill.

The Senate can do little without every senator agreeing to do
it -- or at least not objecting to its being done. Hence, you hear
about "unanimous consent requests." This means that every
senator agrees to considering a particular amendment or, at least,
to voting on it at a particular time.

The thing about these requests is this: They almost always
make it easier for the bill to pass.

Hence, we are at the point where WE SHOULD STOP ALL
UNANIMOUS CONSENT AGREEMENTS TO FURTHER
REID'S HEALTH CARE FREIGHT TRAIN. And a single
senator can do this by simply saying: "I object."

But instead, Mitch McConnell has already started allowing
amendments to be offered which will let the Senate Democrats
"clean up" the bill ... just enough to get it passed by the Senate.

We need to stop this sort of deal making. We need to stop
these requests which grease the skids for Harry Reid's freight
train.

And, in particular, we don't want to clean up this diabolical
monstrosity. We want to kill it.

So our message? Kill the bill. Kill the bill. Kill the bill.
AND NO MORE UNANIOMOUS CONSENT

AGREEMENTS TO FACILITATE THAT BILL'S PASSAGE.

We don't want Mitch McConnell to try to make himself look
good by pretending to be a "non-obstructionist." We want Senate
Republicans to move heaven and earth to protect Americans from
Harry Reid's scheme of bribery, fraud and dirty politics.

ACTION: Contact your two U.S. Senators. Tell them to
object to any further Unanimous Consent agreements to further
the ObamaCare freight train.

You can use the Gun Owners Legislative Action Center at
http://www.gunowners.org/activism.htm to send a pre-written
message to your Senators -- the appropriate e-mail will
automatically be sent to your Senator, based on whether he is a
Republican or Democrat.

----- Pre-written letter for Republican Senators -----
Dear Senator:

Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell has agreed to
Unanimous Consent agreements which allow for amendments to
be offered to ObamaCare -- a strategy that will, unfortunately,
have the effect of providing Democrats just enough votes to
"clean up" this anti-gun bill and get it passed.

We need to stop this sort of request which helps grease the
skids for Harry Reid's freight train.

And, in particular, I don't want to see this diabolical
monstrosity cleaned up in a way that makes the bill just "good
enough" to get 60 votes. This bill would restructure the
American economy in a way that has not been seen at any time
during our lifetime. I want to see this bill killed outright.

So my message? Kill the bill. Kill the bill. Kill the bill. NO
MORE UNANIOMOUS CONSENT AGREEMENTS TO
FACILITATE THAT BILL'S PASSAGE.

I don't want Mitch McConnell to try to make Republicans
look good by pretending to be "non-obstructionist." I want
Senate Republicans to move heaven and earth to protect
Americans from Harry Reid's socialist scheme.

Sincerely,

----- Pre-written letter for Democrat Senators -----
Dear Senator:

The spectacle on the Senate floor -- in connection with
ObamaCare -- is disgusting:

* Harry Reid is pushing a $3 trillion bill with over $500
billion in new deficits. But he is trying to conceal the deficits
with accounting fraud on a scale which would put anyone else in
prison for the rest of his life.

* Reid's bill would restructure the American economy in a
way that has not been seen at any time during our lifetimes -- but
is being shoved down the throats of the American people before
they can even comprehend the magnitude of the problem.

* Harry Reid took six weeks to write his legislation behind
closed doors, but is trying to force the Senate to pass the bill in
no time at all. FYI, the Constitution envisions an important role
for the U.S. Senate in crafting legislation, but nowhere mentions
Reid's "secret" meetings to coerce and bribe senators.

Please oppose this diabolical monstrosity.
Sincerely,

***************************************************
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NSSF Bullet Points
December 7, 2009 Vol. 10 No. 49
Legislative

 THREAT TO AMMUNITION AVAILABILITY;
ACTION NEEDED . . . As demand for ammunition
continues to outpace supply, it is critically important that
an amendment authored by Rep. Sam Graves (R-Mo.) to a
seemingly obscure hazardous material bill (HR 4016) be
attached to the legislation during consideration on the
House floor. The amendment being pushed by Graves will
help protect the shipment of materials necessary for the
manufacturing of ammunition. Without the Graves
Amendment, the rate of production will slip, perhaps
precipitously. In turn, decreased production of
ammunition will lead to decreased availability. This will
lead to an increase in ammunition prices directly affecting
consumers. Floor action on the bill is anticipated within
the next three weeks. Rep. James Oberstar (D-Minn.),
chairman of the Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, intends to bring HR 4016 to the floor prior to
the end of the session. NSSF is encouraging all hunters
and sportsmen to contact Rep. Oberstar and urge him to
support the Graves Amendment. He can be reached at
202-225-6211.

 N.J. LAWMAKERS MOVE TO EXEMPT
FIREARMS RETAILERS FROM GUN-A-MONTH
LAW . . . In testimony before the Firearms and Advisory
Task Force earlier this year, NSSF testified that pending
one-gun-a-month legislation provided no exemption for
firearms retailers or manufacturers doing business in the
Garden State. As such, the law would restrict law-abiding
businessmen and women from obtaining inventory. NSSF
is pleased to announce that the Task Force has taken
NSSF's concerns and recommendations seriously, and
consequently legislation has been introduced to correct
this issue.

 SUPREME COURT SETS ORAL ARGUMENTS IN
GUN-BAN CHALLENGE . . . The long-awaited
challenge to Chicago's handgun ban will be heard by the
U.S. Supreme Court on March 2, reports Dave Workman
in the Gun Rights Examiner. Read Workman's recent
column.

 CONGRESS MEMBERS FILE BIPARTISAN
AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF . . . Congressional
Sportsmen's Caucus members Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison
and John Tester and Rep. Mike Ross and Mark Souder
joined 58 senators and 251 House members in filing a
bipartisan amicus curiae brief asking the Supreme Court
to hold the Second Amendment applicable to the states
through the Fourteenth Amendment in the case of
McDonald v City of Chicago. The case will decide
whether the Second Amendment is a fundamental right
that applies to states in the same way the Supreme Court
found that it applied to the federal government in last
year's District of Columbia v Heller decision.

 ANOTHER MAIG MAYOR CONVICTED . . .
Baltimore Mayor Sheila A. Dixon, a founding member of

the Mayors Against Illegal Guns coalition -- an anti-gun
group led by New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg -
- has been found guilty on one count of fraudulent
misappropriation by a fiduciary. When asked whether the
mayor would step down from office, Dixon's attorney
said, "All things are being considered."
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 LEGISLATION INTRODUCED TO FIX MAJOR
GAFF IN NEW JERSEY GUN-A-MONTH LAW . . .
As drafted and hastily signed into law by outgoing New
Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine, over NSSF's strenuous
objection, New Jersey's one-gun-a-month legislation did
not provide an exemption for federally licensed firearms
retailers, who would be barred from purchasing inventory
from distributors or manufacturers. NSSF raised this
problem in testimony before the Firearms and Advisory
Task Force. Thankfully, the task force listened and
recommended corrective legislation that has been
introduced in the "lame duck" session and is expected to
be passed in the next week or so and be signed into law.

 MICROSTAMPING THREAT IN WISCONSIN . . .
An anti-gun bill to mandate the microstamping of firearms
(S. 174) has been introduced in the Wisconsin State
Senate and is scheduled to be heard tomorrow morning,
Dec. 1, at 11 a.m. in the Judiciary Committee. NSSF
Director of Government Relations Jake McGuigan is on
the ground in Wisconsin and will testify in opposition to
the bill. Earlier today, NSSF sent out a legislative alert to
Wisconsin sportsmen and firearms enthusiasts.

 CANADA DEFERS FIREARMS MARKING
REGULATIONS . . . Canada has deferred for one year
the implementation of the country's Firearms Marking
Regulations, the Canadian Shooting Sports Association
and the Canadian Institute for Legislative Action reports.
These regulations are loosely inspired from the United
Nations Firearms Protocol and would require all firearms
imported into Canada to be marked with the country and
year of import.

 ATF AUTHORIZES MANUFACTURERS TO
STREAMLINE FIREARMS MARKINGS . . . ATF
issued a ruling authorizing licensed manufacturers who
perform a manufacturing process on firearms for another
licensed manufacturer not to place their serial numbers
and other required identification markings on the firearm,
provided the firearm is already properly marked with a
serial number and all other requirements of the ruling are
met. This ruling is an outgrowth of industry dialogue from
ATF quarterly meetings and ATF manufacturer seminars
sponsored by NSSF. Read ATF's press release.

 ATF LAUNCHES REDESIGNED WEB SITE . . . The
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
(ATF) has launched a redesigned Web site at
www.atf.gov.

 News of Note
 BLACK FRIDAY SHOPPERS TARGET FIREARMS

IN SOUTH CAROLINA . . . A 48-hour tax-break on
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firearms caused "loaded lines" in South Carolina this past
weekend, reports WIS News 10. During the state's
"Second Amendment Weekend," all handguns, rifles and
shotguns could be purchased sales-tax free. Read more
from the Charleston Post & Carrier.

 'THE URBAN DEERSLAYER' . . . An article in the
"Dining" section of The New York Times last week
focused on how more and more city dwellers are
beginning to hunt in an effort to forge deeper connections
with the food they eat. "I'd never fired a gun before," said
new hunter Michael Davis, 44. "I grew up in Southern
California. We surfed, we didn't hunt." Read the article
and watch a related video.

 ALABAMA HUNTERS GET 1,000-PLUS MORE
ACRES FOR HUNTING . . . The already sprawling
Lowndes Wildlife Management Area (WMA), near White
Hall in the Alabama Black Belt, has grown by an
additional 1,343 acres. The new land, known as the Big
Swamp Creek Tract, gives hunters a total of 12,500 acres
in which to pursue whitetail deer, wild turkeys, feral hogs,
a variety of small game and waterfowl. A more detailed
report is offered at NSSF's huntandshoot.org, where its
Tracking Hunting and Shooting Opportunities in Every
State feature offers updated information nationwide. If
you have an appropriate item worthy of inclusion in
Tracking Opportunities, contact the correspondent for the
appropriate state.

 USPSA AREA 2 CHAMPIONSHIPS HELD IN
ARIZONA . . . The 2009 Area 2 USPSA Regional
Handgun Championships were held Nov. 12-15 at the Rio
Salado Sportsman's Club in Mesa, Ariz. The event drew a
total of 355 shooters competing for regional championship
titles in the Open, Limited, Limited-10, Production,
Revolver and Single Stack divisions. Complete results are
available at uspsa2.org.

 NBC AGAIN REJECTS PETA AD . . . People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) attempted to place
a commercial on NBC during its coverage of the Macy's
Day Parade on Thanksgiving that would have presented a
graphic dissertation about the "cruelty" of turkey farming,
the U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance reports. As it did earlier for
another PETA commercial, a racy ad to run during the
Super Bowl, NBC refused to run the spot.

November 23, 2009 Vol. 10 No. 47
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 NSSF FILES BRIEF IN U.S. SUPREME COURT
CASE . . . NSSF today filed a friend-of-the-court brief
with the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of McDonald v.
City of Chicago, No. 08-1521. The court is currently
reviewing the case, in which a central issue is whether the
Second Amendment is a fundamental right that applies to
the states and local governments. "As this Court
recognized in District of Columbia v. Heller, the Second
Amendment did not create a new right, but enshrined a
right that had already existed. History makes clear that
pre-existing right was indeed fundamental and deeply

rooted in our history," NSSF states in its brief. Read
NSSF's brief.

 NRA'S LAPIERRE ON GLENN BECK SHOW . . .
NRA CEO and Executive Vice President Wayne LaPierre
appeared last week on FOX News Channel's Glenn Beck
Show to discuss how some people in government are
using the incident at Fort Hood to attack gun ownership.

Play Video
 News of Note
 TAX-FREE WEEKEND ON FIREARMS IN SOUTH

CAROLINA . . . On the two busiest shopping days of the
year, South Carolina shoppers will be able to buy firearms
tax free. A 48-hour "Second Amendment Weekend" will
begin just after midnight this Friday. Shoppers will pay no
state or local sales taxes on handguns, rifles and shotguns.
Taxes still apply to ammunition and accessories. Read
more from the Associated Press.

 WORKFORCE SWELLS PAST 1,000 AT AMMO
MAKER'S IDAHO PLANT . . . The Lewiston Morning
News reports that the number of employees at ATK's
Lewiston, Idaho, plant has risen to 1,090, which is 206
more than at the beginning of 2009. Workers are forecast
to produce more ammunition than in any other year in
every product line ATK makes in Lewiston.

 PROJECT CHILDSAFE IN ACTION . . . The joint
effort of the firearms industry and U.S. Department of
Justice to remind gun owners to safely store firearms and
ammunition in their homes continues. Some 250,000
firearm safety kits containing a cable-style gun lock and
safety brochure will be distributed in 2009. Recent
coverage of Project ChidlSafe comes from Ohio,
Wisconsin and Guam, with this comment from Rutland
City (Vt.) Police, "A very good program [that] will
defiitely save lives." Also, NSSF quickly corrected a story
out of North Carolina that did not credit the industry or
DOJ for funding the program. Pictured is a Project
ChildSafe display in Kansas.

 MODERN SPORTING RIFLE DEBATE IN MAINE .
. . Art Wheaton, former executive with Remington Arms
and former NSSF chairman, defended the right to own
modern sporting rifles in the Bangor Daily News. Taking
the pro gun-control side in the piece was Tom Franklin,
president of Maine Citizens Against Handgun Violence.

 GUNSTOCK MAKER RELOCATES . . . Accurate
Innovations, makers of custom wooden gunstocks with an
aluminum bedding chassis system, is moving into new
facilities in Andrew, N.C. The company, formerly
Accurate Innovations LLC, of Rapid City, S.D., is under
new ownership as Accurate Innovations Inc., but it retains
the tagline, "Drop Dead Gorgeous Amazingly Accurate."

 NJ REPORTER DISCOVERS STATE'S SEVERE
HANDGUN RESTRICTIONS . . . A reporter for the
Daily Record applied for a firearms ID card and handgun
permit, and he chronicled how difficult the approval
process is. Matt Manochio discovered first hand why New
Jersey is known as one of the most restrictive states for
firearms ownership. Read his account.
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 EXCISE TAX REFORM . . . It's vitally important that
all members of the firearms and ammunition industry urge
their senators and representatives to support S. 632 and
H.R. 510, pro-conservation, pro-business, bi-partisan
legislation. All the background information and sample
letters you need to call and write your senators and
representatives is available in NSSF's online Legislative
Action Center. The ranks of co-sponsorship for this
legislation continue to grow. Please, call your senators and
representatives today.

 ATTORNEY GENERAL RETREATS ON
COMMENTS ABOUT 'ASSAULT WEAPONS' BAN .
. . Attorney General Eric Holder is retreating on the
comments he made in February to reinstate the so-called
ban on assault weapons, The Hill reports. Back in
February, Holder said, "As President Obama indicated
during the campaign, there are just a few gun-related
changes that we would like to make, and among them
would be to reinstitute the ban on the sale of assault
weapons."

 NSSF TESTIFIES ON ONE-GUN-A-MONTH LAW
IN NEW JERSEY . . . In testimony before the Firearms
and Advisory Task Force this September, NSSF testified
that the pending one-gun-a-month law, signed into law by
outgoing New Jersey Gov. Jon Corzine, restricts law-
abiding dealers from obtaining inventory. In the Star
Ledger last week, Task Force Chairman Robert Bernardi,
Burlington County Prosecutor, addressed the need to
amend the law. "As it stands now, retailers would be
prohibited from purchasing guns from their suppliers. I
think that was an oversight when the legislation was
passed." Prospects for passage of the retailer exemption
legislation remain relatively strong, and NSSF will
continue to push for this change.

 CANADIAN GUN REGISTRY'S LOOMING
DEMISE WELCOMED BY RETAILERS . . . A move
by conservative members of the Canadian Parliament to
end the nation's long-gun registry has been welcomed by
Canadian firearms retailers. One retailer noted, "I think
common sense has prevailed. The objective to eliminate
crime in Canada has not been met. It's been too costly. I
believe that the money that could be saved here would be
better used by putting police on the streets where we do
have problems with crime." Much like in the United
States, gun control in Canada has pitted urban
representatives against rural representatives.

***************************************************

USSA News Alerts:
U.S. Sportsmen's Alliance

12/10/2009
Anti’s Appeal Maine Trapping Decision

Seek to Overturn Precedent Protecting Sportsmen
On December 4, animal rights activists appealed last month’s
court victory that protected trapping in Maine. The appeal seeks

to overturn a key legal precedent protecting sportsmen’s rights
and represents a continuing effort to misuse the Endangered
Species Act (ESA) to stop all hunting, fishing, and trapping.

A Silver Lining for Sportsmen During Economic
Turmoil?
Hunting and Fishing License Sales Appear to Be Trending Up
Despite Economy
With the economy facing one of the largest downturns in recent
history, it is surprising that participation in hunting and fishing is
increasing. According to several recent leading outdoor research
firms, these increases may actually be the result of the economic
downturn.

Carrie Underwood Bestows 200 Grand on HSUS
For sportsmen, Carrie Underwood’s retread of the classic Motley
Crue song “Home Sweet Home” is anything but sweet. Proceeds
from her song have now found their way into the bank account of
the nation’s leading anti-hunting group, the Humane Society of
the United States (HSUS).

United Airlines Says No to Antlers
Sportsmen Should Contact United Airlines and Urge Change in
Policy
There is disturbing news for sportsmen looking to travel to
hunting destinations with United Airlines. The airline has made a
policy change that prohibits passengers from carrying on or
checking antlers or animal horns of any kind. Sportsmen should
contact the airline and voice their displeasure over this policy.

12/03/2009
Help the USSA Help You (Click Here For More)

As members and friends of the U.S. Sportsmen’s Alliance
(USSA) go about shopping for the holiday season, please
remember there is a way you can help us and help yourself at the
same time.

Bullseye Blog: Anti’s and Religion Part II (Click Here For
More)
Another PETA ad and another example of anti’s attempting to
manipulate religious faith.

PETA Redeploying Forces to California (Click Here For
More)
In what may be a sign of rough economic times, PETA is shifting
around forty employees from its Norfolk, Virginia office to Los
Angeles. This move will get the country’s most outrageous
animal rights group closer to the wealth of some “bleeding heart”
celebrities that have fallen prey to PETA’s rhetoric.

***************************************************

News links
09-12-04 Rep Tancredo rouses gun rights advocates

DENVER | Former Rep. Tom Tancredo, best known for his
tough stand in Congress against illegal immigration, has taken up
a new cause since his retirement from the House last year:
defending American gun owners against international treaties.

The Obama administration is moving forward on two treaties
that Mr. Tancredo and other gun rights advocates see as a threat
to the Second Amendment's right to bear arms. His response is a
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2010 ballot initiative that would direct elected officials in his
home state of Colorado to oppose any such agreements.

The initiative, filed last week with the Colorado Legislative
Council, would be nonbinding, but Mr. Tancredo said merely
having it on the ballot would be enough to force candidates to
address the issue.

"I want to know where [candidates] stand before they're
elected," he said in an interview. "I want to get them on the
record as quickly as I can. I don't want to find out after the fact."

Gun rights advocates went on red alert in October after
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton reversed Bush
administration policy by throwing her support behind the
convening of a U.N. conference to discuss a treaty to regulate the
international transfer of arms.

Mrs. Clinton argued that "a strong international standard" is
needed to tighten worldwide security measures on arms transfers
to "rogue states, terrorist groups, and groups seeking to unsettle
regions."

"As long as that conference operates under the rule of
consensus decision-making needed to ensure that all countries
can be held to standards that will actually improve the global
situation by denying arms to those who would abuse them, the
United States will actively support the negotiations," Mrs.
Clinton said in an Oct. 14 statement.

Two weeks later, the United States voted in favor of a U.N.
resolution calling for a U.N. conference to produce a final accord
on the proposed arms trade treaty by 2012.

While Mrs. Clinton said the treaty is aimed at rogue states and
terrorists, Mr. Tancredo worries about a backdoor effort to
introduce restrictions on American gun ownership.

President Obama "may try to hide it, but he's committed to gun
control in the United States, perhaps gun confiscation in the
United States, and he'll use any means in his control, including
international agreements," Mr. Tancredo said. "What's next? The
United Nations determining who can own guns in the world?"

The White House declined to comment on Mr. Tancredo's
charge about the Obama administration's gun-control stance, and
attempts to reach the State Department were unsuccessful.

But Peter Hamm, a spokesman for the Brady Campaign
Against Gun Violence, dismissed Mr. Tancredo's effort as "a red
herring that will probably help him raise money for his causes."

He also said the treaty posed no threat to U.S. gun owners
because it merely regulates international trade and tries to shut
down black-market transfers.

The U.N. vote marked the second time that the Obama
administration has signaled support for an international treaty that
U.S. gun rights activists denounce.

At a spring meeting with Mexican President Felipe Calderon,
Mr. Obama said he would urge the Senate to ratify the Inter-
American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and
Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives, and Other
Related Materials (CIFTA). President Clinton signed the treaty,
but the Senate never approved it.

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid of Nevada, who is facing a
tough re-election fight in 2010, responded with a tepid statement
that did not support the treaty, and the chamber has taken no
formal action since.

The National Rifle Association said of CIFTA that "anti-gun
advocates will still try to use this treaty to attack gun ownership
in the U.S." and added that the group would "vigorously oppose
any international effort to restrict the constitutional rights of law-
abiding American gun owners."

John R. Bolton, who served in the Bush administration as
ambassador to the United Nations, told the National Rifle
Association's NRA News that "whatever the appearance on the
surface, there's no doubt that domestic firearm control is right at
the top of [the Obama administration's] agenda."

"The administration is trying to act as though this is really just
a treaty about international arms trade between nation states, but
there's no doubt - as was the case back over a decade ago - that
the real agenda here is domestic firearms control," Mr. Bolton
said.

Mr. Hamm of the Brady Campaign called concerns over U.N.
involvement overstated.

"The U.N. treaty on small arms isn't really high on our list
because it doesn't have anything to do with dangerous weapons
going to dangerous people in the U.S.," Mr. Hamm said. "It has
to do with stopping the massive flow of arms to people trying to
seize power around the globe. ...

"Leave it to extremists to believe that the U.N. is a dangerous
institution with enormous political power.”
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/dec/04/tancredo-
uses-treaties-to-stir-gun-rights-issue//print/

09-12-02 Pine Grove man wanted for pellet gun shooting
PINE GROVE - A 19-year-old Pine Grove man was arrested

Tuesday and charged with shooting another man with a pellet gun
several times in the face during an early morning argument.

The victim was treated at two local hospitals and released,
officials said.

State police at Schuylkill Haven obtained an arrest warrant for
Tyler J. Kreiser, 46 S. Tulpehocken St., charging him with one
count each of felony aggravated assault, misdemeanor simple
assault and summary harassment.

Kreiser was apprehended later Tuesday and is incarcerated in
Schuylkill County Prison in lieu of $15,000 bail.

The warrant was issued by Magisterial District Judge Carol A.
Pankake, Tremont, stemming from the incident about 1:30 a.m.
Tuesday in the area of Swopes Valley Road in Pine Grove
Township.

Trooper Thomas Hornung said he and Trooper John B. Carr
were called to the area for a report of a person, later identified as
Ronald Knoll, 30, of New Philadelphia, being shot in the face
with a pellet or BB gun, resulting in blurred or loss of vision in
the his right eye.

At the scene, Hornung said Knoll told them he got into an
argument with Kreiser, during which both got out of their
vehicles.
The argument escalated and Kreiser shot Knoll four times,

Hornung said. He said Knoll was shot in the left cheek, nose,
right eye and forehead. No information was available on what led
to the argument.

Due to blurred vision in his right eye, Horning said Knoll was
taken to Schuylkill Medical Center-South Jackson Street, where
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he was treated and transferred to Geisinger Medical Center,
Danville, due to the seriousness of the eye injury.

A spokesperson at Geisinger said Knoll was treated in the
emergency room of the hospital and released.
http://www.republicanherald.com/news/pine-grove-man-wanted-
for-pellet-gun-shooting-1.457556

09-12-02 84-year-old man fends off intruder in Ridley
Township

RIDLEY TOWNSHIP — Don Kaighn doesn’t want to be
portrayed as a hero or a vigilante.

“I was just protecting myself,” said the 84-year-old, standing
next to a dresser mirror that was shattered during what appeared
to have been an all-out gunfight in the bedroom of his Franklin
Avenue home.

A bullet also pierced a rifle case next to Kaighn’s bed during a
violent home invasion Monday night. All around the bedroom
and out into the hallway, investigators left behind numbered
stickers indicating where bullet holes were found.

Kaighn, a World War II veteran and a longtime member of the
National Rifle Association, said he was bruised and had pulled a
muscle, but was not seriously injured.

“I got a little too much exercise trying to chase her out of the
house,” the octogenarian said, maintaining a sense of humor after
his difficult ordeal.

According to police, a woman knocked on Kaighn’s door
around 9:45 p.m. Monday saying her car had broken down. She
asked to use the phone. After speaking to someone on the phone
in the dining room, the woman began walking toward the front
door.

Instead of leaving, she turned and sprayed Kaighn in the face
with a can of starter fluid. She whacked him over the head with
the can as he stumbled into the kitchen of the twin home, police
said.

When the suspect turned the kitchen table over, Kaighn
reached into a drawer and took out a small Colt pistol he said he
had purchased for his late wife. The suspect turned and ran
upstairs, with Kaighn following right behind. He knew there were
more guns in his front bedroom.

“She was in the front bedroom with the lights out, so I couldn’t
see her,” Kaighn said. “She said stop or I’ll shoot.”
Kaighn said he fired, then the suspect returned fire. Several more

shots were fired. Both Kaighn and the suspect missed their
intended targets, police said.

“I put two bullet holes in the wall over my bed,” said Kaighn.
Kaighn’s next-door neighbor, Gabe Verticelli, said he and his

mother were eating dinner when they heard what sounded like
gunshots.

“We heard three loud gunshots, then another and another,” he
said, standing on his front porch Tuesday.

Kaighn fled downstairs and dialed 911. The dispatcher told
him to stay on the phone until police arrived.

“When you’re waiting, it seems like hours,” Kaighn said.
When police arrived, the elderly man met them at the door, still

holding the Colt .32-caliber six-shot. Kaighn was placed in a
patrol car for his protection as police searched his house. The
Emergency Response Team was called in, but the suspect had
escaped with two of Kaighn’s pistols and some other items,

police said. Investigators believe she lowered herself out of a
bedroom window and ran.

“On the one hand, I’m glad she didn’t get hurt, but on the other
hand, I wish she hadn’t gotten away,” Kaighn said. “I made a
number of tactical mistakes, but she behaved like a professional
thief.”

Kaighn said he did not recognize the suspect. He added that no
one was aware he had guns in his house except for his pals at the
shooting range and two or three employees of the cleaning
service he has used for years.

The suspect is described as a black woman, 25 to 30 years old,
about 5 feet 9 inches tall with a thin build and a medium
complexion. She was wearing dark clothes with a hooded jacket
trimmed with fur around the hood.

Kaighn, who has lived in his home on Franklin Avenue for
nearly 50 years, said he was miffed that two of his guns could
possibly be sold illegally.
“I’m sorry there are two guns out on the street now,” he said.

http://www.delcotimes.com/articles/2...c594335685.txt

09-12-02 War vet: Woman grabbed 2 guns in Pa. home
invasion

RIDLEY TOWNSHIP, Pa. - A World War II veteran says a
woman who pretended her car had broken down so she could get
into his Pennsylvania home grabbed two guns from his collection
and engaged him in a shootout before jumping out a window with
the weapons.

Donald Kaighn (CAYN') tells Philadelphia's WPVI-TV the
woman sprayed him with lighter fluid and wrestled him in the
kitchen Monday night before he grabbed a gun and chased her
upstairs, where she found two guns and they had a shootout. He
wasn't badly hurt.

The 84-year-old Kaighn says when he went downstairs to call
police the woman snatched jewelry. Fingerprints show she leaped
from a second-floor window of the home in suburban Ridley
Township.

Police are looking for the woman following the latest in a rash
of home invasions in the area over the last year.
http://www.kansas.com/news/nation/story/1079683.html

09-12-02 Suspected gunman in Philippine massacre arrested
MANILA, Philippines - Philippine police said Wednesday they

have arrested a government militiaman for allegedly participating
in last week's gruesome massacre of 57 people - a breakthrough
that could help pin down a powerful clan suspected in the
carnage.

Ballistics tests on an M16 rifle seized from Esmail Canapia
showed it was used to fire several of the 126 ammunition shells
found on the scene of the Nov. 23 massacre of people
participating in an election convoy and journalists who
accompanied them, national police Director General Jesus
Verzosa said.

Army troops arrested Canapia and another militiaman,
Takpan Dilon, as they fled from the scene of the massacre in
remote Ampatuan township in southern Maguindanao province.
They were turned over to police investigators, who detained them
while their firearms were subjected to tests, Verzosa said.
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Verzosa called the development "a major breakthrough" in the
investigation of the killings, which have been condemned
worldwide. Among the dead were 30 journalists and their staff
members - reportedly the deadliest-ever single attack on the
media.

Maguindanao's entire police force, consisting of 1,092 officers
and men, has been relieved and will be replaced by personnel
from other regions to ensure an impartial investigation of the
killings, Interior Secretary Ronaldo Puno said.

"We are replacing those that have been there for a long time
and maybe perceived to be partial to one side or the other," Puno
told reporters.

A Maguindanao town mayor, Andal Ampatuan Jr., was charged
Tuesday by government prosecutors with multiple counts of
murder for allegedly leading about 100 camouflaged gunmen and
police in stopping the victims - then herding them at gunpoint to
a grassy hill, where they were butchered with guns, machetes and
a backhoe.

National police spokesman Chief Supt. Leonardo Espina said
Canapia will be flown to Manila for further investigation to
determine his role in the killings and his possible links to
Ampatuan.

Canapia was a militiaman assigned in Ampatuan's town.
Government-armed militiamen are meant to be an auxiliary force
to the military and police in battling insurgents and other lawless
groups but often serve as private armies of local warlords.

Ampatuan, who turned himself in last week, has denied the
charges, accusing Muslim separatist guerrillas of staging the
massacre. The Ampatuans denied any responsibility in the
killings in a rare news conference in Shariff Aguak on Sunday.

Ampatuan is the scion of a clan allied with President Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo that has ruled Maguindanao unopposed for
years. His father - the family's patriarch - and six other family
members also are considered suspects but have not been charged.

The massacre victims were in a convoy sent by Vice Mayor
Esmael Mangudadatu of Maguindanao's Buluan township to file
his candidacy papers to run for provincial governor next May.

Mangudadatu had sent his relatives to file the papers because
he said Ampatuan had threatened to chop him to pieces if he
attempted to challenge the clan's ironclad control - and he thought
his female family members would not be harmed.

In a statement to prosecutors, Mangudadatu said his wife called
him on a cell phone, saying her convoy had been blocked by
about 100 gunmen led by Ampatuan, who was then approaching
her.

"He slapped me," Mangudadatu quoted his wife as saying
before the line went dead. Her body was later found peppered
with 17 gunshot wounds, according to an autopsy report. His two
sisters and an aunt were also among the dead.
http://www.kansas.com/news/world/story/1079757.html

09-12-01 Arming Goldman With Pistols Against Public: Alice
Schroeder

Dec. 1 (Bloomberg) -- “I just wrote my first reference for a
gun permit,” said a friend, who told me of swearing to the good
character of a Goldman Sachs Group Inc. banker who applied to
the local police for a permit to buy a pistol. The banker had told
this friend of mine that senior Goldman people have loaded up on

firearms and are now equipped to defend themselves if there is a
populist uprising against the bank.

I called Goldman Sachs spokesman Lucas van Praag to ask
whether it’s true that Goldman partners feel they need handguns
to protect themselves from the angry proletariat. He didn’t call
me back. The New York Police Department has told me that “as
a preliminary matter” it believes some of the bankers I inquired
about do have pistol permits. The NYPD also said it will be a
while before it can name names.

While we wait, Goldman has wrapped itself in the flag of
Warren Buffett, with whom it will jointly donate $500 million,
part of an effort to burnish its image -- and gain new Goldman
clients. Goldman Sachs Chief Executive Officer Lloyd Blankfein
also reversed himself after having previously called Goldman’s
greed “God’s work” and apologized earlier this month for having
participated in things that were “clearly wrong.”

Has it really come to this? Imagine what emotions must be
billowing through the halls of Goldman Sachs to provoke the firm
into an apology. Talk that Goldman bankers might have armed
themselves in self-defense would sound ludicrous, were it not so
apt a metaphor for the way that the most successful people on
Wall Street have become a target for public rage.

Pistol Ready
Common sense tells you a handgun is probably not even all

that useful. Suppose an intruder sneaks past the doorman or
jumps the security fence at night. By the time you pull the pistol
out of your wife’s jewelry safe, find the ammunition, and load
your weapon, Fifi the Pomeranian has already been taken hostage
and the gun won’t do you any good. As for carrying a loaded
pistol when you venture outside, dream on. Concealed gun
permits are almost impossible for ordinary citizens to obtain in
New York or nearby states.
In other words, a little humility and contrition are probably the
better route.

Until a couple of weeks ago, that was obvious to everyone but
Goldman, a firm famous for both prescience and arrogance. In a
display of both, Blankfein began to raise his personal- security
threat level early in the financial crisis. He keeps a summer home
near the Hamptons, where unrestricted public access would put
him at risk if the angry mobs rose up and marched to the East
End of Long Island.

To the Barricades
He tried to buy a house elsewhere without attracting attention

as the financial crisis unfolded in 2007, a move that was foiled by
the New York Post. Then, Blankfein got permission from the
local authorities to install a security gate at his house two months
before Bear Stearns Cos. collapsed.

This is the kind of foresight that Goldman Sachs is justly
famous for. Blankfein somehow anticipated the persecution
complex his fellow bankers would soon suffer. Surely, though,
this man who can afford to surround himself with a private army
of security guards isn’t sleeping with the key to a gun safe under
his pillow. The thought is just too bizarre to be true.

So maybe other senior people at Goldman Sachs have gone
out and bought guns, and they know something. But what?

Henry Paulson, U.S. Treasury secretary during the bailout and
a former Goldman Sachs CEO, let it slip during testimony to
Congress last summer when he explained why it was so critical to
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bail out Goldman Sachs, and -- oh yes -- the other banks. People
“were unhappy with the big discrepancies in wealth, but they at
least believed in the system and in some form of market-driven
capitalism. But if we had a complete meltdown, it could lead to
people questioning the basis of the system.”

Torn Curtain
There you have it. The bailout was meant to keep the curtain

drawn on the way the rich make money, not from the free market,
but from the lack of one. Goldman Sachs blew its cover when the
firm’s revenue from trading reached a record $27 billion in the
first nine months of this year, and a public that was writhing in
financial agony caught on that the profits earned on taxpayer
capital were going to pay employee bonuses.

This slip-up let the other bailed-out banks happily hand off
public blame to Goldman, which is unpopular among its peers
because it always seems to win at everyone’s expense.

Plenty of Wall Streeters worry about the big discrepancies in
wealth, and think the rise of a financial industry-led plutocracy is
unjust. That doesn’t mean any of them plan to move into a
double-wide mobile home as a show of solidarity with the little
people, though.

Cool Hand Lloyd
No, talk of Goldman and guns plays right into the way Wall-

Streeters like to think of themselves. Even those who were bailed
out believe they are tough, macho Clint Eastwoods of the
financial frontier, protecting the fistful of dollars in one hand with
the Glock in the other. The last thing they want is to be so
reasonably paid that the peasants have no interest in lynching
them.

And if the proles really do appear brandishing pitchforks at the
doors of Park Avenue and the gates of Round Hill Road, you can
be sure that the Goldman guys and their families will be holed up
in their safe rooms with their firearms. If nothing else, that pistol
permit might go part way toward explaining why they won’t be
standing outside with the rest of the crowd, broke and humiliated,
saying, “Damn, I was on the wrong side of a trade with Goldman
again.”
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601039&sid=ahD
2WoDAL9h0

09-12-01 Even the Score: Going Up Against Multiple
Assailants

While the homeowner was taking an afternoon nap, he awoke
to a knocking at the front door. The knocking got louder and
more insistent. As the drowsy homeowner started to get up from
his slumber, the doorbell began to ring frantically. He looked out
an upstairs window just in time to see two men walk away from
the front of his house and go to the side of his house.

He realized that something was suspicious, and dialed 911. He
left the phone off of the hook and grabbed his handgun as he
headed downstairs. When he got to the bottom of the stairs, he
heard the sound of breaking glass coming from his kitchen, at the
rear of his house. He cautiously entered the kitchen area and
startled the two would-be burglars as one of them was reaching
through a broken windowpane in the door. They took off running
and the homeowner gave chase in his bare feet, remarkably
without cutting his feet on the broken glass.

As the homeowner rounded the corner of his house, he lost
sight of the two burglars, but caught a third burglar during his
attempt to run from the front of the house to his vehicle. The
homeowner held the third suspect at gunpoint until the police
arrived. He quickly gave up the names of his two accomplices
and all three were charged with attempted burglary. This is just
one of many true life stories involving multiple assailants.
Luckily for this homeowner, these suspects were not armed, but
that is not always the case.

An elderly couple was enjoying a night of television after
finishing their evening meal when there was a knock at the door.
As the husband answered the door, it was pushed open by two
armed thugs. They proceeded to duct tape the couple and began
pistol-whipping the elderly male. When they focused their
attention on the man's wife, he was able to break free of his bonds
and retrieve his handgun. A gunfight ensued and the bandits ran
from the house. One made it as far as the front porch before
collapsing and dying. The second one was arrested at a local
hospital after seeking treatment for his gunshot wound. The
elderly couple was treated and released from the hospital that
same night with minor cuts and bruises.

For some unknown reason, a lot of us are under the
misconception that gunfights are one-on-one battles, man against
man. Maybe we got this idea from watching too many old
western movies where the good guy goes up against the bad guy
gunslinger in the town square. Whatever the reason is for this
perception, the reality of a gunfight is that you will more than
likely be facing more than one adversary. How often does this
occur? The FBI has done, and continues to do extensive research
in the area of shootings that involve law enforcement officers.
The FBI actually conducts extensive interviews with these
criminals who have committed the ultimate crime against society,
which is the murdering of a police officer. In one study they
conducted, of the killers interviewed, 46% of them were "in the
company of others" when they killed the officer.

How does this figure relate to you, the average citizen? Law
enforcement officers and the average citizens on the street go up
against the same criminals, so that 46% applies to you as well.
The homeowner calls the police because there's an armed man
breaking into his house. If the drug-crazed gunman breaks into
the house before the police arrive, the homeowner confronts the
criminal with his firearm. The criminal runs off, and the police
give chase. The same mugger that sticks a gun into your ribs on
the street is going to be the same guy that the police stop for
questioning because he's acting suspicious and "kind of" matches
the description of a stick-up man working the area.

So how do you even the score when going up against multiple
assailants? Your first priority is to move. Move to cover if
possible. In shootings that involve police officers, 95% of the
officers who are able to move to cover, and use that cover
effectively survive the shooting incidents. That's a huge
percentage that cannot be ignored. If you carry a firearm for self-
defense, you should always be thinking tactically, and that means
always thinking about what is cover, and how you can best move
to it.

The chances are, even if you are thinking tactically, that there
may not be any cover available for you to move to. The vast
majority of gunfights are up close and personal events, whether
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law enforcement or civilian. So the chances of there being some
type of cover in between you and the bad guy are pretty slim. But
even if there is no cover available, you should still move.

Moving accomplishes several things. First of all, it makes you
a harder target to hit. In one of the FBI's studies, they discovered
that of the cop killers interviewed, 54% of them practiced with
the weapons at least once a month. Yet 74% of them stated that
their firearms practice was informal and at various locations,
basically plinking at some cans in the woods or at some
abandoned warehouse. What this means is that very few criminals
have had any type of formal firearms training, and even fewer yet
have had any type of formal firearms training that involved
shooting at a moving target, let alone shooting at a moving target
that's shooting back at them.

By moving, you also make yourself a more distant target to
shoot at. The majority of fatalities in gunfights are at close
distances. So make yourself a more distant and difficult target to
shoot at by moving out of the kill zone. Since the majority of bad
guys have had no formal firearms training, they are going to have
some difficulty shooting at a moving, distant target.

One other very important thing that you accomplish by moving
is that you create action. We all know that action is faster than
reaction. The bad guy creates action by going for his gun. You
react by going for your gun. In essence, you are playing catch up
to the suspect's action. We turn this around by moving at the
same time that we are going for our gun. Now the bad guy has to
react to our action, our movement. We want to make him play
catch up to us.

But how should you move? Your first priority is to move to
cover if possible. But as was stated earlier, there probably isn't
going to be much cover available to you. Even if there is, it's
going to be difficult for you to move to it. It's said that the
average gunfight is over in seven seconds or less. The actual
exchange of rounds takes approximately 2.5 to 3.5 seconds. If
your cover isn't within one or two steps of you, it's going to be
difficult for you to move to that cover within such a short amount
of time.

If your cover is not within a couple of steps, your best bet is to
move laterally. It is highly unlikely that two or three bad guys are
going to be standing abreast of one another in a straight line like
a row of targets on the firing line at the shooting range. Instead,
they are likely to be standing apart from each other in some type
of staggered configuration. If this is the case, then you can use
the bad guy's positions against one another by moving laterally.
Let's say that you're going up against three armed thugs. The guy
in front (the closest one to you) is armed with a knife and the
other two behind him are armed with handguns. If you try to run
backwards, the guy with the knife is going to run right over the
top of you, because he can move faster going forward than you
can move running backwards. Plus, the two in back are going to
flank out to the first guy's sides and get a good shot at you.

This time, instead of moving backwards, move laterally to one
side, preferably to your gun (strong) side. If the bad guy who is
armed with the knife is charging at you, he's going to have to
change directions to keep up with you. This will slow him down
because he has to react to your action. This is also going to put
everyone into a crossfire situation, forcing the bad guys in back

to either hold their fire or shoot their accomplice in the back,
either of which works to your benefit.

Why move to your strong side? Most shooters find it easier to
move to their strong side. If it's easier, then it's going to be faster.
A lot of police officers and bad guys are shot in their gun hand,
gun arm and gun side of their body because under stress we have
a natural tendency to focus in on the source of the danger. In an
armed confrontation, the source of the danger is going to be the
weapon. Since we are already looking in that direction, it only
makes sense that our rounds are going to go in that direction once
the you-know-what hits the fan.

If this is the case, then we want to protect our gun side as much
as possible so we can stay in the fight for as long as possible. If
you're serious about your self-defense, you probably have done
some off-hand shooting. But look at this realistically. You're
probably a much better shot with your strong hand. You're
outnumbered, and this whole confrontation is going to be over in
a matter seconds. Your ability to survive this encounter is going
to depend on your shooting skills, so you'll want to protect your
shooting hand and arm as much as possible.

We've discussed cover and movement, so now let's talk about
who to shoot, and how to do it. You'll want to shoot the closest
person to you first, no matter what weapon they possess. That
person poses the greatest threat to you, because he or she is the
closest. Someone who is five feet away from you obviously poses
a greater threat to you than someone who is fifteen feet away
from you. Shoot the closest threat to you while moving laterally
out of the kill zone.

Once you've done this, shoot the next closest threat on your
strong side so you can protect your ability to stay in this gunfight.
The longer your gun side is exposed, the higher the probability
that you will suffer a disabling injury to your shooting side.

Fire one round into each adversary, and then move onto the
next. Firing multiple rounds into your adversary is the best way to
incapacitate them, but you are outnumbered and out gunned, so
you're going to want to "put a hurting" on these guys as quickly
as you can. Fire one round into each adversary and then go back
for a follow-up shot if needed.

If you're serious about your self-defense, then you need to train
for the real world, and that means training for the possibility of
going up against multiple assailants. Train hard, follow the
guidelines on dealing with such situations, and you'll even the
score.
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=34618

09-12-01 Jury Convicts Dixon On One Count - Baltimore
Jury Convicts Another MAIG Mayor

A Baltimore jury convicted Mayor Sheila Dixon on one count
of fraudulent misappropriation by a fiduciary. Dixon is a member
of Mayor Mike Bloomberg's anti-gun group "Mayors Against
Illegal Guns".

Baltimore, MD - The jury convicted Mayor Sheila Dixon on
one count of fraudulent misappropriation by a fiduciary.

Dixon was acquitted of felony theft charges.
The jury couldn't reach an unanimous decision on count six.

The judge declared a mistrial. The state has until the end of the
week to decide whether to refile the charges related to that count.
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After the verdict was read, Dixon promised that the city will
continue to run.

When asked whether the mayor would step down from office,
Dixon's attorney, Arnold Weiner said, "All things are being
considered."

The jury in the public corruption trial of Baltimore Mayor
Sheila Dixon is being told that they don't have to reach a verdict
on all five counts.

About 10 minutes after reconvening Tuesday morning, a juror
sent the judge a note asking "Does the jury need to be unanimous
on all five counts?"

Judge Dennis Sweeney instructed jurors that to reach a verdict
on any count they must be unanimous on that count, but
acknowledged that they may not reach verdicts on some counts.

Sweeney said that if they had reached a verdict on any count,
they should inform the court. Jurors then returned to the jury
room.

Dixon is accused of stealing or misappropriating hundreds of
dollars in gift cards. Defense lawyers say some of the cards
appeared to be personal gifts to Dixon from an anonymous
admirer.
http://www.abc2news.com/news/local/story/Jury-Convicts-
Dixon-On-One-Count/FW-N65r-IkimQ7I0aiBGHg.cspx

09-12-01 Forum takes aim at gun ban on campuses
Michigan colleges should not be allowed to ban concealed

weapons on campus because it would inhibit safety and confuse
the legal responsibilities of weapons carriers, participants in a
forum said Monday in Battle Creek.

At the forum, attended by about 30 people and hosted by
Calhoun County Commissioner Jim Haadsma, D-Battle Creek,
four representatives from gun and sportsmen's clubs advocated
for the passage of a state House bill that would restrict
universities from banning firearms. The forum was held at the
Ironworkers Local 340 Hall on East Columbia Avenue.

Michigan gun code already bars local governments such as
cities or counties from banning guns. The new bill, co-
sponsored by state Rep. Jase Bolger, R-Marshall, would amend
the code to also stop Michigan colleges from passing gun control
rules.

The gun law already bans guns from college dorms or
classrooms. That ban would still be in place, though a separate
Senate bill would lift that ban.

"All this (bill) does is clarify that institutions of higher learning
in our state are subject to state law," said panelist Joel Fulton,
owner of Battle Creek's Southside Sportsman Club.

The bill came in response to certain Michigan colleges,
including Battle Creek's Kellogg Community College, which
passed rules banning firearms on campus. But not all Michigan
colleges have the same rules, the panelists said. A legally
licensed concealed weapon carrier could unknowingly violate the
college rule and be arrested by simply driving through a campus
with his or her weapon.

"I shouldn't become in violation of the law simply by changing
geographic locations," Fulton said.

Fulton testified in October before the House
Committee on Tourism, Outdoor Recreation and Natural
Resources, which is currently considering the bill.

"We have to keep it simple," argued Rocky Marsh, a panelist
and business agent of BCT Grain Millers Local 3.

The panel was largely preaching to the choir, as the room
appeared filled mostly with gun enthusiasts who agreed with the
panelists' arguments. As a result, Haadsma played devil's
advocate and pressed the panel on their positions.

He brought up the Sunday shooting of three police officers in
Tacoma, Wash.

"The man in the event in Washington state was a career
criminal," responded panelist Judy Robinson, manager at the
Centerline of Calhoun County shooting range. "He wasn't Judy
Robinson carrying a (concealed pistol license)."

The Democrat-controlled House is not likely to pass this bill,
said Wayne Groth of the Calhoun County Gun Owner's
Association, because college lobbyists have persuaded enough
representatives to vote against it. He said pro-gun lobbyists are
now considering a compromise that would allow concealed
weapon carriers to take their firearms to the parking lots but not
in buildings, as is the case in other gun-free zones under the
Michigan gun code.
http://www.battlecreekenquirer.com/article/20091201/NEWS01/
912010319

09-12-01 Seattle Police Kill Suspect in Officer Slayings
SEATTLE -- The man suspected of gunning down four police
officers in a suburban coffee shop was shot and killed by a lone
Seattle patrol officer investigating a stolen car early Tuesday, a
sheriff's spokesman said. Four other people were arrested for
allegedly helping the suspect elude authorities during a massive
two-day manhunt.

A Seattle police officer came across the stolen car in a working-
class south Seattle neighborhood about 2:45 a.m., Assistant
Police Chief Jim Pugel said. The officer approached the car, then
detected movement behind him, recognized the suspect Maurice
Clemmons and ordered him to show his hands and stop.

"He wouldn't stop," Pugel said. "The officer fired several
rounds, took the person into custody."

Clemmons had a serious gunshot wound from one of the four
officers killed in the coffee-shop shooting. He has since died
from his injuries, Pugel said. Clemmons was carrying a handgun
that had belonged one of the slain officers, Pugel said.

Police planned to arrest more people who helped Clemmons.
"We expect to have maybe six or seven people in custody by the

day's end," said Ed Troyer, a spokesman for the Pierce County
sheriff. "Some are friends, some are acquaintances, some are
partners in crime, some are relatives. Now they're all partners in
crime."

Troyer didn't immediately give the names of the four people
already arrested on suspicion of rendering criminal assistance. On
Monday, officers detained a sister of Clemmons who they think
treated the suspect's gunshot wound.

"We believe she drove him up to Seattle and bandaged him up,"
Troyer said.

Authorities say Clemmons, 37, singled out the Lakewood
officers and spared employees and other customers at a coffee
shop Sunday morning in Parkland, a Tacoma suburb about 35
miles south of Seattle. He then fled, but not before he was
apparently shot in the torso by one of the dying officers.
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"I'm surprised that he managed to get away," Troyer said. "The
officer did a good job in Lakewood."

Killed were Sgt. Mark Renninger, 39, and Officers Ronald
Owens, 37, Tina Griswold, 40, and Greg Richards, 42.

A couple dozen police officers milled around at the scene
where Clemmons was apparently shot, shaking hands and patting
each other on the back later Tuesday morning.

Police said they aren't sure what prompted Clemmons to shoot
the officers. Clemmons was described as increasingly erratic in
the past few months and had been arrested earlier this year on
charges that he punched a sheriff's deputy in the face.

Troyer told the Tacoma News-Tribune that Clemmons
indicated the night before the shooting "that he was going to
shoot police and watch the news."

Police surrounded a house in a Seattle neighborhood late
Sunday following a tip Clemmons had been dropped off there.
After an all-night siege, a SWAT team entered the home and
found it empty. But police said Clemmons had been there.

Police frantically chased leads on Monday, searching multiple
spots in the Seattle and Tacoma area and at one point cordoning
off a park where people thought they saw Clemmons.

Authorities found a handgun carried by the killer, along with a
pickup truck belonging to the suspect with blood stains inside.
They posted a $125,000 reward for information leading to
Clemmons' arrest and alerted hospitals to be on the lookout for a
man seeking treatment for gunshot wounds.

"We need to get him into custody and we need to end this,"
Troyer said Monday night.

Authorities in two states were criticized amid revelations that
Clemmons was allowed to walk the streets despite a teenage
crime spree in Arkansas that landed him an 108-year prison
sentence. He was released early after then-Gov. Mike Huckabee
commuted his sentence.

Huckabee cited Clemmons' youth in granting the request. But
Clemmons quickly reverted to his criminal past, violated his
parole and was returned to prison. He was released again in 2004.

"This guy should have never been on the street," said Brian D.
Wurts, president of the police union in Lakewood. "Our elected
officials need to find out why these people are out."

Huckabee said on Fox News Channel's "The O'Reilly Factor"
Monday night that Clemmons was allowed back on the street
because prosecutors failed to file paperwork in time.

Pulaski County Prosecutor Larry Jegley, whose office opposed
Clemmons' parole in 2000 and 2004, said Huckabee's comments
were "red herrings."

"My word to Mr. Huckabee is man up and own what you did,"
Jegley said.

Clemmons was charged in Washington state earlier this year
with assaulting a police officer and raping a child, and
investigators in the sex case said he was motivated by visions that
he was Jesus Christ and that the world was on the verge of the
apocalypse.

But he was released from jail after posting bail with the
assistance of Jail Sucks Bail Bonds.

Documents related to those charges indicate a volatile
personality. In one instance, he is accused of gathering his wife
and young relatives and forcing them to undress.

"The whole time Clemmons kept saying things like trust him,
the world is going to end soon, and that he was Jesus," a Pierce
County sheriff's report said.
http://www.officer.com/online/article.jsp?siteSection=1&id=495
67

09-11-30 CT Gun permitting up 50 percent from '08
MIDDLETOWN — Connecticut residents are strapping

themselves with more guns this year despite a downward trend in
crime on the state and national level.

According to the Department of Public Safety’s Special
Licensing and Firearms Unit, based out of Middletown, the
issuing of pistol permits increased this year by 53 percent from
2008. There is also a 14 percent increase in the renewal of
permits.

In 2008, 9,601 new permits were issued along with 26,457
renewed licenses. As of Nov. 24, 2009, more than 14,660 new
permits have been issued and the number of renewed licenses is
currently just above 26,450.

“Gun sales and permitting has hiked up since Obama took
office. These people are worrying needlessly,” said Department
of Public Safety Office Supervisor Diane Morrel.

Abroad, people are correlating the increase in gun sales and
new permits with President Obama’s rhetoric on gun control. His
administration has said it will reinstate the assault-weapons ban
that expired in 2004 and will look into putting stricter regulations
on gun ownership.

Many owners see these statements as infringing on their 2nd
Amendment right to bear arms, causing a burst in the number of
people getting pistols registered for fear that laws might abruptly
change.

Lt. J. Paul Vance, Connecticut State Police public information
officer, said although his department has been busy this year, it is
difficult to pinpoint the hike politically.

“Politically, we don’t know. We can’t say. We don’t ask why
you are getting a permit. There have been those rumors, all those
political rumors,” Vance said.

“We see a jump usually in November and December and
attribute it to the holidays and the fact that hunting season is
coming

People who wish to receive a pistol permit can do so rather
quickly.

First, they must obtain a local permit from their police
department or first selectman and complete a gun safety course. If
they want to be permitted within the state, they must apply
through the Department of Public Safety’s Special Licensing Unit
and provide a birth certificate. Once certified, the permit is valid
for five years.

Despite the increases in pistol permits, the state is significantly
safer than it was 25 years ago. According to Connecticut’s
Uniform Crime Report, which indexes murder, rape, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary, larceny and motor vehicle theft in
the state, offenses have been on a downward spiral since 1985,
dropping around 30 percent in recent years.
http://www.middletownpress.com/articles/2009/11/30/news/doc4
b133634c7289021666990.txt

09-11-30 York City teen gets life sentence for murder
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An 18-year-old York City man will spend the rest of his life in
prison for murder, a judge ruled Monday morning.

A jury on Oct. 7 convicted Kwilson Coleman of first-degree
murder in the fatal shooting of Greg Wright in the 400 block of
Prospect Street on Nov. 27, 2008.

The life sentence was the only punishment Common Pleas
Judge John S. Kennedy could impose. In Pennsylvania, a first-
degree murder conviction carries a mandatory life sentence,
except in death-penalty cases.

Coleman, of the 600 block of West Princess Street, was just 17
when he calmly shot Wright numerous times at close range, first
assistant district attorney Jeff Boyles has said.

Wright, 20, of the 700 block of Prospect Street, had pistol-
whipped and robbed Corry Brooks, with whom Coleman was
hanging out with, testimony revealed.

Most of Brooks' friends fled, but Coleman pulled out a gun and
began shooting.

Wright began running away, then eventually fell to the ground
after bullets shattered his thigh bone and the bones in one of his
arms, Boyles said.

Victim crawled: Wright continued crawling away and
screaming, but Coleman kept following him and shooting,
testimony revealed.

The teen's ninth and final shot slammed into Wright's back,
killing him, the prosecutor said.

Boyles said he had made a plea offer to Coleman that would
have required the teen to plead guilty to third-degree murder and
serve 20 to 40 years in prison, but Coleman declined the offer.

Defense attorney Korey Leslie said informal plea discussions
had whittled that down to 15 to 30 years, but Coleman never
considered the offer because he maintains he was not the shooter.

He is now facing trial in a second shooting case, which York
City Police said happened 10 days before Wright's murder.

Police said that on Nov. 17, 2008, Coleman shot Theadric
Williams several times outside the Cable House high-rise
apartment building.

2nd shooting: In testimony from previous court hearings,
Williams said he was leaving the building when he overheard
Coleman say he had a gun. Williams said he warned Coleman to
be careful because someone could "snitch" on him.

Coleman followed Williams outside and "was right there in my
face, two feet from me," when he shot Williams in the abdomen,
Williams testified.

Williams said he ran, and was then shot in the back and the
arm. He said he now has limited use of his arm.

And in 2007, when Coleman was 16, he was charged as an adult
with robbery and conspiracy to commit robbery in seven separate
cases by York City Police.

Charges were dropped in four of those cases, but Coleman
pleaded guilty to robbery and conspiracy in one case, and
conspiracy in another, court records state. He was sentenced to
111/2 to 23 months in county prison.

Police said he was part of a violent, gang-related robbery crew
allegedly responsible for more than a dozen robberies of
individuals and businesses.
http://yorkdispatch.inyork.com/yd/search/ci_13893691?IADID=
Search-yorkdispatch.inyork.com-yorkdispatch.inyork.com

09-11-29 Hunters often barred from property by landowners
In a remote corner of Jefferson County, a dispute Tuesday

between a landowner and bear hunters escalated into a shootout.
In Crawford County, a farmer on Wednesday said he will ban

hunters from his property for the first time in 40 years after one
of his cattle was struck by a hunter's arrow.

And in Washington County, one hunter acquired exclusive
hunting rights to more than 300 acres so that he can hunt deer
without competition from other hunters.

Tomorrow, on the opening day of the statewide firearms deer
season, many of Pennsylvania's estimated 950,000 hunters might
find something new on their favorite hunting grounds: "No
Trespassing" signs.

No records are kept documenting private land that is posted,
but about 80 percent of Pennsylvania land is privately owned.
The state allows hunting and other outdoor recreational activities
on most of the 1.4 million acres of state game lands financed
almost entirely by hunters. Most of another 2.1 million acres of
state forest land also is open to hunting, as well as thousands of
acres in state and county parks.

But most hunting in Pennsylvania occurs on private property
with the direct or implied consent of the owner, and hunters said
access is drying up fast.

"It's getting harder and harder to find a place to hunt," said
Dan Beard, who lives and hunts in Westmoreland County. "The
game lands get crowded, and when you go to a place that's been
open to hunting all your life, it's posted."

Some posted property is open to individual hunters with
specific permission. "Implied" consent isn't always clear. Owners
are under no legal obligation to signal their intentions regarding
their property -- hunters can be asked to leave even without "No
Trespassing" signs. And despite the misconceptions of many
hunters, signs do not have to be signed or mounted on frames to
be legal.

Pennsylvania's Recreational Use of Land and Water Act
protects landowners who allow free access to their land from
liability involving a sporting accident or a firearm discharged on
their property.

Landowners control their property but they don't own the
wildlife, which is managed by the Game Commission. State
hunting regulations apply on most private property.

The "No Hunting" signs go up for a variety of reasons, and
safety isn't always the primary concern.

In a 2003 report on the property-access decisions of
Pennsylvania landowners, Penn State University researchers
found that about 69 percent of owners post their land for reasons
including control and use of the property, previous experiences
with hunters, liability and safety. Thirty-nine percent of all
posting landowners said that a single event caused them to post.
Among nonposting landowners, 11 percent said they were
concerned about relationships with neighbors. Fourteen percent
said they allowed hunting to control the deer population.

Some aggrieved property owners say the inconsiderate actions
of a few hunters prompted them to ban all hunters. Trespassing is
a common reason landowners post signs, but rarely do disputes
escalate to violence.
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In Summerville, Jefferson County, about 60 miles northeast of
Pittsburgh, state police and the county district attorney's office
still are investigating Tuesday's exchange of fire.

State police said Frank N. Shaffer, 63, of Red Lion, York
County, confronted four or five bear hunters on land he owned
with family members. Four shots were fired. Mr. Shaffer was
killed; Paul H. Plyler, 23, of Summerville was shot once. His
injuries were not considered life-threatening.

"We're still in the midst of the investigation," said state police
Sgt. Thomas Chelgren of the Punxsutawney barracks. "What we
know: Mr. Shaffer died from a single gunshot wound to the
abdomen. We have not seen the toxicology report yet."

Sgt. Chelgren said the case remains classified as a "death
investigation" rather than a homicide case. No charges are
pending, he said.

Mr. Shaffer, a real-estate developer, had been denied a
concealed firearms permit in 2006 following a gun-related road-
rage incident. But after Mr. Shaffer filed a federal lawsuit in July
against York County and its former sheriff, a county judge last
year ordered the return of his permit. The lawsuit was still
pending when he died. The Pennsylvania Game Commission is
assisting in the investigation of the Summerville shooting.

The agency's investigation of a 2006 hunting accident in
Frazier led to the posting of scores of acres in an area with a long
hunting tradition.

On Dec. 31, 2006, a projectile crashed through the bedroom
window of then 4-year-old James Esser while the boy was out of
the room. A Game Commission investigator determined the shot
was fired from unposted property owned by PPG Industries
across a road.

The Game Commission officer walked across the street and up
the hill and found a deer shot through the neck and abandoned,
said June Esser, the boy's mother. "Whoever shot it knew they
used poor judgement because they took off and didn't take the
animal."

Within days of Mrs. Esser's complaint, PPG posted the ridge
where the shot had originated -- land that had long been open to
hunting. Since the incident, Mrs. Esser also banned hunting on
her 33-acre farm a few miles away.

"I'm not antihunting," she said. "My dad was a hunter, my
brothers were hunters. I understand hunting and appreciate it. But
I am antistupidity, and what happened was just stupid. When
people act stupid, you have to put your foot down. My son could
have been killed."

Livestock ranchers often post properties to protect their
animals. In Crawford County, farmer M.J. Huya Jr. last week
posted his 200-acre farm for the first time after finding one of his
steers had been shot with an arrow. Mr. Huya, who said hunting
has been permitted on his 200-acre farm for 40 years, said he
believes the steer was targeted intentionally.

Hunters who intentionally trespass, fail to follow landowner-
imposed restrictions or tear down signs may be making it worse
for themselves and other hunters.

Ron Butler said he used to allow hunting with permission on
his 68 wooded acres in Westmoreland County between New
Alexandria and Saltsburg, Indiana County. He banned hunting
altogether after invited guests failed to follow his rules.

"I asked them, 'just let me know when you're going to be on the
property,' " he said. "Well, they neglected to do so. I don't want
someone on the property without knowing where they are while
I'm hunting, too. They took advantage of that, and this year I just
said, 'that's it, no more.' "

Mr. Butler said it's mainly a matter of respect. "If they would
call me and say, 'Ron, I want to bring some people up and drive
out [in] the woods,' I'd be alright with that," he said. "The bottom
line -- it's a lack of respect for property rights."

As public hunting grounds grow more crowded and hunting
permissions grow harder to find, some hunters are paying for
exclusive hunting rights.

"I want to hunt it myself and I want to grow those deer big,"
said a Washington County hunter who asked that his name be
withheld to avoid a backlash from other hunters. "On my ground,
I'll pass up a typical eight-point that anybody else would shoot. I
want it to grow to be 4 1/2 years old."

Over the last several years, that man has acquired exclusive
hunting and deer management rights on properties totaling some
360 acres. He posts the borders to keep other hunters out, plants
nutrition-enhancing grasses and controls the doe population to
build a robust, mature, unfenced deer herd. Purchasing hunting
privileges makes him exempt from the Recreational Use of Land
and Water Act -- he has to buy hunting insurance -- and it's
become a routine chore to repost the "No Hunting" signs ripped
down by hunters who aren't allowed in.

"I think there should always be public hunting land," he said.
"But Pennsylvania has the third largest number of hunters in
America. On land you're sharing with other hunters, you're not
going to see a deer class like you'll see on [managed properties].
So, four guys get together, tell a farmer they'll pay him $1,000 for
exclusive rights to hunt his property. That's $250 for a chance at a
hunt of a lifetime."

That man said most of his hunting rights were purchased from
farmers who were tired of their intentions being abused by
irresponsible hunters.

"One guy ruins it for everybody," he said. "Better that [the
farmer] lets me in than not letting anyone in, period."

In Westmoreland County, Dan Beard said he can only hope
he'll be allowed onto the unposted hillside he plans to hunt
tomorrow.

"I think it's up to good hunters to call out the bad ones," said
Mr. Beard. "When you see your hunting buddy littering, or
leaving a gate open or tearing down a sign, make him stop."
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09333/1017116-454.stm

09-11-29 Cops play prominent role in surgeon's world
His team was already dressing for battle, and Andrew Dennis

was trying to catch up.
With the trunk of his car open, he secured his rifle. Helmet.

Headset. Pistol. Taser. He was then quickly briefed about the
night's target: a small home on a dark Harvey street with someone
inside rumored to carry a gun on his hip.

Cook County sheriff's police believed there also were drugs
inside, and the hostage barricade and terrorist team was going in
to find them.
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About 30 minutes earlier, Dennis had raced out of Stroger
Hospital from his other job, where he treated one last patient who
came in from a car crash on State Street.

The emergency was left in the care of a co-worker. Now,
Dennis would help provide cover to a fellow team member who
would toss the flash-bangs that sound exactly like their name. If
things went wrong and someone got hurt, a message on the
headset would signal Dennis and other medics to come inside.

Standing at the back of his car, Dennis quickly took in the
information from a colleague and nodded. He was ready -- he'd
switched from scrubs to fatigues, and had a new purpose.

Dr. Andrew Dennis, 39, a trauma surgeon with a special skill
for reconstructing abdominal walls, was ready to help kick in a
door.

For about eight years, Dennis has straddled two worlds
brimming with violence, working as a surgeon in one of the
busiest trauma units in the U.S. and as a sworn police officer and
unpaid member of two area SWAT teams: Cook County's and its
north suburban counterpart.

"Anything can go wrong," Dennis said, when asked about
similarities of the work. "Police officers learn how to face-read
and mind-read and are typically more hyper-aware of situations,
especially SWAT cops. Trauma surgeons are not that much
different. You learn how to read patients."

Dennis' primary focus as a member of the SWAT teams is to
provide immediate care to anyone who gets hurt during a raid or
a hostage-barricade situation. He did fellowships in trauma, burn
and surgical critical care at Cook County Hospital. But he's also
described by colleagues as a good shot and quick on his feet.

The mission with Cook County took less than a minute. When it
was over, Dennis waited in the front yard with his team as the
house was cleared. Nearly four pounds of marijuana and a gun
were seized. A 21-year-old man was charged with weapons and
drug violations.

Dennis made a point to remind a reporter that he is not
normally the one poised at the top of a gangway with an assault
rifle ready to fire. He usually goes in as a "protected entity,"
which puts him, pistol in hand, in the back of the stack of officers
who line up and forcibly enter a building. He has never had to
fire his gun in the line of duty.

Adding medics or doctors to SWAT teams is an idea that has
grown. At a national SWAT conference in September, the
sessions on tactical emergency services filled up before any other
section -- for the first time ever. Many SWAT teams train
members as medics or embed other medical professionals. It is
rare to have a trauma surgeon assigned to a SWAT team who is
also a sworn officer.

He fell into the work in 2001 after police officers he met during
his residency at St. James Hospital suggested he join a team.
After a series of calls, he found himself in Glencoe meeting with
Mike Volling, who was then commander of a cooperative SWAT
team that is part of the Northern Illinois Police Alarm System, a
mutual support system of departments.

"My first thought was, something is wrong with this guy,"
Volling said. "Why does this physician want to come out and
play with the police?"

Soon Volling recognized that Dennis was not merely interested
in kicking in doors. Volling could tell he wanted to bring
expertise to the team.

"He explained to me that on a busy night at Cook County he
treats 10 to 15 victims," Volling recalled. "I said this is the guy
we've got to get."

The Des Plaines police took Dennis on as an unpaid part-timer,
which provided him a place where he could train and get certified
as a police officer.

The worst-case scenario Dennis or other medics face is
someone suffering a critical injury, most likely a gunshot, as
happened in Dallas in 2007, when doctors assigned to that
SWAT team saved an officer shot in the neck at a raid.

The more likely scenario is a twisted ankle or a heart attack.
"Should something like that happen -- God forbid -- if we can

save one life or save someone from prolonged injury, we did a
good thing," said Bill Evans, the commander of Cook County's
hostage barricade and terrorist team.

Dennis regularly deals with other issues as a member of the
teams, from training injuries to panicked calls about getting the
HINI shot. He has taught them how to recognize heat exhaustion
or what a sucking chest wound sounds like.

"The majority of issues we deal with on SWAT are not
traumatic in nature," Dennis said. "It's is someone gonna have the
big grabber today? ... Officer survival is paramount -- to
empower and equip these individuals, who are putting their lives
on the line for you and me, to be able to go home to their
families."

Back at Stroger Hospital -- where Dennis sports pink scrubs --
he is one of seven surgeons in the Cook County Trauma Unit. A
typical day starts with rounds at 8 a.m., wearing his signature
wooden clogs. He is on call to tend to any trauma injury that
comes through the large swinging doors and also to shepherd
patients through the recovery process with surgeries.

Dennis has brought his police colleagues to the hospital to
learn the clinical side of gun violence and shootings. He also has
asked them to give lectures to his residents on gang signs and
trends because of the victims treated at Stroger.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/chi-swat-doctor-29-bd-
nov29,0,349534.story

09-11-29 VT - Hunters as environmental stewards
ADDISON — The ruffed grouse flew to safety.
Disappointment — measured by two hunters in a discussion of

angles, speed, distance and reflexes — lingered in the air for
about three minutes.

Late-afternoon sun continued to warm this soggy patch of
Addison along Dead Creek one Saturday earlier this month.

One bird’s helicopter-like take-off and two shotgun blasts
proved to be the day’s only dramatic interruption to a quiet
rhythm of listening, watching and catching scents.
The outing was declared a success.

“Hunting,” said Patrick Berry of East Middlebury, “is not the
same as shooting.”

It’s a maxim that resonates more frequently than rifle fire
during the 16-day deer season that ends today. And it begs the
question: What do hunters bring back from woods and swamps
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— beside a sense of well-being — even when they return empty
handed?

Criticism, both from within and without the environmental
community, frames the question differently: Why does our
society indulge a hobby that celebrates the taking of another
creature’s life?

Wildlife specialists respond in a nearly unanimous voice to
both questions: Hunters are among Vermont’s most effective
conservationists by virtue of what they tell us about otherwise-
overlooked land; by what they spend to protect it; and yes — by
what they kill.
Thorny progress

The state is rife with hunters. Some 20 percent of Vermonters
fish, hunt or trap, the third-highest per-capita rate in country, said
Tom Decker, chief of operations at the Fish and Wildlife
Department.

Among them are Berry and his hunting companion that
afternoon, Dave Furman of Jericho. Berry rarely broke stride
through the underbrush; Seamus, his English springer spaniel,
orbited within shotgun range.

Furman and Angus, a trim black Labrador, traced an adjacent
swath along the “slang” — a lazy, slow-flowing cove.

Every 10 minutes or so, the men (and to all appearances, the
dogs) compared notes: Birds were dining well off healthy stands
of chokecherry, downy arrow-wood and dogwood; deer and
rabbit shared cover afforded by thorny, chest-high barricades of
prickly ash; an ill-equipped human visitor made slow progress,
his jeans no match for ash thorns.

The Dead Creek Wildlife Management Area consists of 2,858
state-owned acres that straddle the Addison-Panton town line.
Hunting is allowed on several large tracts, but most is set aside as
a wildlife refuge.

Most of the money for its purchase, which began, patchwork,
in the 1950s, came from a federal excise tax on guns,
ammunition, bows and arrows — the proceeds of which are
distributed to the states. Since 1938, money from the Pittman-
Robertson Wildlife Restoration Act has conserved hundreds of
thousands of acres, across the country some hunted, some not.

The Pittman-Robertson funds pay for most of the research,
management, restoration and law-enforcement efforts of the
Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, said Commissioner
Wayne Laroche.

“It protects both game and non-game species,” he said. “In
general, it funds a healthy forest, healthy deer herds, healthy
habitat for ground-nesting birds. We end up with all sorts of
ancillary benefits.”
Plant protection
Non-hunters also contributed to the Dead Creek preserve. Most
conspicuously, the Vermont chapter of The Nature Conservancy
has expanded the acreage with donated parcels of land.

Emily Seifert, the chapter’s stewardship manager, said the
Conservancy’s mission of preserving biodiversity on its 16,000
acres dovetails with that of state wildlife experts.

“We allow hunting in the vast majority of the land we own,”
she said. “It’s partly because there’s an incredibly important
tradition of hunting in Vermont, and also for ecological reasons.

“Hunting reduces pressure on native plant species and helps
slow the spread of non-native invasives,” she continued. “It

allows regeneration in the forest. We don’t manage land
specifically for hunting; we let natural processes prevail, which
fosters habitat for a lot of species.”

The vast majority of hunters, Seifert added, share the
Conservancy’s stewardship ethic.

“They report back on what they’ve seen, both good and bad,”
she said. “They’ll notice when an animal looks healthy, whether
or not they’re hunting. And if they see trash, they’ll generally
pick it up and take it out of there.”
Smart growth?

Laroche said Vermont’s hunting heritage has informed
generations of land stewards. And it happens naturally, he said:
Unlike a violin virtuoso — who might find it painful to play a
duet with a raw novice —an experienced hunter can join a
beginner “and go out and share something, even if it’s a different-
quality experience for each. It’s an understanding that matures
over a lifetime.”

Berry, who considers himself a hunter and “a huge
environmentalist,” didn’t grow up in a hunting family.

“My first memories in life are fishing with my dad,” he said. “I
pretty much burned all of my free time fishing as a kid. I used to
dream about fishing as a kid. I used to dream I was a fish.

“Early on,” he added, “you figure out that good fishing has to
do with good water quality.”

He took up hunting while working as a fishing guide in the
Rockies. To mix metaphors: He was hooked.

“The better naturalist you are, the more successful you can be
as a hunter,” he said. “You need to understand the habits of your
quarry. Off-season, you can maintain and develop an incredible
appreciation for wildlife.

“These are skills that are perfected over a lifetime,” he
continued. “As soon as you think you’ve got it all figured out,
you learn that you’re just scratching the surface. You really have
to commit to understanding what’s going on around you. You
have to consider entomology — what bugs are out there — you
look at feeding patterns at different times of year, nuances of
habitat.”
Slowing suburbia

At a recent hunters’ breakfast in Fairfax, non-hunters
outnumbered hunters. But no one seemed to be counting.

“I’ve found that some of the strongest supporters of hunters are
non-hunters,” said Warner Shedd, 75, of Calais, a hunter, author
and outdoorsman. “They have no moral objection to hunting;
they just choose not to participate.”

Shedd joins Berry, Laroche and others in advocating for
broadening a common sense of purpose when discussing
Vermont’s land-use policies. Developers with an ostensible
affection for nature are fragmenting wildlife habitat at an
alarming rate, said wildlife ecologist, educator and professional
tracker Susan Morse of Jericho.

Dialogue between activists who identify themselves chiefly as
environmentalists and those in the hunting and fishing
communities sometimes is lost in the political crossfire, she said:
“Too often we’re divided and conquered.”

Morse walks the fine line: She spends most of her workdays
outdoors. She describes herself as “an avid conservationist and a
delighted hunter.”
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And she’s already stocked a freezer with venison for the
coming year.

So has Shedd.
“As far as I’m concerned, the object of the hunt is the meat,”

he said. “I’ll make no bones about it.”
Shedd began hunting when he was 9. In the succeeding decades

he made a career of advocating for more cautious human
expansion into rural lands: He served as the New England
regional executive for the National Wildlife Federation from
1969 to 1989.

“I value the times that I spend in the woods as much to see
other forms of wildlife as the things I’m hunting,” he said. “And
I’ve become deeply disturbed any time habitat is despoiled, when
I see our natural heritage whittled away.”

More human development does not, however, translate into
fewer deer.
How many is too many?

Before tides of humanity rolled across the continent, wolves
and mountain lions kept deer populations in check — and in
balance with available food, Shedd said.

“Left to their own devices, deer populations would have a
never-ending series of boom and bust cycles,” he continued. “In
the 1960s we had terrible winters where half of a herd would die
of malnutrition and starvation. It’s really no kindness to the deer
to let their populations grow beyond the ability of the land to
sustain them.

“Something’s got to control the deer,” he added. “That’s not
why I hunt. But it’s an added bonus.”

The re-introduction of wolves to Vermont isn’t practical, safe
or fair to either the humans or the canines, he added.

“The wolves don’t deserve it,” he said. “They’d be hunted,
harassed. Vermont is just not a habitat for both people and
wolves.”

Do hunters fit the bill as natural predators? Critics think not.
In a letter to the editor of this paper last week, Julie Dimmock

argued that hunters seek out the largest, strongest “trophy”
animals — in contrast to wolves’ culling of weaker, older deer.

Shawn Haskell, a wildlife scientist and the Fish and Wildlife
Department’s deer project leader, disagreed with the assertion.

“For the most part, hunters here are just not selecting between
animals. Basically what we see is a random sample of deer.
Vermonters don’t pass up shots,” he said. “You just want to get
one.”

Haskell said television and popular magazines too often dole
out unrealistic slices of hunter culture. “They’ll take big-game
hunters taking a big buck, often on private, high-fenced land,
because big bucks are exciting,” he said. “That’s what sells.”
Eating local

Haskell presented the evidence: Deer health, measured as the
average weight of a yearling buck, has steadily improved since
the 1940s, when methodical records first were taken.

“It means they’re getting better food,” he said. “It means
they’re better able going to survive severe winters; they’ll have
higher reproductive rates.”

Deer-population management is science-based, Haskell
continued, and methods will continue to shift according to new
data, much of it gathered by hunters. Benefits to non-hunters, he

added, include a slower spread of Lyme disease, fewer road-kills
and healthier venison steaks.

“You’re eating locally,” he said. “That animal was not raised
on a range out West; no slash-and-burning of rainforest took
place to raise these deer.”

Berry put it this way as he moved through the grasses of the
Dead Creek wildlife area: “Unless you’re a vegetarian, hunting is
the most socially, ethically and environmentally responsible way
to put meat on the table.”

Furman, it turns out, had shot a ruffed grouse earlier in the
morning. He cradled it in his hands.

“It puts us in touch with what we eat in a very visceral way:
We derive sustenance from it,” he said. “I don’t hunt rabbit,
because I don’t eat rabbit.”
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20091129/LIVING09
/91125050/Hunters-as-environmental-stewards

09-11-29 Four Wash. Officers Shot Dead in Ambush
PARKLAND, Wash. --

A gunman burst into a coffeehouse Sunday and opened fire on
four police officers as they sat working on their laptops, killing
the three men and one woman in what an official described as a
targeted ambush.

Pierce County Sheriff's spokesman Ed Troyer said officers
were looking for one male suspect who fled the scene and haven't
ruled out an accomplice, possibly a getaway driver.

Troyer said investigators had spoken to a person in nearby
Tacoma, who gave information that led them to believe the
gunman was on foot and still near the coffee shop. Troyer would
not given any details nor characterize that person in any way, but
said the information led officers to carefully search buildings
close by.

It wasn't clear whether the slain officers even had time to draw
their weapons to return fire, Troyer said.

"This was more of an execution. Walk in with the specific
mindset to shoot police officers," Troyer said.

Troyer said the officers - all from the Lakewood Police
Department - were catching up on paperwork at the beginning of
their shifts when they were attacked at 8:15 a.m. Sunday.

Troyer said the attack was clearly targeted at the officers, not a
robbery gone bad.

"There were marked patrol cars outside and they were all in
uniform," Troyer said.

With no known suspects, there was no indication of any
connection with the Halloween night shooting of a Seattle police
officer. The suspect in that shooting remains hospitalized.

"We won't know if it's a copycat effect or what it was until we
get the case solved," Troyer said. "We don't even have a suspect
ID right now."

Troyer would not release the names of the victims in Sunday's
shooting. He said Lakewood has a small police force and the
deaths represent a loss of 10 percent to 15 percent of the
department.

Troyer estimated that a couple of hundred officers from the
Washington State Patrol and multiple surrounding police
agencies in the area were at the crime scene, with some coming
on their own time.
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"We have no motive at all," Troyer said. "I don't think when
we find out what it is, it will be anything that makes any sense or
be worth it."

Two employees and a few other customers were in the shop
during the attack. All are being interviewed by the Pierce County
Sheriff's investigators.

"Some are in shock. They are very upset," Troyer said. "They
are the ones who are going to put together for us how this
happened."

The Forza Coffee Shop, part of a popular local chain, is on a
side street near McChord Air Force Base in Tacoma, about 35
miles south of Seattle. The shop is in a small retail center
alongside two restaurants, a cigar store and a nail salon.

Brad Carpenter, founder and owner of Forza Coffee, said his
staff was OK and being interviewed by police, and that his main
concern was for the families of the police officers.

"I'm a retired police officer, so this really hits close to home
for me," said Carpenter, of nearby Gig Harbor.

Troyer said the Lakewood officers were two blocks outside
their jurisdiction, and the coffee shop was a popular place for
officers from surrounding jurisdictions to meet and share
information.

Streets around the coffee shop were blocked off late Sunday
morning, and a police helicopter hovered over a large crowd of
investigators. TV video showed police taking possession of a
pickup truck parked in a grocery store in Parkland.

"We are looking at some people. We are looking at some cars.
We are looking at some residences," Troyer said.

Troyer said investigators were checking surveillance video
from multiple sources, trying to identify a possible getaway car.

Dave Gabrielson, a clerk at Foot Mart about a block away from
the coffee shop, told the newspaper all was quiet when he opened
the store at 8 a.m. About 30 minutes later, "All of a sudden a
million cops were zooming up and down the road," Gabrielson
said.

He said he saw officers bring a police dog into a nearby
apartment complex.

Last month, Seattle police officer Timothy Brenton was shot
and killed Halloween night as he was sitting in a cruiser with
trainee Britt Sweeney. Sweeney was grazed in the neck.

Authorities say the man charged with that shooting also
firebombed four police vehicles in October as part of a "one-man
war" against law enforcement. Christopher Monfort, 41, was
arrested after being wounded in a firefight with police days after
the Seattle shooting. He remains hospitalized in stable condition,
the hospital said Sunday.

The officers killed Sunday were a patrol squad made up of
three officers and their sergeant. No threats had been made
against them or other officers in the region, sheriff's officials said.
Their families have been notified.

"We lost people we care about. We're working to find out who
did this and deal with him." Pierce County Sheriff Paul Pastor
told reporters at the scene.

Washington Gov. Chris Gregoire said she was "shocked and
horrified" by the killings.

"Our police put their lives on the line every day, and tragedies
like this remind us of the risks they continually take to keep our
communities safe," she said in a written statement. "My heart

goes out to the family, friends and co-workers of these officers,
as well as the entire law enforcement community."

At Rollies Tavern near the coffee house, the plasma TVs
usually tuned to football had Northwest Cable News on. Three
bar patrons live next door to the coffee house.

Jerry Arnold, 45, was in bed when he was awakened by sirens.
He's lived there seven years and never seen anything close to
Sunday's scene.

"I hope they get them. I can't sleep until they do," he said.
"Those guys could be hiding in my backyard."
http://officer.com/web/online/Officer-Down-News/Four-Wash-
Officers-Shot-Dead-in-Ambush/2$49535

09-11-27 Pocono family wants justice after security guard
gunned down pet bulldog

"You messed with the wrong family," said Gloribel Albarron of
Pine Ridge.

She was referring to the Bushkill community's security force.
On Saturday, a Pine Ridge security guard gunned down the
family's 10-month-old English bulldog puppy, Shaq.

The dog got loose from its yard and wandered down the street.
It wasn't the first time.

"He had a tendency to go exploring," said Albarron, a police
officer who was at work in New York at the time of the shooting.
Her son and father-in-law noticed Shaq was missing and searched
for him.

Not far away, according to what Albarron has been able to
piece together, Shaq was spotted by a homeowner, a woman who
was walking down the road with a small child. The dog followed
the woman, who called Pine Ridge public safety.

The security guard reportedly tried to capture Shaq with a net,
may have sprayed the dog with pepper spray and ultimately shot
the puppy in the head. The account was relayed to Albarron by
the woman who called public safety.

Meanwhile, when the search for Shaq netted nothing,
Albarron's husband, Michael Albarron, called Pine Ridge public
safety and reported the dog missing.

"They said, we'll look for your dog. There was a dog that was
loose — a pit bull — they said, and they shot him down,"
Michael Albarron said.

He hung up, thought about it, and then called back to public
safety to ask for a description. It sounded like Shaq.

"I called my son," Michael Albarron said, "and told him, 'Go
down to the gate, I have a feeling they shot Shaq.'"

The dog's body was retrieved from Pine Ridge public safety
and brought home. Blooming Grove State police were called, but
the family says they were told the shooting was a civil matter.
State police confirmed the matter is between the Albarron family
and Pine Ridge public safety and that an official report would
have to come from Pine Ridge. But authorities at Pine Ridge are
not talking.

At the Pine Ridge office, officials who identified themselves
as the community manager and the board president refused to
disclose their names. They would not say if the security guard
who shot the dog is still on duty.

"We don't know how far this thing is going to go. We can't
comment," the community manager said.
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The Albarron family has contacted an attorney and will try to
pursue the shooting in court.

"This community has come to pieces," Gloribel said. "We work
hard. We don't bother anyone. We pay our dues. They put these
toy cops in here with guns." She believes security guards should
be allowed to carry Tasers or batons but not guns.

"(The security guard) doesn't understand the pain he caused. I
want justice for my dog and my family," Gloribel said. "I just
want to sell my house and get out of here."
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091
127/NEWS/911270374

09-11-27 Kansas - Concealed-carry quietly in effect
For almost three years, Kansans have been able to carry

concealed handguns if they obtain the required license.
So far, there have been no major incidents or widespread

controversies involving the concealed-carry law, said Phil
Journey, the former state senator and firearms advocate from
Haysville who helped concealed carry become law. The head of
the Kansas police chiefs association agrees with Journey.

At the same time, far fewer people than expected have obtained
concealed-carry licenses.

Opponents to the law "generally raised the specter of people
shooting each other over car wrecks or parking spaces... and that
has not come true in Kansas or any other states that passed the
law," said Journey, now a District Court judge in Sedgwick
County.

"There are adequate checks in place," Journey said, noting that
the law prohibits people with certain criminal or mental health
histories from obtaining a concealed-carry license.

Another prediction that hasn't come true is the number of
concealed-carry licenses.

In the spring of 2006, Journey said he expected about 48,000
Kansans, or 2 percent of the population, would obtain concealed-
firearm licenses in the first four years.

In the first three years, about 23,000 people have gotten
licenses, according to state records.

"A lot of people wanted the option (of carrying a concealed
weapon), but they probably decided not to do it," Journey said.

The cost of obtaining a license — including a $150 application
fee and a roughly $100 training course charge —"are prohibitive
for a lot of people," Journey said. He expects an effort during the
upcoming legislative session to lower fees.
Licensing rates vary

As of Nov. 16, state records showed that among the state's 105
counties, Butler County had the sixth-highest rate of concealed-
carry licenses per 1,000 population — 14.7. Sedgwick County
was No. 38, with 9.4 licenses per 1,000 residents. Harvey County
was No. 59, with 7 licenses per 1,000, according to an Eagle
analysis of data provided by the Kansas Attorney General's
Office, which oversees the licensing.

Lane County, with a population of 1,743, had the highest rate
of licenses per 1,000 — 18.9. Trego County, with 2,882
residents, had the lowest number of licenses per 1,000 — 1.
Law enforcement view

The president of the Kansas Association of Chiefs of Police,
Todd Ackerman, said he agrees with Journey's overall
assessment.

"I feel that the law has worked well, and people have followed
the guidelines," said Ackerman, the Marysville police chief. "I
have not heard of any incidents."

Still, Ackerman said he shares a concern of Sedgwick County
Sheriff Bob Hinshaw: that someone carrying a concealed
handgun could be injured or killed where — during a chaotic,
unfolding situation — a responding officer mistakes a well-
intentioned license-holder for a criminal.

It's never happened, but there is the potential, Hinshaw said.
"I don't have a problem with law-abiding people carrying

concealed weapons," Hinshaw said. "The problem I have is with
non-law-abiding persons carrying concealed weapons."

In an e-mail, Attorney General Steve Six said although
implementation of the law has gone well, it will continue to be
revised to meet "everyone's expectations."

"I support our state's conceal carry law and will continue to
ensure that Kansans' second amendment rights are protected," Six
said.
Caution is stressed

Robert Anderson, who operates a concealed-carry on-line
discussion group, ksccw.com, said that as part of the required
eight-hour training for a concealed-carry license, applicants hear
messages of caution: that "it's better to let law enforcement
handle it. It's better to be the best witness you can be than to
intercede," Anderson said.

Having the license is "not a permit to become a vigilante," he
said.

"Sometimes the best defense is to walk away."
Craig Godderz, a certified concealed-carry instructor, who has

trained about 1,000 people, mostly from Sedgwick County, said
the training stresses using good judgment, getting out of a bad
situation if possible and drawing a gun only as a last resort.

"The three big words that apply are rational, reasonable and
prudent," he said.

So unless people find themselves in a situation where it is
reasonable — where it fits the law —"then don't present it, don't
draw it, don't use it," he said.

He tells his students, for example: "You don't carry a gun when
you are out partying and drinking," just as someone shouldn't
drink and drive.

Godderz, who has been training 12 to 15 people a month, said
he has noticed an increase in demand for the training since
Barack Obama became president. Godderz said he attributes it to
a perception that Obama favors increased gun control.
Reasons for carrying

Mike Relihan, owner of Bullseye Shooting Range near 13th and
Oliver, said training classes that have met at his business reflect a
diversity of race, gender and age.

"They are a typical cross-section of the community," Relihan
said.
David Pomeroy, who was at the Bullseye range with his 13-year-
old son, Cole, said he is planning to take a concealed-carry
course after the first of the year.
"I've had guns all my life," said Pomeroy, 57, who described
himself as "a lifetime NRA member."
"The thought of being able to have a gun in certain areas,
situations would be a plus," he said.
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Harry Ross, a Bullseye manager and former police officer, said
women are receptive to the idea of carrying a concealed gun
because it gives them confidence "knowing they can defend
themselves."
"They don't have to depend on someone else," Ross said.
Journey, a judge and former state senator, said many people
obtain a license to carry a gun because they have practical
security concerns. They work late at night or take receipts to a
bank. They have been victims of domestic violence or stalking.
Or they worry about random crime, he said. "There doesn't have
to be a reason that you can be a victim of crime."
License requirements

The Kansas Bureau of Investigation and the FBI help conduct
background checks to make sure applicants are qualified.

Among the requirements of the law: According to the attorney
general's Web site, a person can't apply for a license if they have
"an adult felony conviction or diversion... been adjudicated as a
juvenile for a felony... had a misdemeanor conviction for
domestic violence."

"Other misdemeanor convictions, diversions or adjudications
(involving controlled substances, DUI, domestic violence and
firearms), if occurring within five years of application will
disqualify the applicant. ... Persons with a criminal history should
consult an attorney before applying."

Also, the Web site says that an applicant "must now be 5 years
removed from any attempted suicide — whether the attempt was
committed with a firearm or not."

Most of those who apply receive a license. To date, 238 license
applications have been denied. Another 183 licenses have been
surrendered, suspended or revoked, according to state records.

The law also restricts where a licensed person can take a
concealed handgun.

Businesses can opt to post an attorney general's approved
sign that prohibits licensees from bringing their concealed
weapons inside.
http://www.kansas.com/news/story/1072955.html

09-11-27 Father of German teen who killed 15 in shooting
spree charged with negligent manslaughter

STUTTGART, Germany (AP) — German prosecutors say they
have filed criminal charges against the father of a teenager who
killed 15 people in a shooting spree in March.

Spokeswoman Claudia Krauth said Friday that Tim
Kretschmer's father was charged with 15 counts of negligent
manslaughter. No trial date has been set.

The 17-year-old Kretschmer killed nine students and three
teachers at his former high school in southwestern German town
of Winnenden before fatally shooting three others elsewhere.

Authorities have said he used a 9mm Beretta pistol that
belonged to his father, Joerg — who, they say, kept the gun
unsecured in his bedroom in violation of German law.

Tim Kretschmer then killed himself during an exchange of
gunfire with police.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/sns-ap-eu-
germany-school-attack,0,1905661.story

09-11-27 Arming ships beats UN whining

While bureaucrats at the United Nations continue to wring
their hands and whine that arming merchant ships in order to
defend their crew and cargo from well-armed Somali pirates
infesting the waters off the Horn of Africa will only lead to more
violence, at least some US-owned ships are arming their crews
and actually employing force to repel the increasingly violent
maritime invaders. In the latest episode that has been made
known publicly, the Maersk Alabama, which was actually
boarded and overtaken by pirates earlier this year (until US Navy
SEALS mounted a successful counter-operation), employed both
lethal and non-lethal force in thwarting a second capture.

Despite the fact that pirate attacks off the Somali coast have
skyrocketed since mid-2008, U.N. bureaucrats and even some
U.S. officials maintain that arming ships is not a good idea
because it may lead to an “arms race” with Somali pirates. This
argument ignores the fact that these modern-day buccaneers
already have access to late-model, powerful arms.

Unlike UN bureaucrats sitting in their offices overlooking New
York’s East River, US companies shipping valuable cargo —
especially Mideast oil — pay a heavy price for doing nothing and
simply relying on naval vessels to protect them, or to meet
ransom demands. Somali pirate coffers swell — as do those of
the arms dealers and countries from which they purchase their
arms — as US and other shipping companies have to spend
millions for kidnap and ransom insurance.

Fortunately, many US ship-owning and transport companies
are exhibiting a resolve not often seen in this day and age, and are
taking the bull by the horns. They are doing what should have
been done as soon as this problem of Somali pirating first
manifested itself nearly two decades ago; and that is, arming their
crews and training them to use those arms to repel pirate attacks.
Even the US Coast Guard has indicated support for such steps.

Opponents of arming merchant ships fail to recognize that, just
as police cannot be expected to protect every citizen from
becoming the victim of a criminal act, warships of the United
States Navy, and the navies of other countries with merchant
ships plying the dangerous waters in the region, cannot be
expected to be everywhere they are needed all the time. Sixteen
countries, including the US, already have deployed naval ships to
the region, but it is impossible to patrol 1.1 million square miles
with complete effectiveness. And, as important as each US-flag
merchant ship is, there are priorities elsewhere in the world that
our Navy must take into account in determing what resources it
can deploy to this area.

Hopefully, the example set by the Maersk Alabama, will cause
other countries with a stake in defeating these violent pirate
elements to grow some backbone (the UN is beyond hope).
More importantly, hopefully we will see the US government
become more fully engaged in support of such efforts, including
bringing our still-considerable diplomatic power to bear in
ensuring that ports at which US merchant ships dock to take on or
off load cargo or personnel, are not punished or detained simply
because they have defensive firearms locked up on board to be
used to defend themselves against pirate attacks.
http://blogs.ajc.com/bob-barr-blog/2009/11/27/arming-ships-
beats-un-whining/?cxntfid=blogs_bob_barr_blog

09-11-25 CA - County aims for new gun laws
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County officials are targeting youth gun violence by
considering tighter restrictions on where firearms and
ammunition dealers can operate and requiring employee
background checks and permits.

The second of a set of proposed ordinances that came before
the Board of Supervisor’s legislative committee Tuesday would
also require gun owners to report lost and stolen firearms or risk
criminal charges.

Both proposals are aimed at curbing gun violence, particularly
among youth, said Supervisor Rose Jacobs Gibson who brought
them to the committee.

Between 1991 and 2007, 113 San Mateo County residents
under the age of 21 were killed by gunfire.

In California as a whole, 3,253 people died from firearm-
related injuries and 4,305 others were wounded, according to
2006 data included in the proposed ordinance.

Jacobs Gibson was not available to comment on her
suggestions, but in a memo to the committee explained the
ordinances will “minimize the risk caused by handguns,” “reduce
the risks created when adults illegally transfer guns to minors”
and “make our community a safer place to live.”

As the board subcommittee, Jacobs Gibson and fellow
Supervisor Adrienne Tissier approved the two ordinances and
they are scheduled to come before the full board for
consideration Dec. 15, according to her office.

The first ordinance would regulate firearms dealers and
ammunition sellers alike, requiring them to receive a permit from
the Sheriff’s Office, perform background checks on employees,
enforce specific security measures and maintain sales logs.

Dealerships will be prohibited in residential areas and within
1,500 feet of any school, preschool, daycare facility, park,
community center, place of worship, liquor store, bar, youth
center, video arcade and amusement park. Exceptions are
temporary carnivals or similar events.

Business must apply for a yearly license and provide
fingerprints, photographs and any pertinent records to the
Sheriff’s Office on all employees.
T he Sheriff’s Office is still penciling out the anticipated cost of
the ordinances.

Alarm systems including cameras and monitors will be
required as will restrictions on minors. Those under 21 cannot be
unaccompanied by an adult inside a business keeping or
displaying firearms capable of being concealed and those under
18 and unaccompanied will be barred from those with all
firearms.

California is among only a few states with licensing
requirements but the standards are minimal. Neither the state nor
federal government requires background checks.

Violations could carry a fine of no more than $1,000 and up to
six months jail.

Likewise, a second ordinance aimed at owners would require
all lost or stolen firearms to be reported to law enforcement
within 48 hours of the time they should reasonably have known it
was gone.

Neither federal nor California law currently requires reporting
although a growing number of local governments do. Exceptions
would be made for law enforcement members in their official
capacity, members of the armed forces or National Guard in their

duties and firearms dealers and manufacturers licensed under
federal and state law while engaged in their work as licensees.

Violations, as well as falsely reporting a loss or theft, would be
a misdemeanor although specific penalties are not spelled out.

The second ordinance, according to Gibson’s report, will make
gun owners more accountable for their weapons but also protect
them from unwarranted criminal accusations when their guns are
discovered at a crime scene.

If ultimately approved, the dealer ordinance will only govern
those in the unincorporated area of San Mateo County. The
owner ordinance applies to unincorporated county residents and
those whose firearms are lost or stolen within the jurisdiction.
http://www.smdailyjournal.com/article_preview.php?id=120270

09-11-25 Police log: Man, 68, shot at during robbery attempt
A 68-year-old York City man thwarted an armed robbery

attempt and avoided injury Wednesday when the fleeing robber
fired a shot from a 12-gauge sawed-off shotgun, police said.

Earl Wright of Broad Street was walking in the 300 block of
East King Street about 10:15 a.m. when a man wearing a black
ski mask and carrying a sawed-off shotgun approached him, York
City Police said.

The robber held the gun to Wright's body and told him to hand
over his money.

"I don't have any money -- you're going to have to kill me,"
Wright told the robber, according to police.

The robber then ran off, with Wright chasing him and yelling,
"You're nothing but a young punk," police said.

The chase headed onto Edgar Street, then back to King Street,
police said, at which point Wright heard the robber rack a shell
into the gun's chamber. Then, the robber fired a round, police
said.

Wright wasn't hit, but two vehicles and a nearby building all
sustained damage from the shotgun pellets, police said.

There was a small hole in the brick front of 331 E. King St.,
two holes in a passenger-side window of a minivan and a second
vehicle had a shattered passenger window and a hole in its
windshield, police said.

A 12-gauge shotgun shell was found about 15 feet away from
the sidewalk, inside the breezeway between 324 and 326 E. King
St., police said.

The robber is described as a male in his late teens or early 20s,
5 feet tall to 5-feet-2, wearing a dark hooded sweatshirt with a
white. http://yorkdispatch.inyork.com/yd/local/ci_13865776

09-11-27 Father of German teen who killed 15 in shooting
spree charged with negligent manslaughter

STUTTGART, Germany (AP) — German prosecutors say they
have filed criminal charges against the father of a teenager who
killed 15 people in a shooting spree in March.

Spokeswoman Claudia Krauth said Friday that Tim
Kretschmer's father was charged with 15 counts of negligent
manslaughter. No trial date has been set.

The 17-year-old Kretschmer killed nine students and three
teachers at his former high school in southwestern German town
of Winnenden before fatally shooting three others elsewhere.
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Authorities have said he used a 9mm Beretta pistol that
belonged to his father, Joerg — who, they say, kept the gun
unsecured in his bedroom in violation of German law.

Tim Kretschmer then killed himself during an exchange of
gunfire with police.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/sns-ap-eu-
germany-school-attack,0,1905661.story

09-11-25 Red Lion man killed, bear hunter wounded in
quarrel over trespassing

An argument over trespassing apparently sparked a shootout in
rural northern Pennsylvania Tuesday that left a landowner from
Red Lion dead and a member of a bear-hunting party hospitalized
with a gunshot wound, police said. Investigators were trying to
sort out the details of the incident near Summerville, but charges
are expected, Trooper Bruce Morris said. He said at least four
shots were fired.

"From what side to who, who shot first — they're going through
that process to try to determine it," Morris said.

The property is located in a remote area off Patton Road in
Beaver Township, Jefferson County, according to state police in
Punxsutawney. Morris said Frank N. Shaffer, 63, of the first
block of South Main Street in Red Lion, was killed after he
apparently confronted a group of four or five bear hunters about
trespassing or walking across the land he owns with family
members.

Paul H. Plyler, 23, of Summerville was shot once and taken by
a private vehicle to a hospital in nearby Brookville, police said.
Morris said Plyler was transferred to a Pittsburgh hospital, but his
injuries were not considered life-threatening.

Summerville is about 15 miles from Punxsutawney and about
60 miles northeast of Pittsburgh. Morris described the scene of
the shooting as very remote.

Jefferson County Coroner Bernard P. Snyder said an autopsy
was planned for Wednesday, and state police said the Jefferson
County District Attorney's Office and the state Game
Commission are also investigating.

Previous dispute: Shaffer was involved in another dispute in
August 2006, when he and a tractor-trailer driver got into a
roadside altercation on Interstate 83 because each believed the
other had cut him off.

Both drivers eventually pulled their vehicles to the side of the
road. Shaffer pointed a gun at the tractor-trailer driver when the
tractor-trailer driver began running toward Shaffer, screaming
profanities and threatening to kill him, according to a lawsuit
later filed by Shaffer when his

The tractor-trailer driver pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct
for his role in the incident, according to the lawsuit. Shaffer was
charged with simple assault, disorderly conduct, reckless
endangerment and harassment. The charges against Shaffer were
dismissed when the tractor-trailer driver did not appear to testify.

After the incident, then York County Sheriff Bill Hose refused
to reinstate Shaffer's concealed firearms permit, according

Shaffer filed the federal lawsuit in July against Hose and York
County, arguing that his Second Amendment right to bear arms
had been violated, and he sought a court order forcing the county
to issue him a valid, usable concealed firearms permit, damages
and attorney fees.

While Shaffer was issued a new license after the I-83 incident,
at the top and bottom of his picture is a statement that reads
"return by order of court," according to the lawsuit. Hose was no
longer in office at the time.

Shaffer, a real estate appraiser, said he needed to carry a gun
for self-protection while examining properties in dangerous
neighborhoods.
http://yorkdispatch.inyork.com/yd/local/ci_13858442?source=rss

09-11-24 Voters in Honduras told to hand in guns before
elections

Tegucigalpa, Honduras - Honduran authorities began
disarming voters in a bid to avoid violent confrontations at
Sunday's presidential and parliamentary elections. The order to
hand in weapons also applies to gun owners with licences,
authorities said Monday. The firearms are due to be returned
after the polls.

Meanwhile the Honduran army began the distribution of
election materials across the country.

De-facto leader Roberto Micheletti said Thursday he intended
to step aside temporarily for one week during the elections, a
decision widely hailed as a step towards the resolution of the
five-month crisis.

Zelaya was ousted from office and sent into exile on June 28 in
a military coup backed by the Honduran Supreme Court and
other institutions. Micheletti's de-facto government has accused
Zelaya of violating the constitution. The international community
has refused to acknowledge the de-facto government as legitimate
and has demanded Zelaya's reinstatement.

He secretly returned to Tegucigalpa on September 21, and has
since been holed up in the Brazilian embassy in the Honduran
capital. He insists on being returned to office.
Zelaya called on his supporters to boycott Sunday's polls.
http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/295995,voters%1Ein%1
Ehonduras%1Etold%1Eto%1Ehand%1Ein%1Eguns%1Ebefore%
1Eelections.html

09-11-24 No-contest plea in fatal city shootout
A York City man who fatally shot another man more than a

year ago pleaded no contest to voluntary manslaughter Monday
in York County Court.

As part of his plea agreement, prosecutors dropped a first-
degree murder charge initially lodged against James Romine
Johnson, 28, of the 200 block of East Philadelphia Street.

He fatally shot Ian Chambers, 26, at the intersection of West
Princess and South Penn streets on Sept. 6, 2008, York City
Police said.

Johnson's no-contest plea has the same effect as a guilty plea.
Additionally, he pleaded guilty Monday to two other charges in
the case -- being a convicted felon prohibited from possessing a
firearm, and possessing a firearm without a license.

The agreed-upon sentence in the case is for five to 10 years in
state prison, plus five years of probation, defense attorney
Suzanne Smith told presiding Common Pleas Judge Penny
Blackwell.

But Blackwell delayed imposing the sentence because
Johnson's prosecutor, Chuck Patterson, was not at work Monday
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and did not leave word with his office that he approved of the
plea.

Judge OK with plea: The judge said she is willing to impose
the agreed-upon sentence, assuming Patterson does not object.

District Attorney Stan Rebert and deputy prosecutor Duane
Ramseur filled in for Patterson at the hearing, and told Blackwell
that Ramseur would try to track down Patterson. That had not
happened by the end of the business day, Smith said.

If Patterson indicates he is not in agreement with the plea, it
will be withdrawn, Blackwell told the defendant.

Johnson turned himself in 18 days after the homicide. He told
city detectives he went to the area to buy marijuana, and that
Chambers tried to rob him, according to court documents.

Johnson said he had to "run for his life," but that Chambers
chased him and fired a gun at him, documents state. Johnson said
he fired three shots in return. Police said evidence at the scene
confirmed there were two shooters.

Apologized: Johnson wrote a letter of apology to Chambers'
family, but didn't read it in court because none of the victim's
loved ones were there. In the letter, Johnson apologizes and
accepts "full responsibility" for his actions.

"I made a vow to God and myself to help save a life (someday)
since I played a part in taking one," Johnson wrote, calling the
shootout "a life-changing experience."

Chambers was shot once in the upper chest, Ramseur said, and
a witness told police he saw Chambers chasing a man (Johnson)
and shooting at him, and that the man being chased returned fire.

Blackwell noted that the voluntary manslaughter charge was
due to Johnson's allegedly having "an unreasonable mistaken
belief in justifying circumstances." That basically means Johnson
might have believed he fired in self-defense.

A sentencing date had not been scheduled as of Monday
afternoon.
http://yorkdispatch.inyork.com/yd/search/ci_13852313?IADID=
Search-yorkdispatch.inyork.com-yorkdispatch.inyork.com

09-11-22 Man arrested following police chase in Fayette
County

A Lemont Furnace man is in the Fayette County Prison on a
series of charges that began with a traffic violation shortly after
midnight Saturday.

State police at Uniontown said Derek J. Walker, 23, was
spotted driving his quad all-terrain vehicle at a high rate of speed
on Yauger Hollow Road in North Union Township.

Trooper Douglas Rush was out of his vehicle on a traffic stop
when Mr. Walker drove past at a high rate of speed. Trooper
Rush gave chase and his police cruiser was struck.

When the quad was spotted by another trooper later, a short
chase started and the defendant fled, lost control of the vehicle
and it struck a brick wall.

The defendant was found to be in possession of a stolen
firearm, according to police.

He was charged with receiving stolen property, illegally
possessing a firearm, aggravated assault, fleeing and eluding
police, recklessly endangering, drunken driving, and other
summary violations.

He was committed to jail in lieu of $25,000 straight cash bond.
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09326/1015570-100.stm

09-11-22 Armed pols: An unfortunate Chicago tradition
Last week, the body of Chicago school board president

Michael Scott was found in the Chicago River with a single bullet
wound in his head. The big story was that this powerful, well-
connected public official had, according to the Cook County
medical examiner, committed suicide. The less-noticed story was
that he did it with an illegal weapon.

After all, handgun ownership is not allowed in Chicago, which
has one of the strictest gun control laws in the country, and Scott
killed himself with a .380-caliber sidearm.

Unlike most Chicagoans, Scott could have been a legal
handgun owner. Because he had it before the ban was enacted, he
was allowed to register and keep it. But the police department
says he never did. By having it in the city, Scott was guilty of an
offense that could have gotten him jail time.

Amazingly enough, he was not the first local public official to
take the view that firearms restrictions are something for other,
ordinary people to observe. Chicago politicians are zealously
committed to gun control in law, but fairly relaxed about it in
practice.

In 1994, state Sen. Rickey Hendon, D-Chicago, had an
unregistered handgun stolen from his home in a burglary, and he
didn't feign contrition about his disregard of the ordinance.

"I have a right to protect myself," he declared, noting that he
had been burglarized before -- and forgetting that the state
legislature of which he is a member allows Illinois cities to
deprive their citizens of that right. Asked if he would replace the
lost piece, Hendon said, "No comment." The police were kind
enough not to charge him.

U.S. Sen. Roland Burris, another Chicagoan, has endorsed a
nationwide ban on handguns and, in 1993, organized Chicago's
first Gun Turn-in Day. But the following year, while running
unsuccessfully for governor, he admitted he owned a handgun --
"for protection," he explained -- and hadn't seen fit to turn it in
along with those other firearms. Lesser mortals apparently can
protect themselves with forks and spoons.

Scott was shot in the abdomen while chasing a burglar in 1988,
so it's understandable that he would appreciate the value of
having the means to defend himself against criminals. But that
understanding didn't extend to the needs of ordinary Chicagoans.
When the city gun ban was challenged in court, the board of
education that he headed filed a brief defending Chicago's right
"to prohibit classes of arms in order to prevent crime and protect
public safety."

A law banning handguns, in Scott's view, was necessary to
protect public safety. But when it came to protecting his private
safety, he somehow perceived the law to be a hindrance, not a
help.

Does his attitude carry the distinct tang of hypocrisy? Yes, but
that's not out of the ordinary for Chicago politicians. Under a
state law dating back to 1872, mayors and aldermen are
designated peace officers. And, conveniently, peace officers are
permitted to not only own but carry handguns.

That makes aldermen a special class in Illinois, one of only two
states with an almost complete ban on the carrying of concealed
handguns. In most places, an adult with no criminal record or
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history of psychiatric commitment can get a concealed-carry
license after taking a training class.

But here, we have a unique system. You want to be able to pack
a weapon in public for your safety? Fine. All you have to do is 1)
run for the City Council and 2) win.

Why the state assumes that aldermen are fit for this prerogative
is a mystery. "Law-abiding" is not the very first word that comes
to mind when you think of the City Council. Since 1972, 27 of its
members have been convicted on charges involving malfeasance,
misfeasance, nonfeasance, disfeasance and anti-feasance with
mopery aforethought.

It would be hard to come up with a group of people that has
proven itself less deserving of blanket trust. The most recent
convict, Arenda Troutman, got four years in prison for bribery
after being caught on tape attesting that "most aldermen, most
politicians are ho's." At a 1991 neighborhood meeting that got
rowdy, Ald. Dorothy Tillman reportedly pulled out her handgun
and waved it pugnaciously.

In Chicago, only criminals and aldermen are armed. Forgive me
for being redundant.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/columnists/chi-
oped1122chapmannov22,0,6848269.column

09-11-22 Outdoors: Fall from a tree stand serves as
cautionary tale

I've been hunting more than 30 years now, and while I've had a
tremendous amount of excitement in the woods, I know for sure I
haven't exactly seen it all.

Still, no matter how much time you've spent in the woods,
there's really not much that prepares you for the first time you fall
from a tree stand.

I should say that my fall was neither tragic nor bone-breaking,
nor did I have a firearm with me so in the annals of tree stand
falling history my crash to Earth was about as devoid of drama as
they come.

Regardless, it wasn't much fun.
I'd spent Saturday morning in a ladder tree stand overlooking

this little basin bottom that was spotted with pools of muck and
water courtesy of Friday's downpour. It's not a perfect set-up, the
tree sort of faces the wrong direction and the deer have a pretty
good visual on anybody in the treestand. So after three or so
hours sitting there Saturday morning I decided it was time to
move the stand.

I unloaded the gun, lowered it down, undid my safety harness
and climbed down -- following common treestand protocol the
entire time. I even managed to climb back up and unhook the
straps and security chain that kept the stand in place. No problem.

I carried the stand to a new place, on the edge of a patch of
softwoods that overlooks a wild apple orchard that still has
apples in it.

The problem began when I couldn't find the perfect tree for the
stand. I moved it a couple of times and was about to move it to a
third tree when one of the straps hung up on a tree branch, far too
high to shake loose from the ground. I positioned the ladder stand
against the tree, began my ascent and unhooked the strap when
the aluminum ladder simply folded. Down I went.

No big deal really, I wasn't that far up and the metal folded
slowly so I had time to plan my landing. I put a nasty gash on my
left thumb -- but really nothing more than a flesh wound.
Other than a little twisted aluminum, my story has a happy ending
(well, almost: I still haven't shot a buck this season). But it let it
serve as a cautionary tale, because we still have a lot of deer
hunting -- and thus tree stand climbing -- to do here in Vermont.

According to a Consumer Product Safety Commission task
force assembled to investigate tree stand accidents, the average
age of the victims who fell or hung to their death in a tree stand is
44. (I'm 43). These were hunters who had up to 20 years of
experience.

In 75 percent of the tree stand deaths the subject was not
wearing a full body harness. (Guilty: I was climbing the stand to
get to a strap.)

The International Hunter Education Association, in conjunction
with the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission and the
Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department sponsored a survey in
2002 to gather data about tree stand accidents.
That study showed most tree stand accidents occurred at a
particular point of the hunt, right at stand level. Getting into or
out of the stand and when putting up or taking down a treestand
also elevates the risk. (As I can attest).

And if you have time in the coming days, check out the
treestand safety exam on www.hunterexam.com/treestandsafety.
Yeah, most of it is common sense, but it's easy to forget some of
the basic rules when you're in the woods and things are clicking
along and you're feeling like you have everything under control
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2
009911220319

09-11-22 Don't promote gun violence
Pennsylvania law holds that a person in his home has no "duty

to retreat" when confronted by an intruder. The "Castle Doctrine"
is as old as Western law itself, derived from the English common
law principle that a man's home is his castle.

In modern usage the provision is meant to prevent someone
who acts in good faith against an intruder from being prosecuted
or sued.

A bill in the state House risks converting that provision for
personal defense into an encouragement of gun violence. It would
do so by expanding the "Castle Doctrine" well beyond the castle,
and even well beyond the moat.

"H.B. 40 appears to encourage people to shoot first and ask
questions later - a concept we simply cannot support because it
jeopardizes the safety of our citizens and law enforcement," state
police Capt. Marshall Martin testified Thursday at a legislative
hearing.

The bill would expand the Castle Doctrine by eliminating the
"duty to retreat" in situations far beyond the home. It is not
difficult to imagine how such a provision could be misused by
criminals, vigilantes or someone simply out for trouble.

Dauphin County District Attorney Edward Marsico, president
of the state district attorneys association, testified that the
proposed measure could be used to defend shootings of gang
members by other gangs, "road rage" shootings, and any number
of other confrontations where the "duty to retreat" clearly should
be retained.
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The bill would pose a special threat in the area of domestic
violence, providing a potential defense for a shooter who could
have, and should have, retreated from an argument.

By expanding potential defenses for violent criminals, the bill
actually would make it more difficult for police and prosecutors
to jail perpetrators of gun violence.

This bill threatens to escalate gun violence. It should die in
committee before more people die on the streets.
http://www.thetimes-
tribune.com/opinion/don_t_promote_gun_violence

This editorial makes it clear that the writers have not examined
the legislation whatsoever or listened or read the Judiciary
Committee testimony. House Bill 40 does not promote gun
violence but this editorial does promote lies.

First and foremost this concept and style of legislation is in
place in 23 states as current law and of those 18 have stand your
ground provisions that have been recently enacted in addition to
the other states that already have these provisions in their law-'not
one of these states' has suffered the sky is falling problems as
evinced in this editorial.

You see House Bill 40 specifically exempts criminal conduct
from ANY protections within the boundaries of this law. You still
must prove that your life was in danger of death or serious bodily
injury and lethal force can 'not' be used to protect property. This
bill is also meant to protect gun owners who have suffered at the
hands of some district attorneys when they have defended their
own lives as evidenced by their testimony before the committee.

It is also interesting to point out that the District attorneys
Association along with the Pennsylvania Chiefs of police
objected to the current Castle doctrine we have now when it was
passed in the 70s and interestingly enough "now" they support it.

To say that this legislation promotes criminal conduct is an
insult to intelligent people and to all Commonwealth citizens to
carry a firearm for self-defense legally.

As for me this editorial causes me to call into question the
neutrality and analytical ability of the newspaper's hierarchy.
Kim Stolfer

09-11-22 Exclusive: Victory for Andrew's parents as MSPs
get right to outlaw weapons -UK

MSPs will be given the power to ban deadly airguns, we can
reveal today.

Scottish Secretary Jim Murphy has secured an agreement to
transfer authority over the weapons from Westminster to
Edinburgh.

It means a ban - which has allparty support at Holyrood - is
now almost certain.

The deal is a massive victory for the parents of tragic toddler
Andrew Morton.

Sharon and Andy Morton have campaigned relentlessly for the
ban since Andrew, two, was gunned down four years ago.

Little Andrew was shot in the head by twisted Mark Bonnini,
27, as the tot stopped in the street to look at a fire engine yards
from his home in Glasgow's east end.

Last night, Sharon said: "This is the best Christmas present we
could ever have wished for.

"This might not be the end, but I feel we have turned a corner
and i t ' s certainly the beginning of the end.

"I feel we are fulfilling the promise to Andrew that we made at
his graveside, and that is for a total ban on airguns in Scotland."

Andrew's dad, Andy, 35, said: "All the political parties have
now accepted the principle that this is an issue which should be
decided at Holyrood.

"And at Holyrood, a l l the parties have supported us.
"I f t h i s b a n g o e s t h r o u g h , we will be rid of the

500,000 airguns on Scotland's streets. As far as I am concerned,
you can call it Andrew''s Law."

Murphy has struck a deal with Home Secretary Alan Johnson,
with details contained in the UK Government's White Paper
responding to the Calman Commission due to be published
shortly.

It is understood that Murphy spoke to Johnson on a "number of
occasions" in a bid to secure the right of Holyrood ministers to
pass legislation on what is recognised as a particular problem in
Scotland.

It represents a major change of heart by the Westminster
Government - as late as March last year, the then Home Secretary
Jacqui Smith again rejected calls for airgun laws to be devolved.

But last night, Whitehall sources confirmed that Murphy and
Johnson have agreed that transferring legislative powers to
Holyrood, despite logistical difficulties, can proceed.

Bonnini was jailed for at least 13 years for Andrew's murder.
And since the toddler's tragic death, UK legislation on air

weapons has been tightened.
The minimum age for owning an airgun has risen from 17 to

18, mail-order sales have been banned and all retailers must now
be registered.

This has seen a big reduction in offences and serious injuries in
Scotland.

Three Scots have died and more than 1,100 have been injured
by airguns in the last 10 years.

Previously, Holyrood Justice Secretary Kenny MacAskill's
calls for a summit aimed at reforming gun legislation were
rejected by former Home Secretary Smith, who said it was "not
timely".

The new legislation - like all Calman recommendations - is
unlikely to become law before the General Election.

But a Tory victory in the election would still clear the way for
the new Holyrood devolved airgun powers since Scottish Tories
support an airgun ban and the party at UK level have given their
backing to the Calman Commission.

Last night, a Scotland Office spokesman said: "The UK
Government will set out its response to Calman very shortly.

"Air weapons will be dealt with as part of that."
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/politics-
news/2009/11/22/exclusive-victory-for-andrew-s-parents-as-
msps-get-right-to-outlaw-weapons-86908-21841042/

09-11-22 NY Politicians debate change in gun law
OLEAN - Gun owners in the area could feel the impact of

several anti-gun bills that have passed through the Assembly,
including the possible ban of .50 caliber firearms.
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The summary for Assembly bill 3211A, sponsored by State
Assemblywoman Patricia Eddington, outlaws all .50 caliber
firearms and larger weapons.

According to the proposed legislation, “The .50 caliber weapon
is one of the most dangerous weapons in the U.S. military’s
arsenal. These weapons are used for long-range tactical
assassinations and assaults in the U.S. military.

“These weapons of war are readily available on the Internet and
in gun stores,” the bill reads. “Investigators found that some of
these weapons ended up in the hands of domestic and
international terrorist organizations, religious cults, international
drug traffickers, and violent criminals. These weapons serve
absolutely no legitimate non-military purpose.

“The .50 caliber bullets from these military weapons travel at a
tremendous velocity and can travel a great distance even after
passing through a target. A prudent target shooter aiming at a
wooden target should be certain that no one is within a distance
of 2 miles beyond that target,” the bill reads.

“That would ban muzzle loaders that hunters use,” Sen.
Catharine Young said. “If it did pass, it would hurt our way of
life and upset our economy.”

The full text of the bill shows that it has since been amended
to exclude muzzle loaders, but still bans sniper rifles, which

some owners use for target shooting.
Assemblyman Joe Giglio voted against the bill.

“You’re starting to go down a slippery slope amending people’s
Second Amendment rights,” he said. “That’s why I constantly
voted against it.”
There are also bills concerning five-year renewals for pistol

licenses and requiring retailers to obtain liability insurance.
“It’s basically a money grab by Albany that would create a

bureaucratic nightmare of red tape,” Sen. Young said.
Then there’s Assembly bill 6468, sponsored by State

Assemblywoman Michelle Schimel, which would ban the sale of
all semi-automatic handguns not equipped with micro-stamping
technology.

That bill reads “that in approximately half of gun homicide
investigations, a spent cartridge casing, but not a firearm, is
recovered at the crime scene; that currently deployed national
ballistic identification systems cannot identify the serial number
of a gun unless the gun itself has been recovered.

“Firearm micro-stamping is a revolutionary forensic technology
that produces an identifiable alpha-numeric and geometric code
onto the rear of the cartridge casing each time a semiautomatic
pistol is fired,” the bill reads. “The alpha-numeric and geometric
code on an expended cartridge casing will provide an initial lead
for law enforcement by enabling law enforcement to match the
cartridge casing found at a crime to the original owner of the
firearm. This additional tool will help law enforcement
investigate illegal gun trafficking, close firearm-related criminal
cases and protect the public.”

Assemblyman Giglio also voted against this bill.
“The problem with that is all the stamping and things cost

money,” he said. “We’re not sure how good the micro-stamping
technology is or what good it will do in the long run. I don’t think
there are any studies that would prove that (it will help solve
crimes).”

Anti-gun legislation isn’t anything new, Assemblyman Giglio
said.

“There’s a day called ‘Gun Day’ in Albany,” he said, around
January and February each year. “The New York City-majority
trot out their anti-Second Amendment bills.”

Gun owners should be worried, both politicians said.
“There is real concern among outdoor sportsmen about these

types of bills,” Sen. Young said. “They get passed by the
Assembly year after year. I think a lot of outdoor sportsmen are
afraid these bills get passed to the Senate since New York City
controls the Senate Majority.”

“We have to protect our Second Amendment rights,”
Assemblyman Giglio said. “(The anti-gun bills) go after legal gun
owners. The problem is the illegal gun owners.”

“I always support outdoor sportsmen,” Sen. Young said. “I’m a
very strong supporter of people’s 2nd Amendment rights. I will
certainly vote against (these bills) if they’re brought to the floor.

“We already have the toughest gun laws in the country in New
York state,” Sen. Young said. “We need to enforce our existing
laws and not create new laws.”
http://www.oleantimesherald.com/articles/2009/11/22/news/doc4
b08ad8b27224107869791.txt

09-11-21 National plan to outlaw fake guns - Australia
NEW national gun laws will outlaw imitation firearms unless

shooters hold a special licence to own them.
The move follows a series of attacks using replica guns.
A 10-year-old boy allegedly robbed a Hunter Valley video

store with a replica gun two months ago.
Two masked men with replica firearms robbed a fast food

outlet in Padstow last month and a 77-year-old driver was robbed
of his wallet in Manly by a teenager who was also brandishing a
replica gun.

Criminals have been importing imitation firearms from other
states, modifying them and using them to commit crimes in NSW.

NSW Police Minister Michael Daley said new national
minimum standards affecting the possession, penalties and safe
storage of imitation firearms were at a meeting in Perth
yesterday.

Mr Daley said ministers were now pressing the Federal
Government to consider introducing an offence covering the
unlawful trafficking of imitation firearms across Australian
borders
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/national-plan-to-outlaw-
fake-guns/story-e6freuy9-1225800867507

09-11-21 Holder tells Senate committee Justice Department
supports more 'gun control'

unmistakably clear admissions before the Senate Judiciary
Committee on Nov. 18, Attorney General Eric Holder signaled
strong administration support for additional "gun control" edicts.

Law Enforcement Alliance of America, the only national law
enforcement organization to oppose Holder's confirmation, issued
a press release warning:

Drawing reasonable conclusions from what Holder publicly
said, we now know:

• Holder wants a national, permanent gun registration system
administered by law enforcement. A registration of honest
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citizens that have cleared the federal background check for gun
purchases with those records permanently retained by and shared
among law enforcement.

• Holder wants new federal authority to prohibit any person on
the federal watch list (reported to be 400,000 names) from buying
guns and supports confiscating guns from those on the list who
possess them.
I held off on bringing this release to the attention of Gun Rights
Examiner readers because I wanted to corroborate the claims--
which, unfortunately, the official transcript of Holder's prepared
remarks, posted on the Justice Department website, do not.

So I contacted LEAA and spoke last night with their Chief
Operating Officer and national spokesman, Ted Deeds. He told
me they were reporting on remarks made during questioning, and
sent me a transcript of the appropriate segments of AG Holder's
testimony:

Why is it that when Dianne Feinstein says "Excellent," the
immediate image that comes to mind is a gleefully malevolent
Montgomery Burns? And yes, I caught that this was supported by
the

Click here to watch Holder's morning session testimony for
yourself on C-SPAN, noting the time relevant exchanges begin
from the above embedded document.

As we've discussed before, some of the opponents of repealing
the Tiahrt amendment might surprise those who haven't been
paying attention:

[T]he Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) has always supported
language protecting firearm trace data, now known as the Tiahrt
Amendment...

ATF itself has repeatedly gone to court to fight the release of
its data, because the release can have a negative effect on its
efforts to investigate illegal gun trafficking and threaten the safety
of officers and witnesses.

And as we've seen before, that "no fly list" nets some peculiar
catches:

U.S. Sen. Edward M. "Ted" Kennedy said yesterday that he
was stopped and questioned at airports on the East Coast five
times in March because his name appeared on the government's
secret "no-fly" list.
Besides which, our entire criminal justice system is supposed to
be based on presumption of innocence. But let's explore the
rationale of those who think differently: If denying gun purchases
to people on government suspicion lists is "good" (an no one
thinks this will be limited to Al-Qaeda and not include
"homegrown" persons of interest, do they?), then disarming these
suspects and taking away their existing arms must be "better."

How would the federal government do that without using
registration lists to enable confiscation? You know, what
prominent media voices sneer at and dismiss whenever the
possibility of it is raised...

And ask yourself why major "Authorized Journalist" outlets
aren't reporting on this, and indeed, if you relied on some to
answer if there is evidence the administration wants more gun
control, their reply would be a scoffing "Absolutely none
whatsoever."
Learn about LEAA:

The Law Enforcement Alliance of America (LEAA) is the
nation's largest non-profit, non-partisan coalition of law

enforcement professionals, crime victims, and concerned citizens
united for justice. With a major focus on public education, LEAA
is dedicated to providing hard facts and real-world insights into
the world of law enforcement and the battle against violent crime.
LEAA fights at every level of government for legislation that
reduces violent crime while preserving the rights of honest
citizens, particularly the right of self-defense.
http://www.examiner.com/x-1417-Gun-Rights-
Examiner~y2009m11d21-Holder-tells-Senate-committee-Justice-
Department-supports-more-gun-control

09-11-19 NY senator Schumer pushes bill to help hunters,
hungry

WASHINGTON — Sen. Charles E. Schumer, who made his
early career as a New York City congressman by fighting for gun
control, has finally fired a gun himself — on his first hunting trip.

"I got three pheasants," Mr. Schumer, D-N.Y., told New York
reporters in a conference call Wednesday, recounting a weekend
outing in Nebraska with Sen. Ben Nelson, D-Neb., as he touted a
bill he introduced Wednesday to encourage hunters to donate
animals to charity.

Mr. Schumer's hunting trip and legislation are part of his
transformation to a gun stance more in keeping with his statewide
constituency. He bragged Wednesday that Field and Stream
magazine named him its person of the year for pushing legislation
making more privately owned land available for hunting.

The senator's latest effort would allow hunters and meat
processing plants to claim a tax deduction for the value of deer
donated to food programs. It also would apply to other hunted
animals such as turkey, Mr. Schumer said.

"The hunting, fishing and outdoor sporting industry is a bright
spot in a dark economic time - and one that must be protected and
allowed to grow," Mr. Schumer said in a press release. "This
legislation will provide hunters with an economic boost, combat
overpopulation of deer and help the hungry all at the same time."

Hunters would continue to pay a plant to process the animal
but could claim that amount as a tax deduction.

Plants also could claim a tax deduction by donating the meat to
a nonprofit organization such as the Venison Donation Coalition.
For instance, under current law the Venison Donation Coalition
would pay $65 in processing fees to the plant, which in turn
would pay $10 in taxes to the government. Mr. Schumer's
legislation removes the tax requirement, so the Venison Donation
Coalition could pay $55 — saving $10 — while the processor
makes the same amount as before.

Mr. Schumer said he will try to attach his measure to a tax-
related bill in the Senate. There is no companion legislation in the
House, a spokesman for Mr. Schumer said.

Hunters took 28,400 deer in Northern New York last year, Mr.
Schumer's office reported. One deer contains about 160 servings
of venison, he said.
http://www.watertowndailytimes.com/article/20091119/NEWS02
/311199965

09-11-18 Va. student collecting frogs for biology class
mistaken for deer, shot to death
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FERRUM, Va. (AP) — Officials in Virginia say a college
student was shot to death while collecting frogs for biology class
by a hunter who mistook her and her classmates for deer.

A Ferrum College spokeswoman says three students were
collecting frogs Tuesday afternoon along a trail a mile west of
campus.

The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries says
23-year-old Jessica Goode was shot and killed and 20-year-old
Regis J. Boudinot was shot in the hand. The third student wasn't
hurt.

Department Sgt. Karl Martin says 31-year-old Jason David
Cloutier of Ferrum was charged with manslaughter, reckless
handling of a firearm and trespassing.

Cloutier's bond was set at $20,000 and court officials say he
doesn't yet have a lawyer.

No one answered the phone at the home of the only Cloutier
listed in Ferrum.
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091
118/NEWS/911189979

09-11-18 Maersk Alabama repels 2nd pirate attack with guns
NAIROBI, Kenya – Somali pirates attacked the Maersk

Alabama on Wednesday for the second time in seven months and
were thwarted by private guards on board the U.S.-flagged ship
who fired off guns and a high-decibel noise device.

A U.S. surveillance plane was monitoring the ship as it
continued to its destination on the Kenyan coast, while a pirate
said that the captain of a ship hijacked Monday with 28 North
Korean crew members on board had died of wounds.

Pirates hijacked the Maersk Alabama last April and took ship
captain Richard Phillips hostage, holding him at gunpoint in a
lifeboat for five days. Navy SEAL sharpshooters freed Phillips
while killing three pirates in a daring nighttime attack.

Four suspected pirates in a skiff attacked the ship again on
Wednesday around 6:30 a.m. local time, firing on the ship with
automatic weapons from about 300 yards (meters) away, a
statement from the U.S. Fifth Fleet in Bahrain said.

An on-board security team repelled the attack by using evasive
maneuvers, small-arms fire and a Long Range Acoustic Device,
which can beam earsplitting alarm tones, the fleet said.

Vice Adm. Bill Gortney of the U.S. Naval Forces Central
Command, said the Maersk Alabama had followed the maritime
industry's "best practices" in having a security team on board.

"This is a great example of how merchant mariners can take
proactive action to prevent being attacked and why we
recommend that ships follow industry best practices if they're in
high-risk areas," Gortney said in a statement.

However, Roger Middleton, a piracy expert at the London-
based think tank Chatham House, said the international maritime
community was still "solidly against" armed guards aboard
vessels at sea, but that American ships have taken a different line
than the rest of the international community.

"Shipping companies are still pretty much overwhelmingly
opposed to the idea of armed guards," Middleton said. "Lots of
private security companies employee people who don't have
maritime experience. Also, there's the idea that it's the
responsibility of states and navies to provide security. I would

think it's a step backward if we start privatizing security of the
shipping trade."

A Massachusetts Maritime Academy professor, who is also the
father of a sailor who was on the Maersk Alabama during the first
pirate attack in April, said about 20 percent of the ships off East
Africa are armed.

The owners of the Maersk Alabama have spent a considerable
amount of money since the April hijacking to make the vessel
pirate-proof, Murphy said, including structural features and safety
equipment. The most dramatic change is what he called a security
force of "highly trained ex-military personnel."

"Somali pirates understand one thing and only one thing, and
that's force," said Capt. Joseph Murphy, who teaches maritime
security at the school. "They analyze risk very carefully, and
when the risk is too high they are going to step back. They are not
going to jeopardize themselves."

The wife of the Maersk Alabama's captain, Paul Rochford,
told WBZ-AM radio in Boston that she was "really happy" there
were weapons on board for this attack.

"It probably surprised the pirates. They were probably
shocked," Kimberly Rochford. "I'm really happy at least it didn't
turn out like the last time."

A self-proclaimed pirate told The Associated Press from the
Somali pirate town of Haradhere that colleagues out at sea had
called around 9 a.m. — 2 1/2 hours after the attack.

"They told us that they got in trouble with an American ship,
then we lost them. We have been trying to locate them since,"
said a self-described pirate who gave his name as Abdi Nor.

A U.S. Navy P-3 surveillance aircraft "is monitoring Maersk
Alabama and has good voice communication with the vessel,"
said Lt. Nathan Christensen, the Bahrain-based spokesman for
the 5th Fleet. The ship was heading for the Kenyan port town of
Mombasa.

"The crew and the captain are safe," Amanda Derick, a
spokeswoman for Maersk Line Limited in Norfolk, Va., said on
Wednesday. "The appropriate security measures were taken.
That's the main thing, everyone's safe."

Maritime experts said it was unlucky but not unprecedented
that the Maersk Alabama had been targeted in a second attack.

"It's not the first vessel to have been attacked twice, and it's a
chance that every single ship takes as it passes through the area,"
Cmdr. John Harbour, a spokesman for the EU Naval Force. "At
least this time they had a vessel protection detachment on board
who were able to repel the attack."

Phillips' ordeal last spring galvanized the attention of the U.S.
public to the dangers of operating merchant ships in the Horn of
Africa, one of the busiest and most precarious sea lanes in the
world.

Underscoring the danger, a self-proclaimed pirate said
Wednesday that the captain of a ship hijacked Monday had died
of wounds suffered during the ship's hijacking. The pirate, Sa'id,
who gave only one name for fear of reprisals, said the captain
died Tuesday night from internal bleeding.

The EU Naval Force has said the Virgin Islands-owned
chemical tanker the Theresa was taken Monday with 28 North
Korean crew.

Pirates have greatly increased their attacks in recent weeks after
seasonal rains subsided. On Tuesday, a self-proclaimed pirate
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said that Somali hijackers had been paid $3.3 million for the
release of 36 crew members from a Spanish vessel held for more
than six weeks — a clear demonstration of how lucrative the
trade can be for impoverished Somalis.

Phillips told the AP last month from his farmhouse in
Vermont that he was contemplating retiring from sea life after his
ordeal. He's been given a book deal and a movie could be in the
works.

Phillips was hailed as a hero for helping his crew thwart April's
hijacking before he was taken hostage, but he says he never
volunteered, as crew members and his family reported at the time.
He says he was already a hostage when he struck a deal with the
pirates — trading him for their leader, who was taken by the
Maersk Alabama's crew.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20091118/ap_on_re_af/piracy

09-11-17 British Ex-soldier faces jail for handing in gun
A former soldier who handed a discarded shotgun in to police

faces at least five years imprisonment for "doing his duty".
Paul Clarke, 27, was found guilty of possessing a firearm at

Guildford Crown Court on Tuesday – after finding the gun and
handing it personally to police officers on March 20 this year.

The jury took 20 minutes to make its conviction, and Mr Clarke
now faces a minimum of five year's imprisonment for handing in
the weapon.

In a statement read out in court, Mr Clarke said: "I didn't think
for one moment I would be arrested.

"I thought it was my duty to hand it in and get it off the
streets."

The court heard how Mr Clarke was on the balcony of his
home in Nailsworth Crescent, Merstham, when he spotted a black
bin liner at the bottom of his garden.

In his statement, he said: "I took it indoors and inside found a
shorn-off shotgun and two cartridges.

"I didn't know what to do, so the next morning I rang the Chief
Superintendent, Adrian Harper, and asked if I could pop in and
see him.

"At the police station, I took the gun out of the bag and placed
it on the table so it was pointing towards the wall."

Mr Clarke was then arrested immediately for possession of a
firearm at Reigate police station, and taken to the cells.

Defending, Lionel Blackman told the jury Mr Clarke's garden
backs onto a public green field, and his garden wall is
significantly lower than his neighbours.

He also showed jurors a leaflet printed by Surrey Police
explaining to citizens what they can do at a police station, which
included "reporting found firearms".

Quizzing officer Garnett, who arrested Mr Clarke, he asked:
"Are you aware of any notice issued by Surrey Police, or any
publicity given to, telling citizens that if they find a firearm the
only thing they should do is not touch it, report it by telephone,
and not take it into a police station?"

To which, Mr Garnett replied: "No, I don't believe so."
Prosecuting, Brian Stalk, explained to the jury that possession

of a firearm was a "strict liability" charge – therefore Mr Clarke's
allegedly honest intent was irrelevant.

Just by having the gun in his possession he was guilty of the
charge, and has no defence in law against it, he added.

But despite this, Mr Blackman urged members of the jury to
consider how they would respond if they found a gun.

He said: "This is a very small case with a very big principle.
"You could be walking to a railway station on the way to work

and find a firearm in a bin in the park.
"Is it unreasonable to take it to the police station?"
Paul Clarke will be sentenced on December 11.
Judge Christopher Critchlow said: "This is an unusual case, but

in law there is no dispute that Mr Clarke has no defence to this
charge.

"The intention of anybody possessing a firearm is irrelevant."
- Comments on this story have been disabled for legal reasons

http://www.thisissurreytoday.co.uk/news/Ex-soldier-faces-jail-
handing-gun/article-1509082-detail/article.html

09-11-17 Bush aide urges weapons ban to slow Mexican drug
war

The former head of U.S. Customs and Border Protection called
Monday for the U.S. to reinstitute the ban on assault weapons and
take other measures to rein in the war between Mexico and its
drug cartels, saying the violence has the potential to bring down
legitimate rule in that country.

Former CBP Commissioner Robert C. Bonner also called for
the United States to more aggressively investigate U.S. gun
sellers and tighten security along its side of the border, describing
the situation as "critical" to the safety of people in both countries,
whether they live near the border or not.

Mexico, for its part, needs to reduce official corruption and
organize its forces along the lines the U.S. does, such as a
specialized border patrol and a customs agency with a broader
mandate than monitoring trade, Mr. Bonner said in an exchange
of e-mails.

"Border security is especially important to breaking the power
and influence of the Mexican-based trafficking organizations,"
Mr. Bonner said. "Despite vigorous efforts by both governments,
huge volumes of illegal drugs still cross from Mexico.

"In turn, large quantities of weapons and cash generated from
illegal drug sales flow south into Mexico, which makes these
criminal organizations more powerful and able to corrupt
government institutions," he said.

Mr. Bonner, a former federal judge who also headed the U.S.
Customs Service and the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA) under the Republican administrations of Presidents
George W. Bush and George H.W. Bush, said the still-raging
battle "will determine who controls the legitimate institutions of
government."

"While better border law enforcement and interdiction of drugs,
weapons and cash will not alone defeat the drug cartels, these
steps, as part of a larger strategy, can and will weaken them and
make it easier for the Mexican government to destroy them - just
as was done over a decade ago with the destruction of the
Medellin and Cali cartels in Colombia," Mr. Bonner said.

"But successful efforts will require closer collaboration
between U.S. and Mexican border law enforcement agencies, and
this will depend on strengthening law enforcement capacity in the
border region, including enhancing the professionalism of
enforcement agencies to make them more corruption-resistant,"
he said.
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President Obama has described ongoing efforts to secure the
U.S.-Mexico border as "vital to core U.S. national interests." He
has expressed his concern over the increased level of violence
and the impact it is having on communities on both sides of the
border.

Under the Merida Initiative -- a security agreement including
the U.S., Mexico and the countries of Central America to combat
drug trafficking, transnational crime and money laundering -- the
United States is investing $700 million on law enforcement and
judicial capacity to improve border security and reduce the illegal
flow of guns and drugs across the border.

The Department of Homeland Security, under the Secure Fence
Act, is building the necessary infrastructure to deter and prevent
illegal entry on the Southwest border, including pedestrian and
vehicle fencing, roads and technology.

Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano has said that
gaining effective control of the nations borders is a "critical
element of national security."

An armed conflict between the Mexican government and the
drug cartels in that country, who now control almost all of the
illicit narcotics trade in the U.S., has raged since 2006. The U.S.
Justice Department has described the Mexican cartels as the
greatest organized crime threat to the U.S.

The Mexican government has estimated that 1,000 federal
forces, police and prosecutors have been killed since 2006 and
that civilian deaths during that same period have topped 15,600.

Mr. Bonner, now in private law practice in Los Angeles, said
that better border security will require both countries to align the
structures of their border agencies to make them better able to
work together.

Citing a recent report by the joint task force of the Pacific
Council on International Policy and COMEXI, the Mexican
Council on Foreign Relations, Mr. Bonner said Mexicos success
depends on how effectively both nations manage their shared
border.

He said:
• Mexico should strengthen its customs agency by converting it

to a multifunctional agency capable of addressing security
threats, such as cross-border smuggling of weapons and cash - a
move the Mexican government has begun.

• Mexico should move toward restructuring its law enforcement
institutions along the border to create a direct counterpart to
CBP, which was created after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks
to unify border enforcement authorities.

• Mexico should establish a Mexican federal frontier police,
dedicated to securing the areas between Mexicos ports of entry -
much as the U.S. Border Patrol does for the United States.

"Organizational changes are not enough, however," Mr. Bonner
said. "The United States also needs to intensify its efforts to
curtail the smuggling of firearms and cash into Mexico."

He said some studies have shown that many of the weapons
obtained by Mexican drug traffickers come from the U.S., and
much of their funding comes from U.S. drug sales. He called for
U.S. authorities to begin more aggressive investigations of U.S.
gun sellers and to reinstitute the ban on assault weapons.

The federal assault weapons ban was passed on Sept. 13, 1994,
during the Clinton administration and prohibited the sale to
civilians of certain semi-automatic firearms, so-called assault

weapons. The law expired on Sept. 13, 2004, and an effort by
Sen. Dianne Feinstein, California Democrat, to extend it for
another 10 years was defeated 80-9.

At least three other efforts to pass new legislation banning the
weapons have not been successful. In February, Attorney General
Eric H. Holder, Jr. said the ban should be reinstated, but Mr.
Obama has since said he would not push its reinstatement even
though it "made sense."

Mr. Bonner also said the U.S. should expand assistance beyond
the Merida Initiative and focus on helping Mexico strengthen its
law enforcement capacity at the federal and state levels, reducing
its vulnerability to corruption or "bribe or bullet" intimidation by
the cartels.

"The border is not just about security," Mr. Bonner said. "We
must also make the border more efficient for lawful travel and
trade .... This goal is achievable - while actually improving
security -- by adding infrastructure and resources, modern
detection technologies and intelligent risk-management strategies
enabling us to facilitate low-risk trade and travel while more
effectively identifying high-risk vehicles, cargo and travelers for
additional screening."

The joint Pacific Council on International Policy and
COMEXI task force recommended, among other things, that both
nations adequately staff ports of entry, saying staffing shortfalls
should never contribute to bottlenecks.

It also said that both nations should expand existing ports of
entry and build new ones, encourage partnerships between the
public and private sectors to help accomplish this, and streamline
the border-crossing approval processes.

"It is time to tackle these problems and improve our shared
border. These are bold recommendations to be sure, but they are
achievable," he said. "And they will have profoundly positive
benefits for both the United States and Mexico."
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/nov/17/weapons-
ban-urged-to-rein-in-mexican-drug-war/

09-11-17 Blame gun violence on criminals, not guns
Editor, the Record:

This letter is in reference to a column in the Nov. 1 edition of
the Record written by Marian Wright Edelman.

Over the years, there have been many laws passed, each
hoping to resolve gun-related problems, but none have been
successful in keeping the guns out of the hands of the wrong
people. In fact they have only served to make it more difficult for
the law-abiding citizens to purchase a gun with which to pursue
their hobbies.

Every state has its own regulations in regard to legally
obtaining a permit for a hand gun. Requirements in Pennsylvania
are quite extensive.

The crimes committed of which Ms. Edelman speaks are
perpetrated with illegally acquired weapons; these crimes are
connected to drugs, gangs, or other illegal activities. Yes, young
people are involved in these crimes and it is very sad; therefore
their statistics are high.

I have been a hunter and owner of firearms all of my life as
have been all members of my extensive family. Not one person
has been injured or killed by a firearm. We have all learned to
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respect the power of a deadly weapon and the consequences of its
misuse.

I am a re-enactor of the fur trapper era and attend rendezvous.
At the campsites, there are rifles and knives out on public
display. The children of these re-enactors are present, as well as
visitors, to wander through the area, yet there has never been a
mishap with a weapon.

If drugs and gangs are the cause of these statistics, then attack
that aspect of the problem. Don't penalize the rest of society.

Find the reason that people use and are so dependent on drugs
as to kill, and then perhaps you will find the solution to this
problem and resolve it.
THOMAS G. MILLER, Stroudsburg
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091
117/NEWS04/911170308

09-11-17 Armed Pilots and Dead Terrorists
There are many lessons to be learned from the terrible events

which happened on September 11, 2001. For the airline industry,
a rude awaking into the new age of terrorism and an end to the
previous threat of peaceful hijackings that pilots had been taught
to deal with. The aviation community must adapt to fight the
new threat.

The FFDO (Federal Flight Deck Officer) program was
implemented by the Bush Administration working with law
enforcement, airline management and pilot unions. Pilots with
guns were a way to augment the Federal Air Marshall Service
which was already in place and quickly expanded. Recent
rumors indicate that the Obama administration will attempt to de-
fund the FFDO program. I think it would be a huge loss to
security and a big mistake.

With regards to an aircraft accident, there are multiple layers of
protection to prevent a crash. Most of the layers formulated from
previous incidents, utilizing Air Traffic Control, dispatch,
mechanics and redundant aircraft systems along with two highly
trained pilots. The same logic in preventing a crash is to be used
for arming pilots in flight. We must learn from the current
terrorist strategy and implement solutions. A final layer of
security is absolutely necessary to prevent another tragedy like
9/11.

The mainstream media continues to use one main reason to not
arm the pilots; a rapid decompression in the airplane caused by a
bullet exiting the aircraft at altitude. My Mom has mentioned
that one after reading the typical misinformation reported as news
by the media. I explained to her, in the first place, a
decompression is the least of my worries as a pilot with a terrorist
trying to take over the cockpit by force and then attempting to fly
the plane into a building. Secondly, the exploding plane theory
has been debunked, most recently on an episode from the show
MythBusters on Discovery Channel in which the crew does a test
by shooting a gun inside a pressurized plane in the desert with
basically no damage as a result. For additional proof, this
summer a Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 had a structural
problem at altitude when a football sized hole occurred during a
flight. The aircraft landed safely and no one was injured.

Of course politics is part of the problem as well. The anti-gun
organizations effecting policy decisions of Congress and the
President have unlimited access to the White House. These

liberal groups just can’t stand the Second Amendment or when
good people successfully use guns to defend themselves. Have
you ever read an article in the paper or seen a video on TV of a
citizen being interviewed who had used his rifle or handgun to
stop a crime or save a life? I’m reminded of a story from an
NRA magazine: Liberals in a neighborhood were so proud of
their progressive thinking that they put up anti-gun signs in their
yards. So guess whose houses got burglarized? The signs came
down. Why would the anti-gun crowd be against arming pilots
when they travel on airplanes too? They think emotionally and
not logically so there is no way to present a reasonable answer. It
is sad to let politics interfere with decisions regarding safety.

The military uses a strategy of peace through strength with a
multiple force deterrence to prevent an attack on the United
States. Nuclear and tactical weapons, modern/upgraded ships,
vehicles, and jets along with well trained troops. Many of the
pilots flying today are ex-military and understand the concept.
We have to be pro-active in defending the traveling public while
considering the current global threats affecting the world today.
Exhibiting a strong deterrence on commercial aircraft by means
of Federal Air Marshalls and FFDO’s will be continually
required. There is something about the possibility of looking
down the barrel of a Heckler and Koch pistol during an
unauthorized opening of the cockpit door will keep a terrorist
from repeating another 9/11 type event.

At the front of my company’s flight manual it states that safety
is the number one priority for the operation of our aircraft. The
U.S. and the Obama administration must uphold safety as a
priority as well. The final layer of safety and security of
commercial airplanes relies on having armed pilots in the cockpit.

Randy Plante is a former Air Force Captain and F-111 pilot. He
flew a C-130 with the Air National Guard and served two tours in
the Bosnian War. Currently Mr. Plante is an MD-80 Captain with
19 years at a major airline.
http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=34430

09-11-16 Training Cops to Lie - Pt 1
Truth or Consequences

Police lie. It's part of their job. They lie to suspects and others
in hopes of obtaining evidence. These investigative lies cover a
wide web of deception - a web that can get tangled. Some
investigative lies are legal, some are not, and some generate
significant disagreement amongst courts, prosecutors, the public
and officers themselves.

There are serious consequences here. Officers can:
Be sanctioned by the courts.
Be sued.
Be disciplined in the job.
Lose the public's confidence.
Have evidence suppressed, a case dismissed and a criminal freed.
Proper training in this complex arena is critical.
Not All Lies Are Created Equal

Effective interrogation of a suspect nearly always involves a
deception - expressed or implied. The deception is that it's in a
suspect's best interest to talk to police and confess without an
attorney present. It's not. A completely truthful officer would tell
suspects this. A completely truthful officer would also find
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confessions extremely rare. (See below, Deceptive Police
Interrogation Practices: How Far Is Too Far)

And confessions "are a good thing." Just ask the Supreme
Court:

Admissions of guilt are more than merely 'desirable,' they are
essential to society's compelling interest in finding, convicting
and punishing those who violate the law. - Schneckloth v.
Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 225 (1973).
But just as important,

The police must obey the law while enforcing the law. - Spano
v. New York, 360 U.S. 315, 320 (1959).

So, what's the law when it comes to police lying to suspects to
get confessions?
Courts agree due process requires that confessions be voluntary.
That means they can't be coerced.

Courts agree coercion can be psychological as well as physical.
Most courts agree they'll decide whether the confession was

voluntary or coerced based on a "totality of the circumstances."
Totality of the circumstances can include:

Police conduct - what officers say and do and how they say and
do it, e.g., the length of the interrogation and whether police offer
refreshment or breaks.

The environment - e.g., are police questioning the suspect in a
6' X 8' windowless room where they stand between him and the
only exit?

The suspect's age and mental status.
Etc. - anything else that bears on the coercive nature, or not, of

the interrogation.
One Person's Lie May Be Another's Coercion
Now that we have the basics on the law, we should all be able

to agree on what deception is legal and what isn't, right? Let's see.
You, dear Reader, work the following scenario and we'll compare
results.

Seventeen-year-old Deborah Margolin was brutally murdered.
According to her brothers, she was sitting outside her rural home
when a stranger drove up and told her a calf was loose at the
bottom of the driveway. Deborah went to get the animal - and
never returned. Later the same day, her father found her mutilated
body in a creek.

When you and other officers arrive, Deborah's brothers
describe the stranger and his vehicle. You recall that Miller lives
nearby, and he and his car match the descriptions. Miller has
previously been convicted of a sex offense and arrested for
statutory rape.

That night, you and another officer question Miller at his job.
He agrees to accompany you to the station for further
questioning. He's taken into an interrogation room and read his
rights, which he waives. The interrogation is taped, so its
circumstances are not in dispute.

It's clear that you, the interviewing detective, make no threats
and engage in no physical coercion. On the contrary, you assume
a friendly, understanding manner and speak in a soft tone of
voice. You also give Miller certain information, some of which is
false.

You initially tell Miller Deborah is still alive. Later you say she
has just died. In fact, she was found dead hours earlier.
Throughout the interview, you emphasize that whoever

committed such a crime has mental problems and is desperately
in need of psychological treatment.

You tell Miller you believe he committed the crime and then
you present yourself as a friend who wants to help if he'll just
unburden himself. You state several times that Miller is not a
criminal who should be punished but a sick individual who
should receive help. One hour into the interview Miller
confesses, then collapses, and is taken to the hospital.

This is a real case - Miller v. Fenton, 796 F.2d 598 (3rd Cir.
1986). Do you think the brutal murder and the investigation were
getting any media attention and public interest?

Before trial, Miller moved to suppress his confession. The
defense argued that the detective's method of interrogation
constituted psychological manipulation of such magnitude that it
rendered his confession involuntary. The trial court denied the
defense motion and Miller was convicted at a trial in which his
confession was admitted.

Miller appealed his conviction. A 3-judge state appellate court
unanimously reversed the conviction. Based on the same facts,
they ruled the detective engaged in deceptive coercion that
shocked the conscience and violated due process.

End of story? Not yet. The state supreme court reinstated the
conviction - but only by the hair's breadth of a 4:3 split decision.
After that, Miller took his appeal through federal district court
and the United States Supreme Court, and had his conviction
affirmed on procedural grounds with neither federal court
addressing whether the police conduct was unlawfully deceptive.

The moral of this agonizingly long story? Courts are judges,
judges are lawyers, and
You can't get two lawyers to agree to kill a rat in a bathtub. - Karl
S. Johnstone, Superior Court Judge, Retired.

This is the tangled web officers must navigate every day. A
web that even judges on the same court, looking at the same facts
and applying the same law - with the benefit of briefs, the
arguments of counsel and the assistance of law clerks - disagree
on.

And what are the possible consequences for officers if they get
it "wrong" (that is, a court later disagrees with them) in the
crucible of a high profile investigation of a horrific crime?

The confession may be suppressed, along with any fruits of the
poisonous tree.
The case may be dismissed - if there is insufficient evidence
without the suppressed evidence.

The officer and, by extension, the entire department may face
public condemnation and the censure of the court in a written
opinion. (Recall that the 3-judge appellate court in Miller wrote
that the police deception shocked the conscience.)

If the case is high profile and politically hot enough, officers
may face job discipline over their use of deception, even if they
cleared it with the local prosecutor ahead of time. (Just ask the
FBI agents who questioned Richard Jewel in the Atlanta
Olympics bombing case. See, web link below.)

So, what can and should the profession do to prepare officers
for this tangled web with its critical consequences? Stay tuned for
Training Cops to Lie - Part 2, where we'll look at:

More police deception scenarios.
The psychological effect on officers of lying.

A training model for the use of police deception.
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Policies and procedures for employing police deception.
The response of police leadership to the use of police deception.

http://officer.com/web/online/Investigation/Training-Cops-to-Lie-
--Pt-1/18$49343

09-11-15 Through the musket smoke, Berks history emerges
Gunfire erupted at the playground Saturday at 1:20 p.m. in

Mohnton Memorial Park, but no one was alarmed.
The 1st Regiment of the Continental Line was demonstrating

how soldiers in the Revolutionary War fired guns with barrels
made along the nearby Wyomissing Creek.

"We want people to know what was happening here in the
early days," said Paul R. Beavens Jr., president of Industries of
the Wyomissing Creek Historical Society. "You have to know
where you came from to know where you are going. It's really
fascinating to learn about what happened in our little town."

Beavens said that in the late 1700s a factory made gun barrels
along the Wyomissing Creek. Hat and cigar factories and knitting
and water mills also flourished.

Sgt. David W. Troxell, dressed as a commander of the
Continental Line, said the gun barrels were made for George
Washington's Continental Army.

"This town of Mohnton got put on the map for gun making,"
Troxell said.

Cpl. Skip Haeusler demonstrated how bullets are made for the
rifles.

"You need a ladle," he said. "You have to melt a metal ball."
Pvt. Rick Painter said everything the group does is a labor of

love.
"We all have an interest in history," he said. "We are keeping

our heritage alive."
Patrick Hornberger, an Adamstown author and historian,

provided a presentation on gun making in Berks County.
He displayed a Wolfgang Hage rifle from 1780.

"One guy could make 4,000 guns in a year," he said. "This
area had real Civil War gun makers."

Hornberger said gun making was a thriving business from
1750 to 1900 in Berks.

Carol Leaper, secretary of the society, said the group hopes to
teach the community about its past.

Several spectators who braved the dreary weather said they
enjoyed the demonstration.

"I love this," said Rudy Boyd, 71, of Cumru Township. "It's
my heritage."

John Kochui, 68, of Boyertown said the history of gun making
is interesting.

"It's fun to see the guns and the smoke," he said.
The event was in conjunction with the Historical Society of

Berks County's exhibit on Berks County gun making, which
continues through Dec. 31 in the museum at 940 Centre Ave.
Hornberger is guest curator.
http://readingeagle.com/article.aspx?id=167279

09-11-14 State police internal probe looks into shooting of
dog in MIddle Smithfield

A state police trooper's split-second decision last month to
shoot a pet dog in Middle Smithfield Township has sparked an

internal investigation into the incident and led the dog's owner to
consider civil action.

A state police internal investigation has been opened to
determine the facts surrounding the Oct. 27 incident that ended
with a dog dead after it ran toward a trooper.

A trooper from the Swiftwater barracks went to the home of
Roger D. Hauser around 6:30 p.m. to investigate a non-criminal
matter. According to Hauser, his 9-year-old chocolate Labrador
named Molly got out of the house and ran toward the trooper as
he walked down the driveway to his parked car. The trooper shot
Molly once in the left side of her abdomen and she died later at a
veterinary clinic.

"My daughter sent me a text message the other day and said it
just doesn't feel like the same home without her around," Hauser
said. "It's still real emotional for me since she was my last dog
after my other just died."

Hauser filed a formal complaint against the trooper the next day
and an investigation will be handled by troopers outside the
Swiftwater barracks, according to state police Cpl. John Vachino.

"The gentleman made a complaint and internally the state
police is handling the complaint," Vachino said. "A higher
authority within the state police will determine if the trooper was
at fault."

While the investigation is ongoing, police will not comment on
the circumstances of the incident but Vachino said on the night of
the incident that the trooper felt he was threatened by the dog and
that he was in danger. The trooper involved in the shooting is on
active duty during the investigation.

Hauser said the trooper came to his home on Shady Hill Road
to ask about paperwork for a firearm that his wife — who
does not live at the home — had reported stolen. The trooper
knocked on the door but Hauser was asleep and did not hear the
knocking, he said. When he finally went to the door the trooper
had walked almost back to his car that was parked at the end of
the driveway near the street.

Molly was able to slip past him when he opened the door and
run at the trooper, who pulled his handgun and shot the dog once.

"She ran back in the house, bleeding everywhere," Hauser said.
"I had blood all over my house. She was real scared."

Since the incident neighbors have come forward to say the dog
was never a threat to anyone in the neighborhood and that Molly's
electric fence collar had trained her to stay in the front yard.

"I've lived on that street for 17 years and I've never heard of
anything like this," said Mike Storm, who lives two doors down
from Hauser. "They've always had friendly dogs and I've never
seen their dogs leave the yard."

Hauser said this week that he has been in contact with a local
attorney and he plans to seek damages against the state police for
veterinary bills and other costs from the incident.
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091
114/NEWS/911140344

09-11-12 Lost or stolen gun reporting legislation backed
Laws could prevent so-called straw buys
State Rep. David Levdansky worries about an all-too-familiar

and sometimes lethal scenario:
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People who pass criminal background checks buy handguns for
criminals -- who are legally prohibited from possessing them -- in
what is called a "straw buy."

When police trace the handgun back to the original purchaser,
the person claims it was a lost or stolen, and the investigation
stalls.

"This ordinance is designed to take the alibi away from the
straw purchaser," said Mr. Levdansky, D-Forward, on his efforts
to get local governments to adopt legislation requiring
notification of lost or stolen firearms within a set time frame. The
legislation he wants would have fines and/or imprisonment for
violators.

Locally, Homestead, West Homestead, Munhall, and Clairton
are among 14 communities statewide that recently adopted
variations of the ordinance. Others include Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Erie.

In Braddock Tuesday night, council adopted its version --
pending signature by the mayor -- which requires reporting within
72 hours after the discovery of the loss or theft.

Violators may be fined up to $1,000 or face imprisonment up to
90 days, or both.

The same restriction and penalty was adopted by Clairton on
Oct. 13.

"I like the ordinance in that if it happens multiple times you
become suspicious of the purchaser," said Clairton Councilman
Richard Ford.

"You see too many crimes with guns in Clairton and elsewhere.
Gun violence is all you hear on the news," he said.

Prior to the vote in Clairton, Mr. Levandsky argued before
council in favor of responsible gun ownership.

He also said adoption of the ordinance "sends a signal to both
the public and to the [state] General Assembly that we need to get
serious about the proliferation of handgun violence in our
communities."

In April 2008, his effort, with others, to adopt a statewide
ordinance did not pass the House of Representatives. Legislators
intend to bring up the issue for a vote again next year.

Mr. Levdansky is hoping the passage of local a lost/stolen
handguns ordinance in various communities will convince
lawmakers this is what the people want.

"I own guns for hunting and self-defense. I believe in the
Second Amendment. But we have a proliferation of handguns in
our communities through straw purchasers. That's the issue we
are targeting," Mr. Levdansky said.

"We are on the same team with him," said Mary Beth Hacke, of
West Mifflin, a board member of CeaseFirePA, a non-profit
organization dedicated to preventing gun violence through
advocacy and education in the communities.

"By this ordinance passing in communities it will make it easier
for passage some day in Harrisburg. 'You're not hearing the voice
of your own constituents,' will be the message to legislators," she
said.

As is Mr. Levdansky, CeaseFirePA meets with council
presidents and will appear before council on the issue.

In January 1997, Mrs. Hacke lost her 14-month-old son, Ryan,
to gun violence. He was buckled in his car seat at a Homestead
gas station when he was killed in a crossfire of bullets.

"Anyone should be able to get gas and come home with all their
children," she said.
http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09316/1012625-55.stm

09-11-11 Pa. sheriff's secretary charged with $6,000 theft
HOLLIDAYSBURG, Pa. (AP) -- The secretary for a county

sheriff in central Pennsylvania has been charged with stealing
more than $6,000 in gun permit fees she collected in the office.

State police say 51-year-old Diane Wilt, of Roaring Spring,
skimmed money from daily bank deposits she made between
April and September 2008 for the Blair County sheriff's office.
Police say Wilt had sole control of fees collected for gun permits
issued by the office.

Wilt faces a preliminary hearing Nov. 16 on theft and
receiving stolen property charges.

Online court records do not list an attorney for Wilt and her
home telephone number is unlisted.

Police say Wilt and her husband faced mortgage foreclosure
when the thefts occurred. Her employment status was under
review after her arrest Tuesday.
http://www.whptv.com/news/state/story/Pa-sheriffs-secretary-
charged-with-6-000-theft/bbkXrSVVu0KoOtWOTjftIA.cspx

09-11-11 Gun groups have better stats on gun violence
Regarding Marion Edelman's Nov. 1 column, any child's death

is a horrible tragedy. While I agree all reasonable steps should be
taken to prevent these deaths, this is where the spokeswoman for
the Children's Defense Fund and I differ. We must look at
statistics used by the author and dispel misinformation presented
to advance an anti-gun agenda. Excellent resources on this topic
include the Gun Owners of America and the Keep And Bear
Arms Web sites.

The CDC report states the 2005 death rate involving firearms
for the under 20 group increased. However, including older teens
and young adults boosts this number to eight "children" shot per
day. The fact is, for children age 0 to 14, the total firearms death
rate was 1.31 per 100,000 people. The rate for teens 15 to 17 was
8.5, and adults 18 to 19 was 18.56. This translates to 404
children, not 3,006 the CDC claims, or one child killed per day.
While each death is needless, that is a big difference.

The author promotes the Clinton era "assault weapon" ban.
She states the ban caused a 66 percent decrease in crime
involving "assault weapons" from 1994 to 2007. This was arrived
at by comparing "assault weapons" traced before the ban with the
number the BATFE traced after it became law. This is
misleading. Not every weapon used in a crime is traced, not all
weapons traced were used in crimes, and police departments have
differing criteria for requesting traces. This statistical bias makes
the 66 percent figure meaningless.

No social engineering will eliminate violence. Misinformation
advancing agendas must be viewed with open minds and healthy
skepticism. We must take responsibility for our actions and
circumstances. The only way such violence will end is when we
decide to respect ourselves and others' rights.

TOM CARPENTER, Henryville
http://www.poconorecord.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20091
111/NEWS04/911110311
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09-11-11 Time to Put An End to Army Bases as Gun-Free
Zones

Shouldn't an army base be the last place where a terrorist
should be able to shoot at people uninterrupted for 10 minutes?
After all, an army base is filled with soldiers who carry guns,
right? Unfortunately, that is not the case. Beginning in March
1993, under the Clinton administration, the army forbids military
personnel from carrying their own personal firearms and
mandates that "a credible and specific threat against [Department
of the Army] personnel [exist] in that region" before military
personnel "may be authorized to carry firearms for personal
protection." Indeed, most military bases have relatively few
military police as they are in heavy demand to serve in Iraq and
Afghanistan.

The unarmed soldiers could do little more than cower as
Major Nidal Malik Hasan stood on a desk and shot down into the
cubicles in which his victims were trapped. Some behaved
heroically, such as private first class Marquest Smith who
repeatedly risked his life removing five soldiers and a civilian
from the carnage. But, being unarmed, these soldiers were unable
to stop Hasan's attack.

The wife of one of the soldiers shot at Ft. Hood understood
this all too well. Mandy Foster's husband had been shot but was
fortunate enough not to be seriously injured. In an interview on
CNN on Monday night, Mrs. Foster was asked by anchor John
Roberts how she felt about her husband "still scheduled for
deployment in January" to Afghanistan. Ms. Foster responded:
"At least he's safe there and he can fire back, right?" -- It is hard
to believe that we don't trust soldiers with guns on an army base
when we trust these very same men in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Unfortunately, most of CNN's listeners probably didn't
understand the rules that Ms. Foster was referring to.

The law-abiding, not the criminals, are the ones who obey the
ban on guns. Instead of making areas safe for victims, the bans
make it safe for the criminal. Hasan not only violated the army's
ban on carrying a gun, he also apparently violated the rules that
require soldiers to register privately owned guns at the post.

Research shows that allowing individuals to defend themselves
dramatically reduces the rates of multiple victim public
shootings. Even if attacks still occur, having civilians with
permitted concealed handguns limits the damage. A major factor
in determining how many people are harmed by these killers is
the amount of time that elapses between when the attack starts
and someone is able to arrive on the scene with a gun. Ten
minutes must have seemed like an eternity to those trapped in the
attack at Ft. Hood. All the multiple victim public shootings in the
U.S. -- in which more than three people have been killed -- have
all occurred in places where concealed handguns have been
banned.

For several days now, some in the media and various gun
control groups have focused on a so-called "cop killer" gun that
Hasan used. The five-seven is a conventional semi-automatic
pistol. In fact, the bullets that it fires are relatively small, only
being in the .22 caliber class. Unlike rifles, even higher caliber
handguns don't fire publicly available ammunition at sufficient
velocity to penetrate a police officer's vest. There is a special type
of handgun ammunition that can penetrate some types of body

armor, but under federal law it is not legal to manufacture or
import that ammunition for sale to the public.

For the safety of our soldiers and citizens, we hope that this
simple fact about the Ft. Hood attack and the role that gun-free
zones played in allowing yet another multiple victim public
shooting becomes part of the news coverage itself. The political
debate about guns would be quite different if even once in a
while a news story clearly explained that there has been another
multiple victim public shooting in a gun-free zone.
John R. Lott, Jr. is a FoxNews.com contributor. He is an
economist and author of "More Guns, Less Crime."
http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2009/11/10/john-lott-ft-hood-
end-gun-free-zone/

09-11-11 Surprise! Disarming victims ends badly
When Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan started shooting up the Soldier

Readiness Processing Center at Fort Hood, Pfc. Marquest Smith
dove under a desk. The Associated Press reported that "he lay
low for several minutes, waiting for the shooter to run out of
ammunition and wishing he, too, had a gun."

Neither Smith nor the other victims of Hasan's assault had
guns because soldiers on military bases within the United States
generally are not allowed to carry them. Last week's shootings,
which killed 13 people and wounded more than 30, demonstrated
once again the folly of "gun-free zones," which attract and assist
people bent on mass murder instead of deterring them.

Judging from the comments of those who support this policy
of victim disarmament, Smith's desire for a gun was irrational.
According to Paul Helmke, president of the Brady Campaign to
Prevent Gun Violence, "This latest tragedy, at a heavily fortified
Army base, ought to convince more Americans to reject the
argument that the solution to gun violence is to arm more people
with more guns in more places."

Note how the reference to "a heavily fortified Army base"
obscures the crucial point that the people attacked by Hasan were
unarmed as a matter of policy. Also note the breathtaking inanity
of Helmke's assurance that "more guns" are not "the solution to
gun violence." In this case, they assuredly were.

The first people with guns to confront Hasan, two local police
officers, were the ones who put a stop to his rampage. And while
Sgt. Kim Munley and Sgt. Mark Todd acted heroically, they did
not arrive on the scene until a crucial 10 minutes or so had
elapsed and Hasan had fired more than 100 rounds.

If someone else at the processing center had had a gun when
Hasan started shooting, it seems likely that fewer people would
have been killed or injured. Furthermore, the knowledge that
some of his victims would be armed might have led him to
choose a different, softer target in order to maximize the impact
of his attack.

There would have been plenty of targets to choose from: any
of the locations in Texas, including schools and shopping malls,
that advertise their prohibition of gun possession. The problem is
that crazed killers tend not to follow such rules.

That problem was vividly illustrated by the second deadliest
mass shooting in U.S. history, which occurred in Killeen, Texas,
a stone's throw from Fort Hood. In 1991, George Jo Hennard
drove his pickup truck through the window of a Luby's cafeteria
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in Killeen, jumped out and began firing two pistols at the
defenseless customers and employees inside, killing 23 of them.

One customer, Suzanna Hupp, saw Hennard gun down her
parents.

Hupp later testified that she had brought a handgun with her
that day but, to her bitter regret, left it in her car, as required by
state law. The massacre led the Texas legislature to approve a
"shall issue" law that allows any resident who meets certain
objective criteria to obtain a concealed carry permit.

But people with such permits are still barred from bringing
their weapons into areas designated as gun-free zones. And when
a killer fires on people he knows will be unarmed, it matters little
whether he has 20-round or 10-round magazines, a detail
emphasized in press coverage of the Fort Hood massacre. The
second or two it takes to switch magazines is a minor nuisance
when the people you are shooting at cannot shoot back.

Even less relevant is the allegation that Hasan used illegal
armor-piercing ammunition. The Brady campaign bizarrely chose
to highlight that claim even though there was no indication that
any of Hasan's victims were wearing bulletproof vests, let alone
that his bullets penetrated them.

Perhaps the group hoped that such puzzling illogic would
distract people from the plain fact that having a gun is better than
not having one when you are confronted by a homicidal maniac.
http://www.suntimes.com/news/otherviews/1876445,CST-EDT-
sullum11.article

09-11-11 EDITORIAL: End Clinton-era military base gun
ban

Time after time, public murder sprees occur in "gun-free
zones" - public places where citizens are not legally able to carry
guns. The list is long, including massacres at Virginia Tech and
Columbine High School along with many less deadly attacks.
Last week's slaughter at Fort Hood Army base in Texas was no
different - except that one man bears responsibility for the ugly
reality that the men and women charged with defending America
were deliberately left defenseless when a terrorist opened fire.

Among President Clinton's first acts upon taking office in
1993 was to disarm U.S. soldiers on military bases. In March
1993, the Army imposed regulations forbidding military
personnel from carrying their personal firearms and making it
almost impossible for commanders to issue firearms to soldiers in
the U.S. for personal protection. For the most part, only military
police regularly carry firearms on base, and their presence is
stretched thin by high demand for MPs in war zones.

Because of Mr. Clinton, terrorists would face more return fire
if they attacked a Texas Wal-Mart than the gunman faced at Fort
Hood, home of the heavily armed and feared 1st Cavalry
Division. That's why a civilian policewoman from off base was
the one whose marksmanship ended Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan's
rampage.

Everyone wants to keep people safe - and no one denies Mr.
Clinton's good intentions. The problem is that law-abiding good
citizens, not criminals, are the ones who obey those laws. Bans
end up disarming potential victims and not criminals. Rather than
making places safe for victims, we unintentionally make them
safe for the criminal - or in this case, the terrorist.

The wife of one of the soldiers shot at Fort Hood understands
all too well. In an interview on CNN Monday night, Anchor John
Roberts asked Mandy Foster how she felt about her husband's
upcoming deployment to Afghanistan. Ms. Foster responded: "At
least he's safe there and he can fire back, right?"

It is hard to believe that we don't trust soldiers with guns on an
Army base when we trust these very same men in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Mr. Clinton's deadly rules even disarmed officers,
the most trusted members of the military charged with leading
enlisted soldiers in combat. Six of the dead and wounded had
commissions.

Most people understand that guns deter criminals. Research
also shows that the presence of more guns limits the damage mass
murderers can unleash. A major factor in determining how many
people are harmed by these killers is the time that elapses
between the launch of an attack and when someone - soldier,
civilian or law enforcement - arrives on the scene with a gun to
end the attack. All the public shootings in the United States in
which more than three people have been killed have occurred in
places where concealed handguns have been banned.

Thirteen dead bodies in a Texas morgue are the ultimate fruit
of gun-control illogic - in which guns are so feared that
government regulation even tries to keep them out of the hands of
trained soldiers. With the stroke of a pen, President Obama can
end Mr. Clinton's folly and allow U.S. soldiers to protect
themselves. Because we clearly cannot protect our soldiers from
harm, the least we owe them is the right to protect themselves.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/nov/11/end-clinton-
era-military-base-gun-ban/

09-11-10 N.J. law limiting handgun purchases unfair to
retailers, says task force chief

TRENTON -- A N.J. gun law needs exceptions for various
groups — including retailers who will only be able to buy one
handgun a month from suppliers — members of a task force
reviewing the legislation said today.

The law, intended to restrict the flow of weapons to criminals,
has riled gun advocates who say it penalizes law-abiding citizens
like target shooters and collectors.

The task force’s central proposal would make it easier for gun
store owners to stock their shelves while still limiting customers
to buying one handgun every 30 days.

"As it stands now, retailers would be prohibited from
purchasing guns from their suppliers," said Burlington County
Prosecutor Robert Bernardi, who leads the task force. "I think
that was an oversight when the legislation was passed."

The law, which goes into effect Jan. 1, exempts sales between
licensed gun dealers, but not purchases from distributors or
manufacturers, which are classified differently under New Jersey
law.

The proposed changes are part of a report expected to be
issued this week. Robert Corrales, a spokesman for Gov. Jon
Corzine, said the governor — who strongly backed the one-
handgun-a-month law — supports the recommendations.

State Police Lt. Col. Christopher Andreychak, a task force
member, said the law is currently too tough on retailers.
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"You couldn’t run a used car business if you can only buy and
sell one used car a month," he said. "They have to have an
exemption or we’ll put them out of business."

Assemblyman Gordon Johnson (D-Bergen) said another
exception is needed for people in target shooting competitions
that require more than one handgun.

"These are not folks who are robbing banks or holding up
people," he said. "These are law-abiding folks who are trying to
enjoy their sport or hobby, and I don’t want to be an obstacle to
that."

He said other proposals in the report include exceptions for
historical re-enactors and people seeking to sell off inherited
guns.

Sen. Sandra Cunningham (D-Hudson) said some collectors
also could receive an exemption when purchasing handguns.

Jake McGuigan, government relations director for the National
Shooting Sports Foundation, said the task force’s
recommendation on retail stores is a "step in the right direction."

"It’s tremendous for the task force to recognize that error in the
legislation," he said.

McGuigan was among 40 lobbyists, gun owners and firearms
instructors who attended a public hearing Bernardi’s panel held
in September.

Corzine created the nine-member task force to recommend
changes to the law if gun collectors and recreational gun users
would be adversely affected by it.

The legislation passed the state Senate in June by a vote of 21-
15, the slimmest of margins, and the Assembly approved it 47-28,
with four abstentions.

The law exempts purchases by law enforcement officers and
antique collectors. Three other states preceded New Jersey in
passing similar legislation.

Cunningham, who sponsored the law, said the proposals should
pass easily.

"It does not impact the original intent, which is to try to
prohibit ‘straw’ purchasing of guns," she said. "We want to be
respectful of everyone’s rights while we try to solve this
problem."
http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2009/11/task_force_chief_says
_new_nj_g.html

09-11-10 Santa Ana Police Department Passes 1000th 'Hit'
Milestone Using ATF's Ballistic Imaging Technology

Computerized Ballistic Imaging System Helps Link Multiple
Shooting Scenes

SANTA ANA, Calif., Nov. 10 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ --
John A. Torres, Special Agent in Charge of the Bureau of
Alcohol Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), Los Angeles
Field Division, announced today that Chief Paul M. Walters and
his Santa Ana Police Department have been recognized for
exceeding 1000 "hits" in their use of ATF's computerized
ballistic imaging system.

ATF's National Integrated Ballistic Information Network
(NIBIN) is a computerized ballistic imaging system that uses
Integrated Ballistics Identification System (IBIS) technology and
equipment to allow firearms technicians and examiners to acquire
digital images of the markings made by a firearm on bullets and
cartridge casings; the images then undergo automated initial

comparison. If a high confidence candidate emerges, firearms
examiners compare the original evidence to confirm a match. By
minimizing the amount of non-matching evidence that firearms
examiners must inspect to find a confirmable match, the NIBIN
system enables law enforcement agencies to discover links
between crimes more quickly, including links that would have
been lost without the technology.

"Technology is a critical component to investigating and
solving violent crime," said Torres. "We are very pleased with
the tremendous success Santa Ana has achieved with this system
and look forward to further collaborative efforts to reduce crime
in our communities."

ATF currently has 214 NIBIN systems deployed to law
enforcement agencies and forensic laboratories across the United
States. The Santa Ana Police Department has been using the
NIBIN system since 2001 and currently has more hits than all but
four other departments.

"Our accomplishments with NIBIN are again a direct result of
our use of innovative technology, and is part of our continued
commitment to provide the citizens of Santa Ana the highest level
of police services available," said Chief Walters.

In funding and supporting NIBIN, ATF provides Federal, State
and local law enforcement agencies with an effective intelligence
tool that many could not afford on their own. The system also
makes it possible to share intelligence across jurisdictional
boundaries, enabling Federal, State and local law enforcement
agencies to work together to stop violent criminals.
http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/santa-ana-police-
department-passes,1038739.shtml#

09-11-05 Police: Shooting in West Reading was result of drug
argument, apartment resident arrested

West Reading man who told police he shot a Reading man
trying to break into his house Wednesday night has been arrested
and charged with shooting the unarmed man after an argument
over drugs.

Police said Christian Aybar, 28, of the 100 block of South
Fifth Avenue initially told them that he shot Cory Washington,
34, of Reading at 7:30 p.m., as Washington was breaking into his
apartment.

"We know now that’s not what happened," Police Chief
Edward Fabriziani said Thursday. "This was not a home invasion
— it was a dispute over drugs."

Fabriziani said during their investigation of the shooting they
searched Aybar’s apartment and found a large quantity of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia, which has been seized as
evidence.

Fabriziani gave the following account:
Washington was upset with Aybar and went to his apartment to

argue with him.
He said the men were seen arguing on the front porch of

Aybar’s apartment building. During the argument, Aybar pulled a
gun and Washington ran away.

Aybar fired several shots from a semiautomatic pistol at
Washington, who was shot once in the left side as he ran.

"This was not a home invasion and it was not a gun battle,"
Fabriziani aid. "It was one man shooting at another man."
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Washington ran to a nearby van where a friend was waiting
and they drove to the city.

A short time later, city police received a report of a shooting
in the 1000 block of North 12th Street and found the van and
Washington, who was taken to Reading Hospital for treatment of
the gunshot wound.

Fabriziani said investigators found no evidence that
Washington had a gun when he went to Aybar’s apartment.

"He certainly didn’t fire a gun when he was there," Fabriziani
said.

Washington was questioned and released.
Aybar was arrested early Thursday morning and arraigned

before Senior District Justice Richard Reeser in Reading Central
Court on aggravated assault, reckless endangerment, weapons
and other charges.

Aybar was committed to Berks County Prison in lieu of
$100,000.

Fabriziani said the investigation of the shooting and the drug
seizure is ongoing.
http://readingeagle.com/article.aspx?id=164451

09-11-05 CT 8 years in jail, no more joy rides for city man
MIDDLETOWN — A city man is going to jail for eight years

and will never regain his driving privileges after pleading guilty
to a slew of charges including robbery and assault.

Derrick Shaw, 33, of 33 Robert St., was sentenced by
Middlesex Superior Court Judge Patrick Clifford Wednesday. He
is expected to serve eight years of a 15-year sentence and seven
years of special parole. Shaw accepted the sentence rather than
take his case to trial where he was facing a much harsher penalty.

Shaw was initially charged on March 7 with burglary, four
counts of criminal violation of a protective order, harassment,
larceny, reckless endangerment, carrying a pistol without a
permit, criminal possession of a firearm and risk of injury to a
minor.

Police said he entered a home on Stirling Court without
permission, violating a protective order.

According to police reports, Shaw told police he ingested
cocaine and had sex with a woman at the Stirling Court home
while a 5-year-old was in the room.

Shaw, a convicted felon, also admitted to taking a pistol from
his mother’s home and hiding it in a snow bank, police said in
reports. Police searched for the gun, but were unable to find it,
they said.

According to records obtained from Superior Court in
Middletown, Shaw was also charged with stealing a firearm,
criminal possession of a weapon and sixth-degree larceny in
connection with a March 6 incident, in which Shaw stole $240
from a victim outside a local bar and fled the scene on foot.

In addition to the charges stemming from the March 7 incident,
Shaw was charged with burglary, criminal mischief, possession of
marijuana, disorderly conduct, criminal trespassing and violation
of a protective order in connection with incidents on Feb. 27 and
28; and larceny and robbery in connection with a Feb. 22
incident.

Shaw may have also lost his driving privileges for life after an
incident on Feb. 2, where police responded to Country Club Road
to investigate a possible car accident. A car was stuck in a snow

bank facing against traffic, and snow was thrown onto the street,
police said. As officers approached the car, police said they saw
Shaw stumble around the car.

Shaw told officers he had been drinking, but that his girlfriend
was driving the car, police said. Officers then informed Shaw his
girlfriend called police on him because he was drinking and
driving. He had no response, police said.

Police said in reports that Shaw was slurring his speech so
badly they had difficulty understanding him. Reports also said
Shaw’s eyes were glassy and bloodshot and he smelled of
alcohol.

After refusing a full field sobriety test, Shaw was taken into
custody and police found an empty bottle of brandy and a can of
beer, police said.

Shaw was charged with driving under the influence, driving
with a suspended license and traveling unreasonably fast in that
incident.
http://www.middletownpress.com/articles/2009/11/05/news/doc4
af239c7219ef026487630.txt

09-11-03 GUNPAL, Inc.: The First Serious Competitor for
PayPal Inc..

HEALDSBURG, Calif., Nov. 3 /PRNewswire/ -- "GUNPAL,
Inc. is a transaction-neutral online payment platform with a
philanthropic spirit," announces Founder/CEO Ben Cannon. "It is
also the first serious competitor for PayPal Inc."

A percentage of each transaction is donated to a selected
charity at no additional cost to the user. The initial list of
organizations includes the American Red Cross, American
Cancer Society, and the Supercomputing Disease Research
Center. Users can also suggest charities for consideration.

An avid supporter of constitutional rights, Cannon created a
discrimination-free online payment application, starting with the
recognition of the Second Amendment right to keep and bear
arms.

Prohibited by PayPal's "Acceptable Use Policy", the $3 billion
firearms and accessories industry has adopted GUNPAL as the
payment platform of choice. "Firearms can only be sold by
licensed dealers. GUNPAL is more convenient than other forms
of payment as its comprehensive transaction tracking system is
secure and reliable for our audits," says Mitchel Chapman of
WBtactical.com, a licensed firearms dealer.

An estimated one hundred million firearm owners nationwide
now have a platform with which they can trade ammunition,
scopes, and other accessories securely and hassle-free. As a
socially responsible company, GUNPAL directs its firearm
buyers to government documentation on current firearm laws and
regulations and will provide licensed dealer listings by buyers'
zip codes in a future release. Having dominated the firearms
niche, GUNPAL is already targeting other under-served markets
with several new projects under way.

With every line of code written in-house, most of the
engineering effort has been dedicated to fraud prevention.
GUNPAL's unique anti-fraud and anti-phishing systems take a
finer-toothed comb through customer data for maximum privacy
and security. Reduced fraud cuts operating costs resulting in
lower fees for most common transactions as compared to PayPal.
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Cannon's first company, GeoVario, LLC, was the natural choice
for web-hosting services.

Founded in 2004, GUNPAL is a transaction-neutral online
payment system that allows easy transfer of funds to anyone with
an email address. Privately funded, GUNPAL has revolutionized
the transfer of money with its pro-constitutional voice, unique
anti-fraud approach, and philanthropic spirit. The company is
expected to expand its services internationally in the near future.
For further information and questions, please contact

PR@GUNPAL.net or visit http://www.GUNPAL.net .
http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/gunpal-inc-the-first-
serious-competitor-for-paypal-inc,1025431.shtml


